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Introduction 

“The core of VR experience is the interactivity.” 

Jaron Lanier, 20171 

A PROMISE OF A NEW VIRTUAL REALITY BIG BANG 

In May of 2015, I was invited to take part in the inauguration of EON Reality’s 

Duncanville Entrepreneur School in Dallas - Fort Worth metroplex, Texas. In 

order to form the foundation for a Virtual Reality based economy in the area, the 

city of Duncanville used its old library building to host the new initiative, 

replacing its old library and, in a sense, an old model of community education 

with a brand new glitzy Virtual Reality enterprise. The organizers produced a 

flashy presentation with data claiming the multi-billion-dollar VR based economy 

is about to explode the following year. The author was one of the early VR 

evangelists and believers, so it has been rather painful to see a slower than 

expected adaptation of VR and AVR in education, business, and, most 

importantly, in entertainment by the consumers since the predictions were made 

in 2015. One would think that in the society engrossed in visual and digital 

interactive culture, the virtual reality technologies would be dominating the digital 

landscape as predicted. Still, maybe the answer lies with one of the many Lanier’s 

definitions of VR: “The ultimate media technology, meaning that it is perpetually 

premature”?2 Or perhaps the question should be more specific and should tackle a 

permutable nature of artist-recipient interaction in the face of the next VR 

renaissance and accelerated industrialization of arts and culture fueled by socio-

technological advancement? 

It was the 2008 smartphone revolution that indeed turned us into the “network 

society” with fully interactive netizens who, accessorized with a new digital 

attachment to their bodies, function in cyberspace and consume an enormous 

amount of content by interacting with the content provided by news outlets, 

marketers, businesses across all industries, ourselves and last but not the least the 

artists. The 2008 introduction of the iPhone is a discrete moment in the history of 

 
1 Lanier, Jaron. Dawn of the New Everything: Encounters with Reality and Virtual Reality. Henry 
Holt and Co.. Kindle Edition. New York. 2017, p. 232. 
2 Ibid., p. 204. 
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Cyberculture and virtual - or cyber-space. The explosion of mobile phone 

interactions is unprecedented in scale in the history of humankind's 

communication. It even created its own new generation, the Z Generation of 

digital natives. Although it has taken most of us by surprise, the end result of 

these interactions – the development of a digital participatory society, was 

predicted by some forward thinkers, including Pierre Lévy, as well as avant-garde 

artists decades ago. These social studies’ predictions were accompanied by the 

technological visionaries and innovators like Nicholas Negroponte, the founder of 

MIT Media Lab, one of the early computer science evangelists in the 1980s. 

“Physical entropy, metaphysical entropy: every value stands under the sign of 

entropy, and every difference under the sign of indifference. All that lives by 

value will perish by equivalence. All that lives by meaning will perish by 

insignificance. And it is because we no longer know what is true or false, what is 

good or evil. What has value or does not, that we are forced to store everything, 

record everything, conserve everything, and from this irrevocable devaluation 

ensues. It is because there is no longer any criterion of value that we accumulate 

things infinitely, or is it because we have set about storing, accumulating, adding 

reality to reality and information to information that all values have become 

confused and undecided? Even this is undecidable.” 

Jean Baudrillard, 19973 

THE FOCUS 

The focus of this study is to analyze the impact of ubiquitous digital emerging 

technologies on the technologically mediated interactive processes between 

the Author, the Work, and the Recipient, with a closer look at Virtual Reality 

and mediated AI based art, media, and science projects. Particular interest is 

given to the changing intentionality of interactivity in the decision-making 

process of human users in expanding cyberspace. 

This study analyzes the phenomenon of interactivity, its elements, intentionality, 

and evolution along with the transformative technologies with the latest samples 

 
3 Baudrillard, Jean. Paroxysm. Interview with Philippe Petit. London, New York.Verso. 1998, p. 
4. 
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of interactive art from a technologically mediated perspective. This effort is aided 

with usage of scientific paradigms of Shannon and Turing, as well as 

communication, social and philosophical divagations of Bergson, Deleuze, 

Foucault, Heidegger, Bauman, McLuhan, Baudrillard, Lévy, Kurzweil, Nicolelis 

and the writings of media theorists like Manovich, Ostrowicki, Celiński, 

Kluszczyński, or Zawojski as well as VR practitioners like Lanier. This list does 

not include many other artists and researchers who have contributed heavily to the 

field of game theory, ludology, participatory arts, HCI, interactivity, VR or AI, 

and whose work has made a tremendous impact on the understanding of human 

intentionality in interactive arts, which helped to shape up the research for this 

dissertation. 

ON CLARITY OF COMMUNICATION 

One of the issues in clearly communicating any complex data is finding the 

appropriate language and establishing a universally accepted terminology. 

Historically, it has been a lengthy process conducted after technological or social 

changes had occurred. No more! In 1990, the British computer scientist Tim 

Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web protocol, which helped to popularize 

the Internet to all societies in the world. The unprecedented speed with which 

global society has been changing since the invention of WWW, has taken 

academia by surprise. In most cases, the academic world was unprepared to deal 

with the converging digital sphere around them. Because the topic and the content 

of this work deals with continually emerging virtual reality technologies, I have 

been faced with many transient definitions and analyses rather than with the 

established classifications. In addition to the written findings, I will also present a 

graphical matrix of established and emerging social, philosophical, artistic, 

scientific, and technological theories, definitions, and innovations to communicate 

better the elaborate maze of virtual reality and its most fundamental representation 

– the interactivity.  

To improve clarity in using cross-disciplinary terminologies, I am following the 

“on-the-fly” attempt to codify emerging art and media technologies by Lev 

Manovich, a multicultural, multilingual, multimedia practitioner and multi-

disciplinary academician from New York City. In the mid-nineties of the last 
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century, during the birth of the World Wide Web Consortium, Lev Manovich 

made an effort to define the emergence of a new medium - the metamedium of the 

digital computer, and he argued that contemporary academia is leaving very little 

research behind for future generations of researchers wanting to describe the turn 

of the century digital transformations. In the same way, the turn of the 20th-

century social scientists did not realize the significance of the emergence of 

cinema and missed out on capturing the comprehensive picture of the appearance 

of the then-new medium. Manovich’s work is an attempt to define the history and 

the language of digital media in the era of the Internet. In order to find the 

distinctions between the old and new medium, he utilizes both film theories and 

computer science as well as his own practicum experiences with new 

technologies. His work cannot be finite in its scope simply because Manovich is 

writing in the midst of the technological and social transformations he is trying to 

define. He gives us an incomplete digital media alphabet in the making. The 

unprecedented number of social media mutations caused by both the evolving 

mobile applications, growing access to the Internet, and growing use of mobile 

Internet, makes it very difficult for media theorists to play a catch-up game in 

studying the impact of technology on society and in reverse an impact of social 

behavior on the development of new technologies.  

The continuous interplay of technology and arts creates an opportunity to observe 

the new technologically mediated art projects from the philosophical and 

technological point of view, from the theoretical to the practical. The challenge of 

adapting terminologies from across the disciplines may create an opportunity to 

increase the opacity between the hard-line divisions of technological utopianism 

and social dystopianism. In the following paragraphs, I will look into the 

abundance of definitions, elements, theories, and technologies to paint a rich 

portrait of an interactive combination between the author, the work, and the 

recipient. 

THE AUTHOR AND THE RECIPIENT 

When entering a discourse on interactivity in art as well as in popular 

cyberculture, we must point to an ambivalent meaning of the term interactivity 

today. This ambivalence is due to a large number of definitions as well as 
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contradictions shared by researchers in social sciences. One of the limbs in the 

debate is a subject of design versus free choice interactivity as well as the 

intentionality of the Author, the Work/Text, and the Reader/Spectator. At the very 

foundation of art creation sits a desire of uninhibited freedom of expression, these 

freedoms translate and manifest themselves quite often, in case of participatory 

arts, as unlimited creative freedom to interact with an artifact. While I will shed 

some light on the author’s role when constructing interactive works, as well as the 

work itself, my main focus is on the perspective of the interactor’s role in this 

entangled interactive relationship of author-work-recipient. 

 

 

Graph 1. Level of Interactivity vs. Freedom of Choice. 

Although interactivity is commonly associated with its technological and 

marketing functions as demonstrated over the years in hi-tech industries including 

games, exhibition (television sets), traditional television distribution (cable and 

satellite television channels) and now OTT media services like Netflix, my 

interest lays in a discourse about the manipulative relationship between the 

author, the work/text, and the spectator or participant. I am wanting to explore the 

notion of interactivity from the perspective of the author’s intentions (including 

manipulation) towards the artifact/work (and its new status of being “on its own” 

or in constant fluctuations due to interactor influence) and from the perspective of 

recipient/interactor interactivity experience with the work. Especially exciting is 

the interactor’s attraction to interactivity manifesting itself by the desire to 

immerse oneself in a digital experience.4 When analyzing gameplay experience, 

Ermi and Mäyrä interviewed gaming teens and their parents from Finland. They 

 
4 Ermi, Laura, Mäyrä, Frans. Fundamental Components of the Gameplay Experience: Analysing 
Immersion, Vancouver, Digital Games Research Conference. 2005, p. 5. 
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found out that children immerse themselves in books rather than digital games, 

but what attracts them most to gaming are the elements of “interactivity: the 

opportunity to make decisions, take actions and have an effect on the gameplay.”5 

This desire to have the power to affect the outcome of a game may well translate 

to a similar desire in changing a socio-political situation by interacting with Fake 

News on social media platforms.  

The 1960s marked the beginning of a serious debate about the changing role of 

the spectator and their “shifting editorial functions.”6 This debate included  

questions regarding the relationship between interactivity and manipulation and 

the role of interactivity in connection to power and control in the creative process 

of art and content creation. Within the shifting philosophical paradigms of the 

textual analysis from Auteurism through New Criticism, Structuralism, Semiotics 

and finally Post-Structuralism, one work stands out in particular - an early 

postmodern manifesto - The Death of the Author, in which Roland Barthes 

announces “the birth” of the spectator, an active role of work, and an ambivalent 

role of the Author in the creative process. In a very emotional style, Barthes 

reaches back to the middle ages in search of the origins of the Author and 

describes him as if he were a Celebrity as the Celebrity is perceived today: 

”The author is a modern figure, produced no doubt by our society insofar as, at the end of 

the middle ages, with English empiricism, French rationalism and the personal faith of 

the Reformation, it discovered the prestige of the individual,(...). The author still rules in 

manuals of literary history, in biographies of writers, in magazine interviews, (...), and 

even in the awareness of literary men, anxious to unite, by their private journals, their 

person and their work.” 7 

There seems to be an analogy between the early notions of celebritism manifested 

in authors and artists of modernity and the postmodern digital celebrities in the 

era of influencers’ endorsements, Fake News, or phony biographies or even 

 
5 Ibid. 
6 Lévy, Pierre. Cyberculture. Electronic Mediations, Volume 4., Translated by Robert Bononno. 
University of Minnesota Press. Minneapolis. 2001, p. 62. 
7 Barthes, Roland. The Death of the Author, Aspen, American Journal Aspen, no. 5–6, 1967, p. 5-
6 URL: http://www.ubu.com/aspen/aspen5and6/threeEssays.html#barthes  
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presidencies based on his “celebrity status” no matter how unrelated to work at 

hand: 

“(...) the image of literature to be found in contemporary culture is tyrannically centered 

on the author, his person, his history, his tastes, his passions; criticism still consists, most 

of the time, in saying that Baudelaire’s work was the failure of the man Baudelaire, Van 

Gogh work his madness, Tchaikovsky’s his vice: the explanation of the work is always 

sought in the man who produced it.”8 

Following Barthes’s reasoning that no text is original as it is just a coded 

combination of existing expressions, “a tissue of citations, resulting from the 

thousand sources of culture,” one may ask the question - No art is original? 

Barthes moves the equilibrium from one extreme to another, from Author to 

Spectator, over the meaning of work, concluding - “the true locus of writing is 

reading,” and by doing so, he is drawing an adumbration of a new culture based 

on the participation of the Spectator. The theoretical framework of participatory, 

and more specifically interactive art in a context of the dynamically changing 

relationship between the creator, the text and the recipient have its roots in 

literature studies. These roots spread from Textual Criticism of Roland Barthes 

through Pragmatism debate between Umberto Eco and Richard Rorty to 

Transactive criticism of a literary critic Norman Holland.9 Holland’s literary 

theory work analyzed “the transaction between the reader and the text.”10 

Similarly to Barthes, Holland admits the creative role of the reader in interpreting 

author’s texts, although he is using different evidence and approach: 

“This is what I mean when I speak of “transactive criticism”: (...), by the very act of 

experiencing Fitzgerald’s life and works, I mingle his characteristic style with my 

own.”11 

Helping us to understand the reader's or audience's interpretations and intentions 

of texts are two giants of literary theory - an Italian semiotician and the best-

selling author of The Name of The Rose Umberto Eco and an American 

 
8 Ibid. 
9 Kluszczyński, Ryszard W. Sztuka interaktywna. Od dzieła instrumentu do interaktywnego 
spektaklu. Wydawnictwa Akademickie i Profesjonalne. Warszawa, 2010, p. 140. 
10 Holland, Norman N. Transactive Criticism: Re-Creation Through Identity. Criticism Vol. 18, 
No. 4 (Fall 1976), Wayne State University Press. 1976, pp. 334-352, p. 334. 
11 Ibid., p. 352. 
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philosopher Richard Rorty. Their early 1990s debate oscillates around interpreting 

and using the text and the intention of the text and the intention of the reader: 

“Between unattainable intention of the author and the arguable intention of the reader 

there is a transparent intention of the text, which disproves the untenable interpretation”12 

Eco’s position on potentially countless interpretations of texts and “a device conceived in 

order to produce its model reader.”13 

Between the intention of the author (very difficult to find out and frequently 

irrelevant for the interpretation of a text) and the intention of the interpreter who 

(to quote Richard Rorty) simply “beats the text into a shape which will serve his 

own purpose,”14 there is a third possibility. There is an intention of the text.”15 

Rorty’s rebuttal to Eco’s insistence “upon a distinction between interpreting texts 

and using texts,” goes along his and Jeffrey Stout’s pragmatist view of all 

anybody ever does with anything is use it. Rorty disagrees with the dominance of 

the text and its ability to express more than just to create a stimuli-response from 

the reader. He believes that the meaning of the text is an effect of correlation of 

text with the reader/recipient - the text is a source of the interpretative stimuli and 

the reader has a couple of expectations from encountering the text - he or she 

knows what to expect from such a meeting, or he or she hopes that the text will 

make an impact on her or him and thus will influence or alter their goals. In both 

cases, the role of a reader plays a decisive part in the interpretation processes.  

Ryszard Kluszczyński, analyzing the interdisciplinary and philosophical contexts 

of the interactive art, situates Umberto Eco’s position on the distinction between 

intentio operis and intentio lectoris with that of an interactive artist Grahame 

Weinbren who predicts in Millennium Film Journal that “in an advanced 

interactive cinema, everything will be in flux, open to the possibility of change.”16 

 
12 Eco, Umberto with Rorty, Richard, Culler, Jonathan, Brooke-Rose, Christine; (ed.) Collini, 
Stefan. Interpretation and Overinterpretation. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 1992, p. 
78. 
13 Ibid., p. 64. 
14 Rorty, Richard. Consequences of Pragmatism (Essays: 1972-1980). University of Minnesota 
Press. Minneapolis. 1982, p. 151. 
15 Eco, Umberto. Interpretation and Overinterpretation: World, History, Texts. The Tanner 
Lectures on Human Values. Clare Hall, Cambridge University, March 7 and 8, 1990, p. 145. 
16 Weinbren, Grahame. In the Ocean of Streams of Story. Millennium Film Journal, 1995 URL: 
http://www.mfj-online.org/journalPages/MFJ28/GWOCEAN.HTML 
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When Kluszczyński writes about “artist-manipulator,” he talks about Weinbren’s 

types of relationships between the viewers and the screens.17 According to 

Weinbren, the viewer of an interactive film is responsible for the content of the 

screen as a result of dual but independent types of relations with it, one is active 

and the other subjunctive: 

“The basis of the interactive cinema is that the viewer has some control over what is on-

screen. He or She knows that what is there will change if she or he acts, that it would 

have been different if he or she had acted differently earlier. Thus, the viewer is aware of 

a fundamental indeterminacy. I have called this epistemological state a subjunctive 

(author’s emphasis) relationship to the screen--the viewer is always aware that things 

could have been otherwise. This state is grounded in the viewer's continual knowledge 

that what is on screen is a result of her interactions--inaction, naturally, counting as 

decisively as action. 

(...) The success of a work of interactive cinema depends on its viewer's recognition that 

behind each element of the screen - complex there is a potential set of cinematic data that 

supports it, accounts for it, enriches it, or explains it. 

(...) The deliberate use of film editing strategies can keep reconvincing the viewer of the 

non-arbitrariness of connection between old and new elements, between the elements 

already there and those produced by viewer action. Once the interactive work has brought 

the viewer to the idea that his actions on the screen complex always contribute to the 

continuing significance of the work, then the associations can roam more freely than in 

the city zoo of conventional narrative film.”18 

Similar to Eco - Weinbren’s analogy, Kluszczyński analyzes Richard Rorty and 

Roy Ascott positions. Kluszczyński is matching Rorty’s reader-response criticism 

with the theory of explicit interactive art represented by the kinetic art practitioner 

Roy Ascott: 

“Rorty’s concept takes a position similar to the approach of Roy Ascott’s theory of 

interactive art. Both of them are, in fact, supporters of the position that argues that the 

product of the author/artist only sets the context for the recipient’s creative activity, 

which is responsible for the formation of the text or the work.”19 

 
17 Ibid. Kluszczyński, 2010, p. 194. 
18 Ibid. Weinbren. 
19 Ibid. Kluszczyński, 2010, p. 140. 
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Within the three aspects of interactivity listed by Kluszczyński, Social - Technical 

– Artistic20, the social aspect in participatory arts is a focus of Claire Bishop’s 

body of work. In Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of 

Spectatorship, Bishop is conducting a thorough investigation of the spectators 

themselves, “first-hand” versus “second-hand” spectatorship and the participatory 

art’s obligatory “active-versus-passive” discourse on audience involvement.21 In 

one of her inquiries, Bishop questions the role of the author - “what is an author 

when an entire social group is being called on to produce its own forms of life and 

experience?” Bishop’s concept of “real participation'' built her partiality towards 

“the intersubjective basis of participatory art” against “the one-on-one orientation 

of technological interactivity. She even admits that she was avoiding 

technological participation in her writings “because so much of the participatory 

art has also been at pains to renounce it: despite relying so heavily on e-mail, 

digital photography, etc. for its realization, participatory art is ultimately 

characterized by the hands-on, the face-to-face (rather than virtual) interface, and 

the rewards of collective presence. (…) [and her] distinction between 

participatory and interactive art might seem artificial;” What caught my attention 

in this quote is her distinction between “face-to-face (rather than virtual) 

interfaces'' – what does she mean by “virtual”?22 Real-time face-to-face 

interaction between at least two participants, either sitting in the same physical 

room or sitting in the same virtual room are pretty similar if not enhanced in some 

cases. Bishop finally deals with the technology in her 2012 article Digital Divide: 

Contemporary Art and New Media. Her observations of the first decade of the 

21st-century visual art’s filtration with the digital works’ “analog look” (putting 

aside some exception like Thomas Hirschhorn’s work) show that unlike the 

previous 20th-century revolutions in art – photography in the 1920s and video in 

the 1960s – the cyber-art revolution is connected to the language, words, and 

numbers, which are embedded in the background of the face of cyberspace as a 

code. Eventually, it leads her to  surprising conclusions – first,” that literature, 

particularly poetry (...),  might be taking up the avant-garde baton” and second, 

 
20 Ibid., p. 176. 
21 Bianchini, Samuel, Vrhagen, Erik (eds.). Claire Bishop interviewed by David Zerbib. The Myth 
of the Active Subject. Practicable. From Participation to Interaction in Contemporary Art. The MIT 
Press. Cambridge, London. 2016, p. 795. 
22 Ibid. 795. 
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“the digital revolution opens up a new dematerialized, deauthored, and the 

unmarketable reality of collective culture; (...) it signals the impending 

obsolescence of visual art itself.”23 This may sound quite far-sighted, especially in 

light of the Artificial Intelligence writing tools coming to the mass market in the 

near future.  

According to MIT Technology Review, the text generation AI tool created by a 

research institute OpenAI in San Francisco is “often remarkably good at 

producing realistic text (…), and it can make up realistic-seeming news reports on 

any topic you give it.”24 So the questions of authorship are rapidly approaching a 

new point of urgency both for the art and Fake News alike. Bishop also disagrees 

with Nicolas Bourriaud’s Relational Aesthetics’s discourse on contemporary art 

in the 2000s, and his “criterion of coexistence” and that “participation is sufficient 

to guarantee a work’s quality.”25 What Bishop calls Bourriaud’s quote neoliberal: 

“The work allows us to participate; it is good. There is no such thing as a bad 

work of art; in fact, it is our responsibility if we feel the work is bad,”26 almost 

sounds like a formula for Fake News – there is no such thing as a bad work of 

news (…) it is our responsibility if we fill the news is false. This is maybe a 

stretch, but in reality all news is news, false or true, and it is up to a user if he or 

she chooses to participate. 

It also would probably be helpful to look at the notion of “layered experience” 

(Husserlian concept) and see how that impacts the experience of interactivity? For 

example, we experience/engage our world through so many simultaneous 

experiences via the physical senses and non-physical senses and the thoughts we 

encounter in an engagement. Interactivity regarding art/media currently does not 

possess the ability for us to engage in all manner of our intractability but 

limits/restricts the level of engagement possible, i.e., sight, and or sound, touch, 

and more. All of these limitations restrict the ability to experience the content 

 
23 Bishop Claire. Digital Divide: Contemporary Art and New Media. Artforum International. Print 
September, 2012. 
24 Knight, Will. An AI that writes convincing prose risks mass-producing fake news. MIT 
Technology Review. Feb. 19, 2019. URL: https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612960/an-ai-
tool-auto-generates-fake-news-bogus-tweets-and-plenty-of-gibberish/ 
25 Ibid. Bianchini, Verhagen, p. 799. 
26 Ibid., p. 799. 
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being engaged fully. It is apparent that technology wants to bridge the missing 

gaps of experience, so there is a more reliable, more active 

connection/communication between the artist/initiator and the 

audience/responder. 

“We have decided to call the entire field of  

control and communication theory,  

whether in the machine or in the animal,  

by the name of Cybernetics.” 

Norbert Wiener, 194827 

CAN WE AGREE ON A DEFINITIONS? 

The two French thinkers who tackled the concept of virtuality and, through its 

extension, the semantic meaning of virtual reality, but approached it from 

different positions, at the turn of the 21st century, are Jean Baudrillard and Pierre 

Lévy. The initial meaning of virtual comes from the Latin word virtus, which 

describes strength, power, manliness, and virtue. Marie-Laure Ryan’s dictionary 

search for the meaning of virtual, showcases “Aristotle’s distinction between 

potential and actual (in potential vs. in actu)”28 and helps her to extract the bipolar 

association of virtual with the fake on one end and potential at the other end. She 

pins Baudrillard as a representative for “the virtual as fake and Lévy for the 

virtual as potential.”29 The negativity of the former is counterbalanced by the 

openness and productivity of the latter. Baudrillard does not believe that “VR will 

never deliver on its promise to provide a perfect duplicate of reality,”30 while 

Lévy belies that “the virtual, strictly defined, has little relationship to that which is 

false, illusory, or imaginary. The virtual is by no means the opposite of the real. 

On the contrary, it is a fecund and powerful mode of being that expands the 

process of creation, opens up the future, injects a core of meaning beneath the  

 
27 Wiener, Norbert. Cybernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine. 
John Wiley. New York. 1948, p. 19. 
28 Ibid. Ryan, p. 26. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
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Table 1. The Different Types of Interactivity. Cyberculture (Table 3), Pierre Lévy, 1997.31 

Communication 

system 

Linear message, not 

modified in real time 

Interruption & 

reorientation of the 

information stream in 

real time 

Involvement of the 

participant in the 

message 

One-way 

distribution 

press 

radio 

television 

cinema 

• Multimodial 

database 

• Static hypertexts 

• Simulation without 

immersion or the 

ability to modify the 

model 

• Single-

participant video 

games 

• Simulation with 

immersion 

(flight 

simulators) but 

without possible 

modification of 

the model 

Dialogue, 

reciprocity 

mail correspondence 

between two 
• Telephone 

• videophone 

Dialogues that take 

place through virtual 

worlds, cybersex 

Multilogue • correspondence 

network 

• publication systems 

in a research 

community 

• e-mail 

• electronic 

conferences 

• Multiparticipant 

teleconference or 

video conference 

• Open 

hyperdocuments 

accessible online, 

written and read by 

a community 

• Simulation (with the 

ability to act on the 

model) as a medium 

form community 

debate 

• multiuder role 

playing in 

cyberspace 

• Multiparticipant 

video games in 

“virtual reality” 

• Communication 

through virtual 

worlds, 

continuous 

negotiation of 

participants with 

their image and 

the image of 

their shared 

situations 

platitude of immediate physical presence.”32  

 
31 Ibid., p. 65. 
32 Lévy, Pierre. Becoming Virtual: Reality in the Digital Age. Trans. Robert Bonono. Plenum 
Trade. New York. 1998. 
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In 1997, Lévy, commissioned by the EU, was asked to clarify the complexities of 

cyberspace and the consequences of the Internet culture for modern societies. In 

the introduction to the 2001 edition of Cyberculture, Lévy’s “hypothesis is that 

cyberculture reinstates the copresence of messages and their context, which had 

been current in oral societies, but on a different scale and a different plane.” 33 

Interactivity seen as “active participation” of a receiver is organically connected 

with the message, which in the age of Cyberculture attains the new “universal” 

context. This “new universality (…) is constructed and extended by 

interconnecting messages with one another, by their continuous ramification 

through virtual communities, which instills in them varied meanings that are 

continuously renewed.”34 While hunting for a meaning of and consequently an 

ultimate definition of interactivity, it usually leads one yet another definition, but 

in the process, one can identify the crucial elements involved in the notion of 

interactivity. Listing them in order of no consequence, they are screen, author and 

reader, creator and recipient, participant and participation, user, (v)user, receiver 

or interactor, artifact, information, computer, interface, presence, agency, 

mapping, practice, learning, vividness or liveness, immersion and emersion, 

power, control, domination and subordination, Three Degree of Freedom (3-DoF) 

versus Six Degree of Freedom (6-DoF) just to mention a few. American computer 

philosopher and VR pioneer, Jaron Lanier, attributes to interactivity much more 

significant meaning than only an essential element of virtual reality, Lanier sees 

interactivity as “the natural empirical process at the core of the experience. It is 

how we know about life. It is life”.35 He is accentuating its role in his Twenty-

seventh VR Definition, pointing to interactivity as a biological motion, which VR 

enables to experience stronger intuitive realness of presence in virtual reality. 

  

 
33 Ibid., Lévy, 2001. 
34 Ibid., XIV 
35 Ibid., Lanier, p. 173. 
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“Good artists borrow: great artists steal.” 

Douglas Hofstadter36 

AUTHOR - CREATOR 

To analyze users’ relationships to interactivity, we need to establish what are the 

necessary elements and conditions for interactivity to exist, and we should do it 

even before reaching for a plethora of available endless definitions of 

interactivity. Let us begin this discourse with the elements in their most 

elementary forms - an author, then a work of art, and finally, the recipient or the 

user.  

In his lectures in France and the United States in 1969-70, Michel Foucault 

excavated the meaning of a concept of author and her/his work in order to 

discover “characteristic traits of the author functions.” He begins, what is now an 

essay “What is an Author?,” with Beckett’s: " 'What does it matter who is 

speaking,' someone said, 'what does it matter who is speaking.'”37 Foucault asserts 

that limiting the concept of the author to the author of a written text only strips the 

author of other influential characteristics:  

“Let us analyze this "author function," as we have just described it. In our culture, how 

does one characterize a discourse containing the author's function? In what way is this 

discourse different from other discourses? If we limit our remarks to the author of a book 

or a text, we can isolate four different characteristics.”38 

WORK - ARTIFACT 

The work of art is always connected to someone, either to its author, or a 

recipient(s) or to both of them. The foundation of the modernist theory was the 

separation between the subject and the object. A conventional model of an 

artifact, which flourished in the middle of the 20th-century -  the concept of 

autonomous art, was conceptualized in part by an American art critic Clement 

 
36 Cope, David. Virtual Music. Computer Synthesis of Musical Style. The MIT Press. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts London, England. 2001, p. 98 
37 Foucault, Michel. (ed.) Faubion, James, D., Aesthetics, Method, And Epistemology. Important 
works by Michel Foucault 1954 -1984. Volume II, What is an Author?, Translated by R. Hurley, 
New York, The new Press. 1998, pp. 204-222. 
38 Ibid. 
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Greenberg between the 1930s -1960s. Greenberg’s works oscillated around a 

critique of Avant-Garde beginning with his most famous work, Avant-Garde, and 

Kitsch and culminating with Modernist Painting in 1960 in which he transitioned 

from using Avant-Garde to the new term of modernism. The relation of art and 

politics had dominated the critics' thought of most of the 20th-century. Even 

though Greenberg’s ideas were subsequently rejected later on by postmodernist 

thinkers, his input into the discourse on autonomous art and the role of an artist in 

society cannot be overlooked.  

In the second part of the 20th century, French philosophers began to question the 

domination of vision in art and culture (ocularcentrism) - reputed by the work of 

Jean-Paul Sartre’s 1943 Being and Nothingness to Michel Foucault’s Discipline 

and Punish in 1975. Ocularcentrism was viewed with criticism by mid-20th-

century philosophers who rejected visually-oriented Hellenic culture and 

renounced “ontologies that made spatial existence before temporality'' (Heidegger 

and Bergson).39 Bergson’s experience of presence was closely connected with 

other senses than sight. His reception of reality had to do more with auditory and 

haptic impulses mixed with a correlated past, present, and future. Postmodernism 

effectively and definitely overturned the ocular representation of the pictorial and 

conceptual worldviews. The 1960s redefined the relationship between the artifact 

and its reception. The theorists moved from the modernistic approach to a 

vibrating association between the subject and the object.  

Umberto Eco’s input into the postmodern take on a reinterpretation of autonomy 

of art is highlighted in his 1962 Opera aperta (Open Work),40 which attempts to 

dissect the relationship between the author, the artifact and the viewer. Eco uses 

musical pieces and texts as an example of openwork or “works in motion” as he 

calls it, to demonstrate “infinite possibilities” for work to evolve and mutate and 

yet to remain the authorship of the original creator. In the case of a composer of 

Klavierstiick XI, Karlheinz Stockhausen, a musician is presented with one sheet of 

music, which contains a series of notations, and then they need to decide the order 

 
39 Kavanagh, Donncha. Ocularcentrism and its Others: A Framework for Metatheoretical Analysis. 
Organization Studies. SAGE Publications. London, Thousand Oaks & New Delhi. March 1, 2004. 
40 Eco, Umberto. The Poetics of the Open Work, in: The Open Work, trans. Anna Cancogni. 
Harvard University Press. Cambridge, MA. 1989. 
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in which they will play the notation groupings. The composer leaves the creative 

freedom of interpretation to the performers but retains his intentionality in the 

form of the “narrative “ structure of the piece.”41 Eco extends this concept of 

generating unlimited choices from music groupings to paintings and linguistic 

material as he eloquently puts it: “the linguistic unit extracted from a different 

context and inserted, as a new unit of articulation, within a discourse where what 

matters are the meanings that emerge out of the conjunction and not the primary 

meanings of the syntagmatic unit in its natural context; and so on) - chains that 

offer themselves as ulterior instances of articulation in relation to their initial 

articulations.”42 Many decades later, his thoughts on the author’s intentionality 

and authority are still significant today as a new generation of artists and theorists 

continue to focus on the recipient and the work, and the “interpretation and 

response as an interactive process between reader and text.”43 Chapter III presents 

contemporary musical compositions produced with the help of artificial 

intelligence, which exhibit similar intentions as the music of Stockhausen. 

“The beauty of the visual and aural response is secondary.  

Response is the medium.” 

Myron Krueger44 

CULTURE OF PARTICIPATION 

Electronic interactive participation art has been around since the 1960s, leading 

with Myron Krueger, and then in the 1990s with Mirosław Rogala, Christa 

Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau or Ken Goldberg, Eduardo Kac or Daniel 

Rozin.45 The first decades of formation of the participatory culture, built first on 

the foundation of New Media Art and later, on the digital platform of the Internet, 

have probably come to its pinnacle during the global Coronavirus pandemic in 

2020 when the world of art found itself, with everybody else, quarantined and 

confined to personal spaces. In the first months of 2020, with galleries and 

 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Krueger, Myron. VIDEOPLACE 1975. Accessed on April 20. 
https://aboutmyronkrueger.weebly.com/videoplace.html 
45 Ostrowicki, Michał. (Sidey Myoo). Interactive Art in the Culture of Participation. Art Inquiry. 
Recherches sur les arts. 2018 vol. XX. p. 203-216. 
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museums shut down indefinitely, cyberspace was the only place to make, share, 

and to display art. Artists took to Social Media46 and curators organized virtual 

exhibitions or made their collections available online at Rijks Museum in 

Amsterdam, the Museum of the Year 2017 - Hepworth Wakefield Gallery or 

Leeds Galleries and Museums in the UK and many more across the globe. As a 

response to the pandemic, BBC Arts launched the Culture in Quarantine initiative 

focusing on promoting the existing as well as new audio, video, and interactive art 

during the Coronavirus lockdown. The program organized a one-week long 

celebration of museums and galleries in April 2020, which culminated in a one 

day live streaming event Museum From Home, which attracted artists, curators, 

and visitors, all joining from their homes in a zoom meeting extravaganza. BBC 

has a century-long tradition of leading in technological innovation, their flagship 

 

Screen Shot 1. BBC Arts. Museum From Home.47 

technological program “Click,” which has been running since 2000 is both the 

reporting about and represent the “click culture.” Their programs were shot and 

 
46 Ebert, Grace. Artists Respond to the Coronavirus Outbreak by Flooding Social Media with a 
Japanese Yokai Said to Ward Off Epidemics. Colossal. March 13, 2020. Accessed May 1, 2020. 
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2020/03/japanese-amabie-coronavirus-outbreak/ 
47 BBC Arts. Culture Quarantine. Museum From Home. April 30, 2020. Accessed on July 20, 
2020. URL: https://www.bbc.co.uk/events/enxcd4/live/c954wh 
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edited entirely on mobile phones or shot in VR 360, encouraging interaction with 

the audience.  

The “clickable culture” described by Polish media theorist Ostrowicki represents 

a human condition of participation – the need of each human to interact and 

participate in Cyberculture. Ostrowicki connects the “concept of participation 

(…), a holistic and qualitative understanding of people, their interests, quests, and 

searches that are discernible in the process of their interactive aesthetic experience 

as well as an emotional and intellectual commitment”48 to Luc Courchesne’s 

interactive video art installation Portrait One, which was mentioned earlier in the 

text. In his 2018 article, Ostrowicki also demonstrates clear division lines in the 

understanding of objectivity of artwork in traditional work of art versus 

interactive digital art, understanding epitomized by the classic writings of 

Umberto Eco, Roland Barthes or Peter Bürger on autonomous work and 

relationship between author, work and reader. According to Ostrowicki (who 

quotes Costello, Muller, Amitani, and Edmonds), these classical concepts of 

triangular participation in creating artwork need reinterpretation “specifically (…) 

where participation is understood as a dialogue with artwork associated with the 

responsive artwork environment, and where a perceiver “… became energetically 

involved in the creation of abstract fields of interacting forms and colors rather 

than mimetic art, of images, objects, environments, and events perceived from 

multiple perspectives rather than from a single-point -of-view perspective, and of 

art inviting active participation rather than passive observation.”49 The culture of 

participation has been growing steadily in volume due to technological innovation 

and growth of communication platforms, as Nicolas Bourriaud predicted in 2002:  

“The share of interactivity grows in volume within the set of communication vehicles.”50  

CULTURAL IMPACT 

One of the signals that VR is trying to enter the mainstream of art culture are 

 
48 Ibid., Ostrowicki, p. 204. 
49 Ibid., p. 206. 
50 Bourriaud, Nicolas. Relational Aesthetics, Collection Documents sur art. Translated by Simon 
Pleasance & Fronza Woods with the participation of Mathieu Copeland. Les Presses du réel. 
Dijon. 2002. p. 11. 
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mushrooming virtual reality categories in established film festivals today.  From 

Tribeca in New York to Sundance in Park City, Utah, the festivals are offering 

VR-compatible content ranging from horror to drama and documentaries. 

Potentially the most significant impact of VR will be seen in education. From the 

United States to Asia, innovating schools and universities are experimenting with 

virtual reality-based education, from ORU (Oral Roberts University) 51 to NTU 

(Nanyang Technological University) in Singapore,52 faculty and students together 

are testing the boundaries of education. California based EON Reality has been 

behind many of such developments. EON Reality is a global player specializing 

in offering turn-key solutions for training and education as far as Africa, where in 

August 2018, University of the Western Cape (UWC) announced that they are the 

first university in South Africa to offer an accredited one-year postgraduate 

degree in immersive technologies including augmented and virtual reality.53  

The phenomenon of culture is closely related to the influence of particular 

symbols have on people and the way they act. In an aesthetic sense, when 

referring to culture, both the physical and virtual products of old and new media 

and in an anthropological sense, it refers to culture as a collection of specific 

social practices, values, relationships or hierarchies within a specific group of 

users or producers of media (generally people). Symbolic anthropologist, Clifford 

Geertz, describes “culture is not a power, something to which social events, 

behaviors, institutions, or processes can be casually attributed; it is a context, 

something within which they can be intelligible – that is, thickly - described.”54  

When discussing culture and determining the impact of media and technology on 

society in a cultural framework, one must analyze the opposing theoretical 

perspectives on technological and cultural determinism. Technological utopianism 

perceives the technology as a driving force behind a positive change in society, 

 
51 EON Reality. Mike Mathews, ORU - Evidence of Immersive Learning with Augmented and 
Virtual Reality.Video. https://www.fenews.co.uk/2015-08-19-12-01-13/view-activity/3349-eon-
reality/videos/video/634-mike-mathews-oru-evidence-of-immersive-learning-with-augmented-
and-virtual-reality 
52 Center for Augmented and Virtual Reality at NTU. 
http://www.cos.ntu.edu.sg/CAVR/Pages/Home.aspx 
53 Folb, Luke. UWC to prepare students for the fourth industrial revolution. August 18, 2018. 
Accessed December 12, 2019. https://www.iol.co.za/capetimes/uwc-to-prepare-students-for-the-
fourth-industrial-revolution-16626554 
54 Geertz, Clifford. The interpretation of Cultures. Basic Books, Inc. New York. 1973, p. 14. 
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particularly in education, which in turn is supposed to eradicate social inequalities 

in the underprivileged sectors of across the globe. The futurist and an MIT 

professor, Nicholas Negroponte, believes in a “healing” power of technology, and 

his One Laptop per Child initiative was genuinely revolutionary when launched in 

2005 in Tunis at the United Nations technology summit. The $100 xo laptop, 

featuring an iconic now yellow crank, was designed to reach every child wherever 

she or he lives, with or without electricity. Today about 3 million students and 

teachers from South America, Africa, and Asia are using xo laptops, much less 

than initially predicted but millions nevertheless, and the program is still going. 

Negroponte’s other dream is to connect the last 1 billion people to the Internet and 

thus allow all to join cyberspace.  

Equally dedicated to the power of technology is the science-fiction writer William 

Gibson, who, on the other hand, assigns an almost absolute power to the dark side 

of technology in his dystopian portraits of society in the near future, a society 

plagued by total surveillance and psychological alienation. Gibson’s technological 

dystopianism and Negroponte’s technological utopianism both have a lot in 

common; both follow the idea of technological determinism – that an omnipotent 

technology by itself can be the primary driver of social change. On the opposite 

side of the spectrum, sit thinkers who embrace cultural determinism, including 

Harvard scholar Robert Barro, who believes that the influence of culture is far 

more significant on the behavior of the society than that of technology.55 Cultural 

determinism claims culture produces societal change and technology is just an 

effect of this change. According to A Dictionary of Media and Communication, 

cultural determinism is “the stance that common patterns of behavior, attitudes, 

and values which persist for generations are the result of cultural factors rather 

than biological or other factors.”56 British media academician Brian Winston 

 
55 Usoro, Ubangabasi Itoro. The Cultural Question in the Third World Development and 
Underdevelopment. Handbook of Research on the Impact of Culture in Conflict Prevention and 
Peacebuilding. Ed. by Essien, Essien. A volume in the Advances in Religious and Cultural Studies 
(ARCS) Book Series. 2020. 
56 Chandler, Daniel & Munday, Rod. A Dictionary of Media and Communication. Oxford 
University Press. 2020. URL: 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198841838.001.0001/acref-
9780198841838-e-586?rskey=DfdycP&result=1 
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argued in 1989 that “information revolution”57 is an illusion, a consequence of 

deep misunderstandings about electronic media, their development, diffusion, and 

present forms. Technology does not determine in an absolute way the course of 

human history; humans do.Cultural determinism also has many powerful 

critiques, including Nigel Barber, who calls it an “untested pseudo-science 

lacking a plausible scientific theory.”58 Kluszczyński uses his term Cultural 

Perspective,59 as a reflection on a complicated relationship of art with many other 

directly unrelated socio-cultural phenomena. He believes that in some instances, it 

could be the only practical and available method of analysis of New Media Art’s 

complex multi-nodal net of relationships leading to a formation of multielement, 

multiformat, and hydridic artwork-events. 

“The best teacher is a child that did not grow up,  

one whose experience is how to play with ideas.” 

Nicholas Negroponte60 

CULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY 

In order to open the channels of communication between the readers and the 

author fully, Pierre Lévy looks into the crucial aspects of Cyberspace and 

Cyberculture. He offers to establish cyberspace/cyberculture related terms 

definitions to clarify a common understanding of the issues. When talking about 

interactivity, Lévy convincingly demonstrates how a traditional telephone61 is still 

one of the most natural interactive mediums today, even in the era of video 

games. By comparing a telephone with a classic video game Lévy observes many 

similarities between interactivity and virtuality. Lévy uses an interactive artist 

 
57 Winston, Brian. Norman. How Does Technological Development and Adoption Occur in the 
Media? A Cultural Determinist Model. Critical commentary. May 2006. 
58 Barber, Nigel. Why Cultural Determinism Is Not Science. Psychology Today. November 29, 
2012. Accessed October 20, 2019. https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-human-
beast/201211/why-cultural-determinism-is-not-science 
59 Ibid. Kluszczyński, Ryszard. Sztuka interaktywna. 2010. 
60 Matchar, Emily. “Tech Visionary Nicholas Negroponte Talks About the Future of Education.” 
SMITHSONIANMAG.COM April 20, 2016. Accessed June 18, 2020. 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/tech-visionary-nicholas-negroponte-talks-about-
future-education-180958714/ 
61 Author finds it as an interesting coincident that the Lévy’s illustration of an interactive 
environment he uses a telephone, and that Shannon’s Theory of Communication was constructed 
at Bell Labs - birthplace of American telephone industry. 
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Masaki Fujihata’s installation Beyond Pages to illustrate the reality of the virtual - 

“the virtual is not an illusion of reality, as it is often described, because the 

participant is always aware that it is a game, an artifice. Rather, it is the ludic or 

emotional truth of an illusion that is experienced as such.”62 Lévy, with much 

insight, is analyzing the interactive aspect of the digital culture in the pre-mobile 

and social media age, and surprisingly many of his observations are still relevant 

even though a classic computer video game has progressed to online platforms 

and gaming has been migrating from solitary digital devices to cloud computing. 

Lévy’s illustration of the physical aspect of the voice of the telephone connection 

paves the way for a better characterization of added dimensions of physicality in 

augmented and mixed reality communications environments. He brings several 

determiners to describe various degrees of interactivity based on the selected 

communication systems from a physical telephone interaction of two speakers to 

virtual communication between two avatars. These determiners may help to 

evaluate communication mediums’ level of interactivity using criteria of message 

appropriation (personalization of the transmitted message), reciprocity (a 

particular constellation of participators of the communication exchange), 

virtuality (or the virtual usually refers to something illusory not real), 

incorporation (defines image inclusion of the participants during the 

communication), or image inclusion, and telepresence(when a user in a distant 

location is transported digitally to another location, experiencing full immersion, 

and may encompass full video with mixed reality sensation). Lévy proposes that 

virtual is not an opposite of real but of ‘actual’ thus adding to the conventional 

meaning of virtual. Virtual reaches various levels of immersion from the weak - 

using keyboard or joystick to the strongest – meaning full sensory immersion 

where virtual feels real to the user.  

Taking a study of Cyberculture or virtual culture a step further, is philosopher 

Michał Ostrowicki, who in 2006 coined the term electroniczne realis (electronic 

realis), which led to the development of an ontological study called 

Ontoelektronika. He is focusing on the analysis of digital reality as a part of the 

sphere of human existence. Ostrowicki is trying to push the conversation beyond 

 
62 Ibid. Lévy, Pierre. Cyberculture, p. 62. 
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Cyberculture and its relationship to visual culture into the philosophical reflection 

about a new virtual reality, an alternative human world existing due to the use of 

digital technologies.63 Interaction between technology and culture is apparent and 

complex – the interplay between digitization of information, cyberspace, 

Cyberculture, and eventually virtual reality transforms not only our understanding 

of reality, but it affirms the role of informatics in our society and transcends the 

forms of communication in the digital age.  

The consequence of cyberspace in our physical world cannot be better stressed 

than by Manuel Castells:  

“[…] the theory of the interactive audience, supported by research across cultures, has 

determined that receivers of messages process these messages in their terms. Thus, we are not 

in an Orwellian universe, but in a world of diversified messages, recombining themselves in the 

electronic hypertext, and processed by minds with increasingly autonomous sources of 

information. However, the domination of the media space over people’s minds works through a 

fundamental mechanism: presence/absence of a message in the media space. Everything or 

everyone absent from this space cannot reach the public mind; thus, it becomes a non-entity.”64 

This somewhat drastic statement emphasizes the ominous dominance of 

Cyberculture over the traditional concept of culture in which the past, the present, 

and future are intertwined. The level of global human connection to technology is 

unprecedented and demonstrates itself best through a physical and mental hook up 

to the virtual. Castells quotes author Derrick de Kerckhove: 

“The message of the medium of cyberspace is touch, body, and identity. These are precisely the 

three areas of our being that pessimistic critics say we are losing to technology. However, isn’t 

it clear, too, that to put them in jeopardy is also to bring them out into the open?”65  

Castells asks the lingering question of the 21st-century - “Who are the interacting 

and who are the interacted in the new system, […] in the informational society.66 

 
63 Ostrowicki, Michał. (Sidey Myoo). Ontoelektonika. Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 
Jagiellońskiego. Kraków. 2013. 
64 Castells, Manuel and Cardoso, Gustavo. The Network Society. From Knowledge to Policy. 
Available from: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301788885_The_Network_Society_From_Knowledge_t
o_Policy [accessed Sep 17 2018]. 2005. (PDF), p. 14. 
65 Castells, Manuel. The Rise of the Network Society 2nd Edition, with a New Preface. Wiley-
Blackwell. 2000, p. 392. 
66 Ibid., Castells, p. 402. 
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Both the artists and scientists like Miguel Nicolelis look for answers through their 

works and writings. I present Nicolelis findings at the end of Chapter III.  

Jaron Lanier foresaw the transcending qualities of virtual reality technologies on 

our mental processes. He affirms that in full virtual immersion, VR can take 

control of human memory, which in turn will lead to the age of “post-symbolic 

communication,” communication without language or any other symbols: “You 

can make a cup that someone else can pick when there was not a cup before, 

without having to use a picture of the word ‘cup.’”67 Manovich sees in it: 

 “the desire to see in technology a return to the primitive happy age of pre-language, pre-

misunderstanding. Locked in virtual reality caves, with language taken away, we will 

communicate through gestures, body movements, and grimaces, like our primitive ancestors.”68 

CYBERCULTURE AND VIRTUAL REALITY 

Before one can attempt to define virtual reality, the Author would like to describe 

the “ether” in which VR exists and the culture in which it operates – the 

cyberspace and the Cyberculture respectively. Both terms emerged in the mid-

eighties of the 20th-century. The term Cyberspace, which then paved the way for 

the term Cyberculture, was first coined in the 1984 science-fiction classic 

Neuromancer by William Gibson. Cyberspace follows the computer pillar term –

cybernetics, which derives from the Greek word kybernetikos and indirectly 

translates to navigation – a core term in computer studies. Lev Manovich argues 

that the “data cowboys” of William Gibson's book navigate cyberspace in a 

similar way missiles travel through space, which was the subject of Weiner’s 

studies during the Second World War resulting in inventing the new term of 

Cybernetics. Gibson successfully moves from the reality of cybernetic navigation 

to the virtual reality of cyberspace where his characters navigate the virtual space 

created by computer systems and the users who interact with the data, nourish it 

with their actions.  

 
67 Ibid. Lanier, 2017, p. 57, 58. 
68 Manovich, Lev. The Language of New Media. The MIT Press. Cambridge MA, London, 2001, 
p. 59. 
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In his flagship book, The Language of New Media, Manovich is focusing more 

precisely on media culture in cyberspace of web sites, virtual reality, computer 

games, interactive installations, computer animation, digital video, cinema, and 

human-computer interfaces, rather than ambiguous cyberculture. He prefers the 

term of visual culture or his own expression information culture staying away 

from the term of Cyberculture (he used it only once in The Language of New 

Media), a term used first by the French thinker Pierre Lévy as well as by the 

creator of open-mailing list Future Culture Andy Hawk in his utopian Future 

Culture Manifesto in 1993 or a 1994 anthropological article Welcome to Cyberia 

by Arturo Escobar. Cyberculture has made an enormous stride amongst the public 

and academia since. Manovich very distinctly positions Cyberculture against New 

Media by listing the differences in the field of their studies. He draws the 

demarcation lines between the cultural objects (New Media) and the social 

experiences (Cyberculture), the latter is enabled by networking activities, and the 

former, in addition to networking, is “enabled by all forms of computing.” 

Manovich assigns “cultural” adjective to New Media and “social” descriptor to 

Cyberculture.69  

The definitions of Cyberculture have been very closely associated with the visual 

culture, a view challenged by Jonathan Stern in his Historiography of 

Cyberculture: “It is one thing to claim that there is a visual dimension to 

Cyberculture and that Cyberculture might well connect up with other aspects of 

visual culture. It is another to subsume Cyberculture under the rubric of visual 

culture, (…).”70 Stern points to a missing link in the domain of Cyberculture, 

usually treated marginally by mainstream scholars – the sound. Stern’s 

observation indicates an incompleteness of cyberculture historiography by the 

overwhelming domination of the visual-only and thus drawing an incomplete 

picture of the phenomena. He even poses a thesis that audio recordings of the 20th 

century were “the most important (…) experience of virtual space,71 and by doing 

 
69 Manovich, Lev. New Media from Borges to HTML. Introduction to The New Media Reader, 
edited by Noah Wardrip-Fruin and Nick Montfort. The MIT Press, 2003, p. 12 
70 Stern, Jonathan. Historiography of Cyberculture. Critical Cyberculture Studies. ed. David Silver, 
Addrianne Massanari. New York University. 2006, p. 19 
71 Ibid. Stern. 
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so, Stern exposes the immense challenges facing the field of cyberculture studies 

dominated by the visual context of virtuality.  

Pierre Lévy describes the advancement of cyberspace as the phenomenon of the 

new generation enthusiastically embracing alternative ways of communication. 

When positioning new media versus traditional media Lévy applauds that “a new 

communications space is now accessible, and it is up to us to exploit its most 

positive potential on an economic, political, cultural, and human level.”72 Polish 

media theorist Piotr Zawojski frames "cyberculture can (...) be understood as a 

specific set of practices which refer to the use of digital media to create a new 

model of a culture based on the synergy what is online and offline."73 Almost 

twenty-five years after Lévy, Teixeira, Beutler, Trentin, and Folle, use works of 

Pierre Lévy with a mission to make more efficient, for willing participants, to 

partake in the formation of “positive processes” of Cyberculture in educational 

activities. They state that understanding the evolution of intellectual technologies 

is fundamental to understanding Cyberculture because they unmake and remake 

“cognitive ecologies,” from which we derive the cultural foundations that 

command our apprehension of the real.74  

According to the modern father (Antonin Artaud used the term realite virtuelle in 

1938, although in a different context)75 of the term virtual reality, coined in 1986: 

 “VR is one of the scientific, philosophical, and technological frontiers of our era. It is a 

means for creating comprehensive illusions that the individual is in a different place, 

perhaps a fantastical, alien environment, perhaps a body that is far from human. 

Nevertheless, it is also the farthest-reaching apparatus for researching what a human 

being is in terms of cognition and perception.” 76  

Moreover, this is not even an official Lanier’s VR definition from his latest book, 

 
72 Ibid. Lévy, 2001. 
73 Zawojski, Piotr. Cyberkultura Syntopia sztuki, nauki i technologii. Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 
Śląskiego. Katowice. 2018, p.100. 
74 Teixeira, Adriano Canabarro, Beutler, Dário Lisandro, Trentin, Marco Antônio Sandini & Folle, 
Daiane. Complexities of Cyberculture in Pierre Lévy and Developments in Education. Creative 
Education, 8, 119-130. 2017. http:/dx.doi.org/10.4236/ce.2017.81010  
75 Ibid. Zawojski. Cyberkultura, p. 196. 
76 Ibid. Lanier. Dawn, p. 1. 
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Table 2. The Different Meanings of the Virtual from Weakest to Strongest. (Lévy, 2001).77 

Meanings of the Virtual Definition Example 

The virtual as it is commonly 

understood 

Something false, illusory, 

unreal, imaginary 

 

The virtual as understood by 

philosophy 

Exists potentially, not 

actually; exists without being 

there 

The tree in the seed 

(compared to the actuality of 

a tree that has grown) A word 

in a language (compared to 

the actuality of its 

pronunciation) 

  A word in a language 

(compared to the actuality of 

its pronunciation) 

The virtual worlds as 

understood by information 

technology 

Universe of possibilities that 

can be calculated from a 

digital model and inputs 

supplied by a user 

Set of messages that can be 

delivered respectively by: 

• software for writing, 

drawing, music 

• hypertext systems 

• expert systems 

• interactive simulations, etc. 

The virtual world as 

understood by information 

systems 

The message is a space of 

proximity interaction in 

which the explorer can 

directly control a 

representative of himself 

• dynamic data maps that 

present information 

based on the “view-

point” position, or 

history of explorer 

• networked role playing 

• video games 

• flight simulators 

• virtual realities, etc. 

The virtual world as 

understood in the narrow 

technological sense 

Illusion of sensorimotor 

interaction with a computer 

model 

Use of stereo glasses, data 

gloves, or suits for visiting 

regenerated historical 

monuments, training for 

surgical operations, etc. 

in which he outlines fifty-two (52) ways of defining VR! Lanier's latest nostalgic 

memoirs of real and virtual raise the bar for those attempting to clearly define 

 
77 Ibid. Lévy. Cyberculture, p. 56. 
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what Lanier calls the “technological frontier of our era.”78 Lanier's excessive 

number of VR definitions may pose a challenge to an established norm in the 

sciences of creating a succinct and exact description of the meaning of a concept. 

It is especially bothersome when dealing with complex problems (not to be 

confused with complicated problems), which have a high level of ambiguity and 

require a multifaceted explanation to generate clarity in their definitions. He 

emphasizes the immense range of VR’s functions, so many of which have not 

been even thought of yet. At the very core of the meaning of a complex system 

and its environment are multiplicity, interdependence, and diversity – “the greater 

they are, the greater the complexity.”79 The most dominant characteristic is that 

these systems are always changing. VR fits the category of complex systems; it 

requires an ever-changing approach to define the complexities of VR. Pierre Lévy 

attempted to frame and organize the many meanings of the virtual in a much more 

concise form than Lanier did.  The author finds in Table 2 a definition of the 

virtual world viewed from the IS point of view in which the “the message is space 

of proximity interaction in which the explorer can directly control a representative 

of himself”80 as the best suited in this discourse.  

“Art is often said to provide us with our ultimate  

(and uniquely human) sanctuary.” 

Yuval Noah Harari81 

ART IN A TRADITIONAL VS. CYBERSPACE SETTING 

In his book Cyberkultura, Piotr Zawojski opens a chapter by paraphrasing the 

Canadian artist Charles A. Moffat – art will not be shown in the traditional 

galleries anymore – they will do so in the cyber-galleries. Moffat believes that 

“the sale of art online might have already surpassed the sales of artwork in art 

galleries.”82 That does not necessarily mean that the physical artworks are 

doomed to oblivion, on the contrary, physicality of art objects, especially in a 

 
78 Ibid. Lanier. Dawn. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid. Lévy. Cyberculture, p. 56. 
81 Harari, Yuval Noah. 21 Lessons for the 21st Century. Jonathan Cape. London. 2018, p. 377. 
82 Ibid. Zawojski. Cyberkultura, p. 117. 
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social context, are here to stay.    

In October 2018, the world's most famous graffiti artist Banksy’s art piece 

doubled in value during Sotheby's London auction when his art was damaged by 

design.  Balloon Girl, a limited edition signed print of a 2002 mural of a Syrian 

refugee girl sold that night for 1.04 million pounds only to be self-shredded by a 

mechanism hidden inside the frame. The act of self-destruction raised a 

hypothetical market value of the artifact to possibly over 2 million pounds. This 

brilliant action art or happening was instantaneously shared online by millions, 

and at the same time, it elevated the value of this signed print to a new high. This 

example demonstrates how difficult it is to categorize art today and to draw 

demarcation lines between the overlapping disciplines, categories, and, 

consequently, many sub-theories. Even though so many modern participatory and 

interactive theories were first sketched in the 60s and 70s of the last century, they 

are still undergoing an evolution due to the very nature of that art – a symbiotic 

relationship, first with just digital technology and later with the online and virtual 

world. This sentiment may be represented by a popular Timothy Leary’s quote: 

“In the information age, you do not teach philosophy, as they did in the feudalism. You perform 

it. If Aristotle were alive today, he would have a talk show.”83 

“THERE really is no such thing as Art. There are only artists.” 

E.H. Gombrich84  

ARTISTS 

Michael Heim advocates for “a different breed of artist,”85 one which is required 

to take VR into its future prime. He sees the coming generation of artists 

emerging from behind gaming consoles and AR mobile games. These digital 

natives, who spent most of their early life immersed in virtual space of cloud 

computation via their iPhones and Androids, Macs, PCs, and Chromebooks, have 

the best chance to grasp” the essence of VR” in the arts. Oliver Grau sketched out 

 
83 A quote attributed to the 1960s’ psychedelic era psychologist and hippie guru Timothy Leary. 
84 Gombrich, E.H. The Story of Art. Phaidon Publishing Inc. Distributed by the Oxford University 
Press. New York. 1951. 
85 Heim, Michael. The Metaphysics of Virtual Reality. Oxford University Press. Kindle Edition. 
1993, p. 128. 
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a concise definition of the conceptual, interdisciplinary, participatory and 

interactive art:  

“Media artists [who] represent a new type of artist, who not only sounds out the aesthetic 

potential of advanced methods of creating images and formulates new options of perception and 

artistic positions in this media revolution but also specifically researches innovative forms of 

interaction and interface design, thus contributing to the development of the medium in key 

areas, both as artists and as scientists.”86  

One of the most influential early academic centers researching new media 

phenomena was the Centre for the Advanced Inquiry in the Interactive Arts in the 

U.K., led by an interactive computer art thinker Roy Ascott. Ascott’s Ph.D. 

program attracted many luminaries of the participatory and interactive art world, 

including Mirosław Rogala, whose artwork and theoretical texts are showcased in 

this dissertation. Probably the most distinctive characteristic of the interactive and 

virtual art is its symbiotic relationship with science. The winding road of art has 

crossed paths with science many times over the last several centuries. Most 

recently, Nokia Bell Labs has reactivated its art incubator after it went dormant in 

the 1980s. One of the essential communication research centers in the world, Bell 

Labs, began to experiment with artists-scientists collaboration in the early 1930s 

 

Screen Shot 2. E.A.T. Experiment in Art and Technology at Bell Labs 1960s. 

when Leopold Stokowski worked on their first transmission of stereo sound. The 

synergy between the engineers, scientists, and the media artists expanded into the 

 
86 Grau, Oliver. Virtual Art From Illusion to Immersion. The MIT Press. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts London, England. 2003, p. 3. 
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1950s with the creation of the first computer graphics, and computer art. This 

collaboration culminated with the creation of Experiment in Art and Technology 

(E.A.T.) before slowly losing steam and becoming inactive. E.A.T., which hosted 

art celebrities of the 1960s including Cage or Whitman, received its second life 

space, and the best technology can offer to the next generation of experimenting 

interdisciplinary artists. They use Artificial Intelligence or Virtual Reality in a 

milieu with both physical and abstract art to collaborate with engineers to erase 

the invisible trenches between the creative and the technological and scientific 

labs. Artists like Jasna Rok or Harry Yeff are breaking these new boundaries, and 

they are featured in Chapter III.  

One of the phenomena of the ubiquitous presence of technology in arts is that it is 

fleeing from site-specific to anywhere/nowhere, which noticeably changes the  

 

Screen Shot 3. Spectre of Evaluation. Thomas Hirschhorn. 2008. 

relationship between the artist and the recipient in visual arts. Swiss artist Thomas 

Hirschhorn’s work addresses the Other or in his own terms – a “non-exclusive 

audience.” His conceptual artwork is not site-specific and involves physical as 

well as virtual settings. His work is “never (…) related to a specific context,”87 

 
87 Schum, Matthew. Thomas Hirschhorn - The Spectre of Evaluation. Flash Art, May-June 2011. 
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and he always wants to include the public in his work. The circle of Artist – The 

Work – The Other – The Non-exclusive Audience – Judgement or/and Evaluation 

was drawn by Hirschhorn to four decades later with a new Artist-In-Residence 

(AIR) program. AIR communicates better his position as the relationship between 

the artist and the public. The art world of the second decade of the 21st-century 

isalso gradually embracing virtual reality technologies, although not as eagerly as 

their colleagues in mass media industries. The new breed of artists who plunged 

into the immersive virtual reality art have been drawing spectators into virtual 

displays in galleries and museums or make their art freely accessible online. With 

the introduction of social distancing in the spring of 2020, the style of audience 

participation will need to be reevaluated, be it at the galleries or online: the social 

repercussions of controlled public behavior cannot be underestimated.  

“Je participe 

 tu participes 

 il participle 

 vous participez 

 nous participons 

 ils profitent!” 

May 68, Paris revolt poster88 

PARTICIPATORY AND ACTION ART 

If there is one common denominator in the characterization of participatory art, 

that would be the imprecision of its definitions. This is especially true in regard to 

the history of participatory art and the categorization of related disciplines or art 

movements. The vagueness of the definition combined with multifaceted origins 

and often parallel planes of environments this art operates within may fit into a 

notion of what Kluszczyński calls, after Giles Deleuze and Pierre-Félix Guattari, a 

“rhizome archipelago.”89 He uses this term to describe an Interactive Art, but this 

term may as very well describe other related art movements. This is not 

 
88 “I participate (or vote), you participate, he participates, you [plural or formal] participate, we 
participate, they profit.” Baggett, Justin L. “L’héritage Is In the Streets: Text, Images and Legacy 
of May 1968.” Honor Theses. The Aquila Digital Community. University of Southern Mississippi. 
Fall 12, 2014. 
89 Ibid. Kluszczyński. 2010. p. 64. 
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uncommon for the cross-disciplinary fields balancing between areas of 

knowledge, which historically were perceived as entirely unrelated.  

Before we start to narrow down the core issues at hand – an interactivity aspect of 

virtual reality relationship between the artist and the recipient -- I would like to 

point out the plurality of understanding of participatory art from the perspective of 

communication (Table #1 Types of interactivities by Pierre Lévy).  Claire Bishop 

restricts her interest in participatory art to two out of three communication 

categories Pierre Lévy distinguishes as one-to-many and many-to-many, and she 

excludes the one-to-one category explicitly or expressly interactivity because it 

does not imply the participation of many people. I find it difficult to agree that 

one-to-one interaction is not within the realm of Participatory Art. In my opinion, 

it does not contradict Bishop’s definition of participation “in which people 

constitute the central artistic medium and material, in the manner of theatre and 

performance.”90 This ambiguity (or incompleteness) of the definition of 

participation contrasts with the in-depth work of other European scholars, which 

aspires to fill the gaps in analyzing and examining the participatory art 

movements.  

In their 2016’s collection of extensive interviews, artist and researcher, Samuel 

Bianchini together with art critic and curator Eric Verhagen aimed to grasp the 

phenomenon of participation in art. The authors looked into the inception of 

participatory art in its modern form in the 1950s through critical analyses of the 

transformation of participatory art movements to the latest tendencies in the 

genre. The new trends were explored using a compilation of case studies and 

interviews with the leading luminaries in the field of participatory art including 

Clair Bishop and Thomas Hirschhorn. The editors pointed to the fact that “long 

before it [action] becomes relevant for art, the question of participation and action 

informs the political realm and is thus linked de facto to that of the public.”91 

Bianchini and Verhagen’s viewpoint of participatory art encompasses a much 

broader category of action arts than Bishop, who is focusing on the phenomenon 

 
90 Bishop, Claire Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship. Verso Books. 
Kindle Edition. 2012 
91  Bianchini, Samuel, Vrhagen, Erik (eds.). Practicable. From Participation to Interaction in 
Contemporary Art. The MIT Press. Cambridge, London. 2016, p. 6. 
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of collective participation-interaction using media and art in the pre-mobile media 

age beginning with the post-studio artistic practices in the 90s. Bianchini and 

Verhagen’s delineate participation-interaction-interactivity, technology - vs. non-

technology-mediated art questioning the artificial division lines between 

participatory art created for the real or/and the virtual world. 

“We consider the work of media artists dealing with interaction,  

which is as yet another valuable form of creating social meaning  

obtained by interactive design and the creation of social experiences.” 

Sommerer, Jian, and Mignonneau, 200892 

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IMPACT OF PARTICIPATORY ART 

Societal experiences of living in Cyberspace influence us in the way we think, 

form our communities, shape our identities, and of course, how we vote. 

Cyberculture has a direct impact on the world of politics. The OpenNet initiative 

in 2006 found evidence of Internet censorship in 26 countries. Not everyone who 

has access to the Internet participates in Cyberculture.  For example, the Google 

search “women rights” was one of the phrases subjugated to Internet filtering. The 

study presents evidence of the relationship between the virtual and the real world. 

The participatory nature of the Internet seems as a perfect platform for 

participatory art, which flourished for most of the 20th-century in a physical 

setting with its forms and social messages changed depending on a historical 

context. Yet, some of the utmost experts of the genre are not certain about the 

opportunities for this form of art. Claire Bishop’s slight prejudice towards 

technology-mediated participatory art comes from her personal vision of this form 

of art, which falls into a one-to-one category of interactivity. Although she dispels 

the notions of false versus real participations, which can only be more or less 

intense in the level of partaking, she questions the future of participatory art as we 

know it. She believes though that “as long as there are revolutionary dreams of 

social equality, there will always be some form of desire to make the system of art 

 
92 Cypher, Mark. A Question of Inheritance: the Problem of Interactivity in the Visual Arts. The 
International Journal of New Media, Technology and the Arts, Sept 2014. 
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adequate to that ambition.”93  

Mirosław Rogala’s participatory art forms depend greatly on digital and virtual. 

Often hybrid in form, the social impact of Rogala’s public art is undeniable:  

“Rogala's great recognition, and his immense contribution to the history of art in the 21st 

century, is that the artist's role is changing. To the extent that the artwork is interactive, the 

public makes it what it is. To that extent, the artist must relinquish control over the final form of 

the work. But the corollary of this is that the public user must take on exactly that degree of 

responsibility which the artist has relinquished. If they do not, the art simply does not exist.”94 

Rogala is passionate about freedom as the crucial element of society now and in 

the future. His large-scale participatory computer mediated art installations are a 

testimony to his oppressed upbringing during communism and hard-won 

libertarian freedom of his new American homeland. The concepts of social 

responsibility, in the face of a technologically driven future, drive his work 

punctuated with “the electronic elements of a wired democracy.”95 Rogala’s 

interest lies in an ever-changing coefficient of algebraic equation between 

commercialization, democracy and freedom. His concept of artwork is not a 

product of a single artist but rather “the product of a synergy among the natural 

world, the transformative power of technology, and the cultural context.” The 

author serves in a mediation role between the three elements and the creator’s 

individualistic self-centered art approach transmutes to community social 

responsibility for the work. In other words:  

“The choices that an individual may make in the process of interacting with an artwork are in 

part or in whole dictated by the culture that has created the participant’s consciousness.”96  

To illustrate the social impact of participatory art from a political point of view, 

Bishop looks into numerous participatory and collaborative art projects scattered 

across the globe. To demonstrate the surge of the physical collaborative projects, 

she goes back to the mid-1990s and begins with a photographic exhibition called 

 
93 Ibid. Practicable, p. 807. 
94 Cubitt, Sean. Mirosław Rogala: Public, Publicity, Publication. Prepared for Mirosław Rogala: 
Gestures of Freedom. Works 1975-2000. Edited by Ryszard W. Kluszczyński. Exhibition 
Catalogue. 2001, p. 8. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Martin, Elaine. "Intertextuality: An Introduction." The Comparatist 35. 2011, p. 148-151. 
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Camera Lucida (1996) a project by a Chilean-born artist Alfredo Jaar, which took 

place in a poor neighborhood in Caracas. In the pre-smartphone era, when the cost 

of developing film was a significant cost factor, distributing one thousand 

disposable cameras in the slums of Caracas in Venezuela was quite a challenging 

yet innovative task. The residents of Catia district returned seven hundred fifty 

cameras and 407 celluloid photographs were “taken and selected by the people of 

Catia”97 for a controversial new museum in a poverty-stricken area. The analog 

experiment conducted during the birth of the Internet in a symbolic way marked 

the commencement of a new digital era of art consumption. In her 2012 interview, 

Bishop did acknowledged her condescension of technological based interactivity 

in participatory art, but she expressed her interest “in the impact of technology on 

the social interactions and on the production of art.(…) [She has] avoided the 

technological (…) because so much of participatory art has also been at pains to 

renounce it: despite relying so heavily on email, digital photography, etc. for its 

realization, participatory art is ultimately characterized by the hands-on, the face-

to-face (rather than virtual) interface, and the rewards of collective presence.”98 In 

her next article Bishop recognized the impact of the Internet on society and 

contemporary art in particular.99 Her comparison of the two research based art 

projects reminds one of the Camera Lucida film experiment mentioned above.  

The 1972-76 collection of 305 postcards accumulated by Susan Hiller for the 

Dedicated to the Unknown Artists exhibit looks miniscule in contrast to over 4000 

postcards gathered from the Internet by Zoe Leonard for her You see I am here 

after all Niagara Falls exhibit in 2008. Bishop indicates the changing patterns of 

modern-day art appreciation and recognizes the Internet searchability potentials in 

works of art but points out to the human limitations in mental visualization of 

thousands of images for the exhibit’s recipients the way humans browse through 

their phones, or what “Poet and UbuWeb founder Kenneth Goldsmith refers to the 

literary equivalent of this kind of work as “the new illegibility”.”100 Bishop states 

that the art market and by extension the public, still prefers the analog appearance 

 
97 Palmer, Daniel. Photography and Collaboration: From Conceptual Art to Crowdsourcing. 
Bloomsbury. London. 2017, p. 86. 
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99 Bishop, Claire. Digital Divide - Contemporary Art and New Media.” Artforum International. 
September 2012. 
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of the hybrid analog-digital early 21st-century visual arts. He dramatically 

exclaims that "at its most utopian, the digital revolution opens up a new 

dematerialized, deauthored, and unmarketable reality of collective culture; at its 

worst, it signals the impending obsolescence of visual art itself.”101 

     “Computers can, in principle,  

emulate human intelligence, or even better it.   

And in the future, AI could develop a will of its own.” 

Stephen Hawking, 2018102 

COMPUTER 

The computer, a human-made device, deserves a paragraph or two of its own. 

Peter Lunenfeld clearly addresses the origins of the computer: ”What is a 

computer?” or rather: ”Who is a computer?,” because the computers were humans 

first, and machines second.”103 The evolution of the computer from its modest 

beginning, with the invention of the abacus via Gottfried Leibnitz’s 17th century 

computer prototypes, to the 19th century mechanical computer, the Analytical 

Engine of Charles Babbage were a prelude to the common modern era of the 

analog, digital, and finally quantum computers in the 20th and 21st centuries.  

The most recent computing devices have been bonded since 1936 by the Church-

Turing thesis and a concept of the Universal Turing Machine defined by Alan 

Turing. The Universal Turing Machine functions in the abstract and was designed 

to help find limitations of what can be computed and also provided a blueprint for 

modern computing machines. The Church-Turing thesis, which were developed at 

the same time but independently by the American mathematician, Alonzo Church, 

and the British Alan Turing, were adapted by some scientists to conclude that 

“any animal brain, including our own, can be reduced to an algorithm and 

simulated on a digital computer.”104 These views are not universally accepted and 

 
101 Ibid. p. 11. 
102 Hawking, Stephen. Brief Answers to the Big Questions Random House Publishing Group. 
Kindle Edition. 2018, p. 183-184. 
103 Lunenfeld, Peter. The Secret War Between Downloading and Uploading. Tales of The 
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104 Nicolelis, Miguel. The True Creator of Everything. Yale University Press. Kindle Edition. 
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considered by some as  a misunderstanding. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

treats these views as a myth, which, unfortunately “has passed into the philosophy 

of mind, theoretical psychology, cognitive science, computer science, Artificial 

Intelligence, Artificial Life, (…) while in reality, Turing proved that his universal 

machine could compute any function that any Turing machine can compute.”105 

Standing with Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy is neuroscientist Miguel 

Nicolelis. They together, with Ronald Cicurel, proposed a new term, for what he 

believes is The True Creator of Everything, an “organic computer,” a human 

brain, which cannot be simulated by the Universal Turing Machine.  Nicolelis 

argues that the human brain or the analog-digital organic computer adheres to a 

combination of mathematical models and not just the Turing machine and that the 

brain's organic life form makes it more aligned with the Gödelian argument on the 

limitation of digital computing.  

A bulk of philosophical and artistic questions about the role and the position of 

the computer in human life have been oscillating around Artificial Intelligence 

and its dominating role in future societies. Philosophers John Dreyfus and John 

Searle have been toying with the possibility of computers replicating human 

thought processes or even exceeding human intelligence since the 1960s. Dreyfus, 

who sees computers as opponents of humanity rather than the collaborator was 

humiliated, in 1967 by the MIT researchers, in a chess match staged between a 

computer and the philosopher. The defeated scholar had to explain himself in 

What Computers Can’t Do – “that he was concerned not with generic predictions 

but with the  underlying comparison that hastily identifies intelligence with  

formal patterns or algorithms.”106 Dreyfus interpreted Heidegger’s 

Sprachmachine (“language machine”) just as a computer, but according to 

Michael Heim, Heidegger viewed it as “the essence of technology,” [which] 

infiltrates human existence more intimately than anything humans could 

create.”107 

Similarly to Heidegger, the iconic media theorist Marshall McLuhan regarded 

 
105 Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. Accessed on May 4, 2020. 
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the computer/“language machine” as an integral part of human experience. In 

one of McLuhan’s letters to another media scholar John Culkin, a letter, which 

included a celebrated statement – Medium is the Message, McLuhan 

emphasized the galloping transformation of technology, which affects the 

human mind intimately:  

“To say that any technology or that the extension of man creates a new environment is a 

much better way of saying the medium is the message. Moreover, this environment is 

always "invisible," and its content is always the old technology. The old technology is 

altered considerably by the enveloping action of the new technology.”108  

Ultimately, as Michael Heim sums up the discourse on human versus machine 

intellectual prowess, the discussion “does not touch what is happening to us 

through computerization.”109 

 “The future of communication is brain-computer interfaces.” 

Stephen Hawking, 2018110 

INTERFACE 

Heim defines an interface as space where a user connects with the computer, 

which becomes interactive, and at least two information sources meet at the same 

point. He sees the interface as “a key term in the philosophy of technology.”111 Its 

modern origins are connected to 19th-century scientific usage and were quickly 

adopted by humanities as a place of interaction between two systems after 

McLuhan  used it in 1962.112 On the one hand, its meaning relates to the monitor 

screen or any relative of such, and on the other hand, it points to human 

interaction via screen to data.  

When talking about Human-Computer Interaction studies (HCI), Ryszard 

Kluszczyński discusses four types of interactive behaviors between people and 

 
108 McLuhan, Marshall. Editors: McLuhan, Corine, Molinaro, Matie, Toye, William. Letters of 
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University Press. 2006. Google Books.  
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computers, which are directly connected to their relevant interface types: 

(1) physical manipulations (example: Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau, 

Mobile Feelings, 2002) 

(2) gesture or body movements (Mirosław Rogala, Electronic Garden/NatuRealization, 

1996) 

(3) changing mental states (Ulrike Gabriel Terrain 01 (1993)  

(4) verbal communication (Luc Courchesne, The Visitor: Living by Numbers, 2001). 113 

Probably, the prominent element of the contemporary interface has been a 

computer monitor. The computer screen’s shape is a direct descendant of the 

television set, which was born out of the movie theater screen (seen by 

Kluszczyński as a negative interface, which is domineering over their audiences 

and is non-interactive), which was a continuation of centuries-old mimetic two-

dimensional visual arts.  

In the 1970’s Expanded Cinema, art critic Gene Youngblood, broadened the 

definition of cinema. At that time, he hinted at the non-existing type of computer-

brain interfaces. Inspired by the 1960s American Intermedia artists, Youngblood 

predicted a human, augmented by a computer, who would be able to self-

transcode their internal thoughts images into a virtual representation without any 

help from a proprietary software application so ‘‘the ultimate computer will be the 

sublime aesthetic device: a parapsychological instrument for the direct projection 

of thoughts and emotions.”114  

Cultural interface, a term introduced by Lev Manovich in Language of New 

Media, to categorize an interface used by the designers of various cultural objects, 

loosely related vis-a-vis their database structures, from CD-ROM (now obsolete), 

and on-line museums, computer games, and multimedia encyclopedias. 

Multimedia artist Mirosław Rogala accentuates the function of an entire body as 

an interface in his Chicago based installations and interactive audio-visual 

projects. Custom-made interfaces allow us to stimulate a dialogue between the 

interactive parts of his artworks. The author’s role is diminishing during the actual 

 
113 Kluszczyński Ryszard. Sztuka interaktywna. Od dzieła instrumentu do interaktywnego 
spektaklu. Wydawnictwa Akademickie i Profesjonalne. Warszawa. 2010, p. 178. 
114 Youngblood, Gene. Expanded Cinema. P. Dutton & Co., Inc. New York. 1970, p. 189. 
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artistic performance or exhibition, while the recipient(s)’ impact is increasing on 

their mutually formed work during the interaction process between the author-

work-recipient and the recipients themselves. Jaron Lanier's vision of VR may 

seem unrealistic (no pun intended) and yet only when VR interfaces transition 

from a specific body part or particular instrument into a holistic full body 

interface using continuous controls instead of buttons and switches, can the VR 

experience become complex enough to satisfy VR non-believers. Lanier summed 

it up into his “Fourth VR Definition: The substitution of the interface between a 

person and the physical environment with an interface to a simulated 

environment.”115  

 “Our body is our interface.” 

     William Bricken116 

THE SCREEN AND THE PARTICIPANT 

Without prejudice, a function of screen and content (artifact for interactive arts 

and information for public use) play a most fundamental role in interactivity 

between the creator and the recipient. In my opinion, screen trumps content in 

case of art and vice versa for popular culture. The question of the screen in digital 

arts has been a subject of discourse by many social science luminaries of the 

New/Post media era from Lev Manovich in the United States to Ryszard 

Kluszczyński in Poland, and it is closely related to the expression of freedom. 

Freedom of aesthetics in arts and freedom to access information in the case of the 

public.  

Art has been bonded to the screen at least for the last 45 to 60 thousand years 

since our early artists left the cave paintings behind for us to find them just 

recently. Fast forward thousands of years via numerous art movements with 

changing canvas and exhibition spaces up to 1962 to MIT’s Lincoln Labs. It was 

at these labs where a graduate student developed an application which changed 

the face of modern computer graphics and opened the door to the development of 

 
115 Ibid. Lanier. Dawn, p. 47. 
116 Bricken, William. Virtual Reality: Directions of Growth. Notes from the SIGGRAPH '90 
Panel. 
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Virtual Reality technology (and ultimately new art screen). Ivan Sutherland’s 

1962 demonstration of the graphical user interface paved the way in search of a 

screen-less canvas, a canvas that may truly blur the border between the author and 

the recipient.  

In a Future of StoryTelling video,117 Glen Kean, a four decades Disney artist and 

creator veteran, delivered a very compelling case of what seems as almost screen-  

 

Screen Shot 4. Glen Kean – Step into the Page (2015). 

less art. Even though Kean’s 3D drawing, freely suspended in a 360-degree 

virtual reality space was created using a screen; it can be viewed by a spectator 

freely without any viewing device as a hologram so that the traditional film and 

television spectator’s screen separation from the artifact is eliminated. The viewer 

is now in the same space as an artifact.  

To better demonstrate the potential of VR in eliminating a traditional rectangular 

frame of the exhibiting devices, we can look at Alex Kipman’s TEDTalk.118 Even 

 
117 Rodholm, Ashley. Future of StoryTelling: Glen Kean – Step into the Page. Video. Vimeo. 2015 
URL: https://vimeo.com/138790270 
118 Kipman, Alex. Talk A futuristic vision of the age of holograms TEDTalk. Video. 2016 URL: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/alex_kipman_the_dawn_of_the_age_of_holograms/transcript?language
=en       
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though Kipman is using a term hologram119 incorrectly, we can easily deduce that 

the future of the screen-less mass-media exhibition is around the corner. The 

overall seamless presentation of Microsoft Hololens technology creates a situation 

where the participants share physical and virtual places in real-time. At one point, 

as the live audience in the auditorium and behind the screens (those using 

streaming devices) watch the stage, the host is talking to a visitor whose projected 

image is next to the host. The real-time visitor image is positioned on a virtual 

image of Mars utilizing an Augmented Reality effect, but the combination of all 

these elements together creates a Mixed Reality experience. At this time, the 

participants were still using screens to co-exist virtually, but it is only a matter of 

time to see a true Star Wars-style 3D projection device to “fool” our senses with 

deep immersion.120 One of the recent attempts to free the viewer from the  

 

Screen Shot 5. Alex Kipman – TEDTalk (2016). 

headset’s screen is the Looking Glass (https://lookingglassfactory.com) 

holographic display launched in February of 2019. It is an innovating stereoscopic 

three-dimensional solution to viewing XR121 (Extended Reality) content as a 

 
119 According to Merriam-Webster Dictionary a hologram is a three-dimensional image 
reproduced from a pattern of interference produced by a split coherent beam of radiation (such as a 
laser).  
120 Gibney, Elizabeth. Physicists create Star Wars-style 3D projections — just don’t call them 
holograms. Nature. 2018. URL: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-01125-y 
121 XR – extended reality (sometimes called cross reality), a general term encompasses various 
platforms - VR, Augmented VR, or Mixed Reality. 
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group without using individual headgear.   

Lev Manovich begins his analysis of human-computer interfaces with what he 

calls the classical screen.122 Manovich builds the definition of the classical screen 

around Leon Battista Alberti’s Latin technical treatise De pictura and points out 

the similarity in proportions between the Renaissance painting, cinema screen, 

and a computer monitor. The computer screen lineage to the 1400s painting is 

best represented by the usage of horizontal and vertical orientation in computers 

and particularly in mobile devices. The landscape and the portrait orientation are 

still in use daily by billions of smartphone users when they switch from photo to 

video or vice versa. The historical relevance of the classical screen loses its 

longevity in a 360-degree VR environment. Not only is the window shape gone, 

but the relationship between the viewer and the image evolves from the two-

dimensional and stationary to the three-dimensional and mobile, so when a user 

moves, so does the image.123 Manovich brings a time function to his discourse on 

screen types – the classical screen, which permanently displays static images, the  

AUTHOR   WORK  SCREEN USERS 

 

Graph 2. Work (content) relationship with author and participant(s) in the function of time (t). Original 
graphic art Kimberlie Gilliland, 2019. 

dynamic screen of cinema displays moving images of the past, and the real-time 

 
122 Ibid. Manovich, 2001. 
123 Ibid. Lanier. 2017. 
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computer screen displays the present. He also pays attention to the relationship 

between the space of the viewer and of the representation, in which he “defines 

the screen as a window into the space of representation that itself exists in our 

normal space.”124 The VR begins a new era of representation in what French 

philosopher Roland Barthes calls dioptric arts.125 Barthes, rightly so, throws all 

arts evident in a visible electromagnetic spectrum into one bag.  

Canadian interactive artist, Luc Courchesne attempted to “remove the screen from 

the communicative space between the work of art and its audience”126 in his 

interactive installation Portrait One.127 The 1990 digital portrait may look, almost 

thirty years later, like a very primitive video chatbot with a limited AI capacity, 

but its influence on the interactive art scene cannot be underestimated 

(Courchesne was asked to exhibit his installation more than forty times since). 

Portrait One may be even an inspiration for an enticing part of the science-fiction  

 

Screen Shot 6. (Left) screenshot of 2009 upload of Portrait One; (Right) screenshot from Blade Runner 2049 
(2017). 

Blade Runner 2049’s plot of a real virtual love relationship with a highly 

sophisticated female AI bot of the year 2049. In the AI robot scenes, the screen is 

removed between the human [v]user and a virtual AI hologram and the experience 

(at least that is what authors want us to believe) is fully immersive. Courchesne 

has been experimenting with interactive video since around the original Blade 

 
124 Manovich, p. 103. 
125  Barthes, Roland. Image, Music, Text, Essays selected and translated by Stephen Heath. 
Fontana Press. London. 1977. 
126 Kluszczyński, Ryszard W. (eds.) Kelomees, Raivo and Chris Hales, Chris, Expanding Practices 
in Audiovisual Narrative, Chapter Five. Interactions In Augmented Worlds: Analysis Of The Art 
Of Luc Courchesne, Newcastle upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 2014, pp. 129-141. 
127 Courchesne, Luc; 2001, Portrait One URL:  https://vimeo.com/5827424 
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Runner became a home video sensation in the early 1980s. His 1984 Elastic 

Movies turned out to be one of many interactive experiments that challenged the 

audience into the transformation from “spectators into visitors, actors, and 

inhabitants”128 of his interactive art. His Portraiture phase is still very relevant in 

the studies of interactive art even though Courchesne traverses through many 

interactive visual genres – landscape, his own invention panoscopic129 images, 

and most recently virtual experiences of space and human interactions. His 

installation attempts to “eliminate the screen from the field of experience of his 

artwork”130 by creating an optical illusion and hoping to generate presence for the  

 

Screen Shot 7. Panoscope 3600 (http://courchel.net). 

interactor so they, a female bot (named Marie) and the visitor, can be in the same 

space.  

According to Kluszczyński, “the experience of the screen is transformed into 

experiencing the space.” Although it is possible that thirty years ago a visitor to 

this state-of-the-art installation may have experienced a new sensation due to the 

technological novelty of the touchable screen, today it is difficult even to imagine 

oneself being one with the subject (Marie) while standing in front of a traditional 

video screen (even if it was a type of Mixed Reality contraption with glass 

creating an illusion of 3D). Bertolt Brecht’s theory of distanciation, according to 

Kluszczyński, best applies to a theater screen, and that is why it could be applied 

to Manovich’s term of dynamic screen, which is also a TV screen, which may fall 

 
128 Courchesne, http://courchel.net/ 
129 Ibid. Artworks – Installations – Panoscope 3600. 
130 Ibid. Kluszczyński, 2014, p. 130. 
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under a dispersion and fragmentation relationship. Kluszczyński also uses the 

term dyspozytyw131 or in French dispositif132 - translating to English as apparatus 

or device, which encompasses both the artifact (artist’s creation) and the element 

added to the artifact through the process of participation or interactivity, the 

elements the artists have no control over.      

“The ultimate display would (…) be a room  

within which the computer can control the existence of matter.” 

Ivan Sutherland, 1965133 

VIRTUAL REALITY DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY 

Jaron Lanier in Dawn of the New Everything reconnects the past with the presence 

of dreaming big then and now. The duality of the book allows a reader to reach 

into both sides of Lanier's brain, the analytical and the creative. He freely moves  

 

Screen Shot 8. Jaron Lanier VPL's RB2 - Reality Built for Two. 1980s. 

between fifty-two VR definitions and early childhood as well as professional 

 
131 Ibid. Kluszczyński, 2010 p. 133. 
132 Foucault, Michel. Discipline and Punish. The Birth of the Prison, Translated by A. Sheridan. 
Vintage Books A Division of Random House. New York. 1995. 
133 Sutherland, Ivan, E. Ultimate Display. Information Processing Techniques Office, ARPA, 
OSD. 1965. https://www.wired.com/2009/09/augmented-reality-the-ultimate-display-by-ivan-
sutherland-1965/ 
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experiences and creates a sense of humanism in the cutting-edge technology of 

virtual reality. Lanier recollects his “first virtual reality system, (…), in which 

multiple people cohabited a virtual world at the same time. This was VPL’s RB2, 

or Reality Built for Two.134 Even though there were experimentations with 

wearing helmets connected to displays in the 1950s, the modern history of VR 

technology (according to Jaron Lanier) began in MIT’s Lincoln Labs in 1961 

when a graduate student developed an application that changed the face of 

modern computer graphics. Ivan Sutherland’s 1962 demonstration of the 

graphical user interface and the subsequent 1963 thesis Sketchpad, A Man-

Machine Graphical Communication System” is regarded as fundamental in 

Human-Computer Interaction.  Using a light pen, he was able to interact with the  

 

Screen Shot 9. Lanier, Dawn of the New Everything. Types of VR. 

computer and manipulate images on the cathode ray tube display in a very same 

way decades later; the mouse was used with modern computers. Sutherland’s 

demonstration is “often called the best computer demo of all times.”135A couple 

of years later, Sutherland presented a paper at the International Federation for 

Information Processing Congress, where he came up with a concept of “the 

ultimate display.” Sutherland eventually built his head-mounted device known as 

 
134 Ibid. Lanier, p. 1 
135 Ibid. Lanier, p. 40 
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Sword of Damocles in 1969 in Utah, one of the very first VR headsets. If Jaron 

Lanier is hailed as a father of VR, then Ivan Sutherland, for sure, can be regarded 

as a grandfather of VR. Lanier jokes in his latest book that in order to be called a 

father of VR, one must believe in a mother of VR. On the opposite coast of 

America, Douglas Engelbart and his team of researchers in 1968 presented the 

first public demonstration of the computer mouse and the online NLS (oN-Line 

System) system developed by the Augmentation Research Centerat Stanford 

Research Institute in Menlo Park in California. During the hour and a half 

presentation, Engelbart showed the productivity software, which allowed for text-

editing, pointing, and selecting objects on the screen, as well as shared-screen 

collaboration using audio-visual conferencing just to mention a few of the 

inventions presented that day in San Francisco.  

In 1969, American artist and university professor, Myron Krueger began  

 

Screen Shot 10. VIDEOPLACE flow136. 

 
136 About Myron Krueger VIDEOPLACE 1975. Accessed on April 20. 
https://aboutmyronkrueger.weebly.com/videoplace.html 
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conducting experiments in virtual environments. They were hosted first at the 

University of Wisconsin’s and then at the University of Connecticut’s two-room 

lab furnished with video cameras, projectors, and customized computer 

equipment. The project eventually solidified under the name VIDEOPLACE. 

Krueger analyzed the digitized silhouettes of the projects’ participants while they 

were interacting with each other. The visual and auditory interactions were 

possible thanks to computer-generated graphical objects to interact with the 

silhouettes. Krueger wanted his students to experience the computer instead of 

teaching about the computer. He believed that “the role of the artist is to express 

something (..) expressing the computer the same way that the religious painters 

would express the scripture.”137 This early virtual reality and interactive art 

involved interactions named finger painting or digital drawing, and the whole 

experience led Krueger to invent the name ArtificialReality, a precursor name to 

Lanier’s Virtual Reality a few years later. Krueger’s art experimentation of visual 

interaction on screens leads the way in the development of new interactive VR 

screen technologies like Microsoft Kinect.138 Krueger’s experimentation 

uncovered a new paradigm or a change in human-computer relationships. It 

became as important, if not even more important to see how the computer reacts 

to the users’ actions rather than how the users see the virtual world generated by 

the computer. Krueger’s discovery that the accuracy of representation is inferior 

to the acts of participants’ interactions and the speed of responses to the sensory 

 

Screen Shot 11. (Left) CAVE; (Right) Fulldome from My Planetarium ASE. 

 
137 MediaArtTube. Myron Krueger - Videoplace, Responsive Environment. Video File. YouTube. 
1972-1990s https://youtu.be/dmmxVA5xhuo 
138 Ibid. Lanier, p. 201. 
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stimulation agrees with Lanier’s views on VR and interestingly enough with 

David Hanson’s AI/robotics philosophy. One of the most promising fully 

immersive VR tools was invented by Daniel J. Sandin, Carolina Cruz-Neira and 

Tom DeFanti in 1992. Cave Automatic Virtual Environment or CAVE is a cube 

structure, which creates highly immersive VR experiences for the user. Original 

CAVEs used rear-projection screens on every wall of the cube structure, but 

nowadays, they are being replaced by flat ultra-high definition panels. CAVEs 

were very popular with university science departments and various industry 

training facilities for many years, but they have minimal use for art installations 

due to their high cost, delicate structure, and high wear-and-tear. They are very 

useful for scientific or industrial visualization when the user can be positioned in 

an impossible otherwise to be accessed place like in the middle of an abstract 

mathematical 3D representation. An alternative to CAVEs may be immersive 

domes, which have been adopted by the film and entertainment industry as more 

practical and with a high capacity (the largest dome may accommodate 10,000 

visitors). In the arena of Head-mounted Displays, the choices for artists are 

 

Screen Shot 12. Google Glass, 2020. 

swarming. As demonstrated earlier by a Disney artist Glen Kean who wore Head-

Mounted Display while creating a 3-dimensional virtual painting-sculpture, artists 

can also choose from HTC VIVE, Oculus, Windows Mixed Reality, Valve Index 

and many more to experiment with virtual reality medium. HTC VIVE, through 

VIVE Arts, built the first virtual reality (VR) experience for Musée du Louvre in 

Paris. The installation Mona Lisa: Beyond the Glass was on view from October 

2019 to February 2020, and it is discussed later on in this dissertation. Microsoft 

HoloLens, also a near-eye display, offers a mixed reality experience using the 
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optical solution in mixing virtual with the real. These types of displays are even 

more difficult to construct than the VR HMDs mentioned above and demand a  

 

Screen Shot 13. ARKit - Virtual Van Gogh Bedroom tour. Mark Dawson. YouTube. 2017. 

long list of requirements to comply with.139 The race to build an almost invisible 

device to experience AR has been led by Google and its Google Glass. The level 

of immersion in VR is determined how well simulated the experience is and how  

 

Screen Shot 14. Drew Label. "label. LA" Augmented Reality App Street Art to Famous LA Landmarks. 2019. 

unobtrusive the device creating that experience is. That is why devices like 

 
139 Ibid. Lanier, p. 336. 
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Google Glass or Vaunt, the Intel-made smart glasses, even though not as versatile 

as Microsoft HoloLens, may have broader use in the future. Mobile AR 

technologies, iPhone ARKit and GoogleARCore utilize the visual-inertial 

odometry (VIO) process, which merge information from the iOS or Android 

smartphone’s motion-sensing hardware with computer visual examination of the 

scene detectable by the phone's rear or front camera.140 In order to insert virtual 

material into the physical world, both Apple and Google solutions’ use motion 

tracking, environmental understanding (processing of the scene’s different  

 

Screen Shot 15. Marina Abramović in a studio being volumetric captured by 36 cameras for the mixed reality 
art performance. 

dimensions, locations, angles, and forms), and light estimation of the analyzed 

scene. Highly anticipated 2010 startup Magic Leap technology has not delivered 

so far the promise of unparalleled experience. Released in August of 2018, the 

Magic Leap One headset was comfortable to wear but is far from the hype 

described by some testers as a very mixed reality experience the company initially 

had promised. Another step in the right direction but much slower than expected 

is the advancement of realistic hologram-like immersion using AR/MR 

technology. In 2019, iconic interdisciplinary artist, Marina Abramović used 

Magic Leap in her 19-minute art show in London. According to Serpentine 

 
140 Apple ArKit Documentation. Accessed on April 2, 2020. 
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit 
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Gallery, where the show took place, Abramović’s art performance was the first 

ever to use mixed reality technology. Before the audience, wearing Motion Leap 

One HMDs containing the pre-recorded performance could join the show, the 

devices had to be calibrated in the gallery’s exhibition space to position the artist 

in an appropriate location. The art show was designed to be repeated at any 

location without live participation from the artist.  

 

Screen Shot 16. Serpentine Gallery in London with dots for calibration. 

“Virtual reality” is not just the ultimate medium, 

it is the ultimate interface metaphor.” 

Marie-Laure Ryan141 

VR HAPTICS – COMPLETING THE ILLUSION 

Virtual Reality Haptics is a study of “the perception and manipulation 

characteristics of the haptic channel during the bilateral communication between 

human and computer.”142 Haptic sensation in 2020 is still no match for physical 

sensation humans can feel in the physical world, due to a lack of sophisticated 

enough sensors and actuators, which are still waiting to be invented by material 

engineers using new intelligent materials. In order to achieve a high quality, ultra- 

 
141 Ibid. Ryan, p. 44. 
142 Wang, Dangxiao, Guo, Yuan, Liu, Shiyi, Zhang, Yuru, Xu, Weiliang, Xiao, Jing. Haptic 
display for virtual reality: progress and challenges.” Virtual Reality & Intelligent Hardware 
Volume 1, Issue 2, April 2019, p. 136-162. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2096579619300130 
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realistic simulation matching the physiological perception, the VR haptics needs 

to improve the state of immersion and interaction, which in turn may increase a 

level of the user's imagination while wearing the device. The development of 

haptic wearables is also intricate due to human’s highly developed tactile 

sensation. Skin’s sensor cells have a wide range of feeling shapes, textures, and 

sharpness versus dullness; they sense temperature, elasticity. Humans can sense 

changing quantities under their skin. All these intricate tactile qualities make it so 

 

Screen Shot 17. Actuator. 

much more challenging to create a high-fidelity haptic device. Jaron Lanier sees 

VR as a grandiose force allowing humans to sense a simulated physical object and 

to feel the virtual world around this subject. According to Lanier, “Generality is 

part of the core idea of VR.”143 So the problem with active haptics devices, which 

transfer the sense of touch, is their inability to simulate the general VR 

environment. Thus, all active haptic devices (AHD) are highly specialized, 

dealing with specific applications. Lanier identifies his “Seventieth VR 

Definition: A general-purpose simulator, as compared to special-purpose ones like 

flight or surgical simulators.”144Although, both the active haptic devices (AHD) 

and the passive haptic devices (PHD) have issues with providing haptic feedback 

to many virtual objects, Lanier sees AHD as not representing a true VR while 

PHD seems not to have similar issues (according to Lanier). The problem with a 

 
143 Ibid. Lanier, p. 137. 
144 Ibid.  
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passive haptic device, which requires a separate physical prop for every virtual 

object, is their impracticality and high cost of implementation. Active haptic 

devices, on the other hand, are highly specialized, immobile, and require 

sophisticated engineering.145 Overall, haptic feedback in VR provides increased 

 

Screen Shot 18. The paradigm shift of haptics interaction since the 1990s - desktop haptics, surface haptics, 
and wearable haptics. 

presence, and interaction, which leads to enhanced immersion due to the more 

realistic perception of the simulated physical interaction process.146 Human-

computer interaction (HCI) using a haptic device is demonstrated in Image 6. 

Human manipulation of information to control a virtual environment via the 

passive and the active haptic devices continuously evolve, increasing the number 

of human body parts and their avatar representations. Since the 1990s, haptic 

interactive devices have undergone a gradual transformation from computer 

desktop through the surface appliance and finally wearable haptics, and thus 

returning to the original concept of the “ultimate display.” The quality of the 

wearable haptic devices still requires additional innovation solutions to match the 

 
145 McClelland,John C., Teather, Robert J., Girouard, Audrey. HaptoBend: Shape-Changing 
Passive Haptic Feedback in Virtual Reality. Proceedings of the ACM Symposium Spatial User 
Interaction, Brighton, UK, October 2017. 
146 Ibid. Wang. 
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dream of its founder Sutherland, but as it is shown in Chapter III, some aspects of 

the haptic illusion have been already utilized by artists like Imogine Heap who 

created “music gloves” for the general public in 2019. The challenge to construct 

a successful haptic wearable is the designer’s need to comprehend the perception 

characteristics of multimodal haptic cues. VR inventors and artists may face 

design and construction challenges to produce practical multimodal haptic 

wearable devices when addressing the interaction relationship between the tactile 

sensory awareness and the perceived intensity of haptic stimuli. 
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Chapter I – Ubiquitous Interactivity 

“Interactivity in itself means control.” 

Ryszard Kluszczyński147 

A decade before the introduction of the first iPhone, Ryszard Kluszczyński 

addressed the very new processes of social communication as a reflection of new 

multimedia technologies in arts on the one hand and the communities' influence 

on that communication on the other. Kluszczyński implied that “modern 

(multi)media art, materialized in real spaces (as an installation for instance), and 

the virtual space, localized in the cyberspace of the Internet, with significant 

frequency gives rise to issues of power, control, domination, and 

subordination.”148 His observations still apply to interactivity today. 

INTERACTIVITY DEFINES ART 

In 1957, Marcel Duchamp indexed the level of participation and interactivity in 

visual arts with an “art coefficient”149 descriptor, which refers to an empty space 

between the artist’s intention and the reception of their work. This space is the 

area where creativity and art take place.150 The art coefficient grows with the 

increase of unintentionality delivered by the work of art. The breach in 

communication between the artist and the recipient of the artwork creates an 

opportunity to erect a link between the two through a form of interpretation, 

which occurs during the interaction between the author, the work, and the 

recipient. Art that materializes when unintended and random happens during the 

creation and interpretation of the artwork can be evaluated, according to 

Duchamp, by “the amount of artistic intent not expressed in the work, against the 

amount unintentionally expressed by the artist.”151 Art in any form requires some 

level of interactivity. It is also true of video gaming. These forms of interactivity 

 
147 Kluszczyński, Ryszard W. Dynamic Spaces Of Experience. On The Art of Miroslaw Rogala, 
extended version of a chapter of Images at Large. Studies in the History of Media Art in Poland, 
Institute of Culture, Warsaw. 1998. 
148 Ibid. p. 2 
149 Ibid. Cypher, Mark, p. 2 
150 Schweder, Alex. Interiors Beyond Architecture. Ed. By Deborah Schneiderman and Amy 
Campos. Routledge. London and New York. 2018. 
151 Ibid. Cypher, Mark, p. 2 
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vary in intensity, form, relationship, structure, or context, and they always define 

a type of art a recipient is “participating” in. What is a requirement for a viewer 

during a participatory installation could be an act of vandalism when enjoying 

watercolors at the museum?  

The wide range of definitions of interactivity from Stephen W. Littlejohn through 

Brenda Laurel, Andy Cameron to Chris Crawford is represented in the Katie 

Salen and Eric Zimmerman Multivalent Model of Interactivity. According to this 

model, there are four, often overlapping, modes of interactivity: 

1. “Cognitive interactivity or interpretive participation - represents participation between a 

person and a system. 

2. Functional interactivity or utilitarian participation - functional, structural interactions with 

the material components of the system (whether real or virtual) 

3. Explicit interactivity or participation with designed choices and procedures - overt 

participation like clicking the non-linear links of a hypertext novel 

4. Beyond-the-object interactivity or cultural participation - interaction outside the experience 

of a single designed system.”152  

Salen and Zimmerman’s model addresses ways the users engage with interactive 

systems. The modes may be solely human but also human to system, system to 

system or system to human experiences. The Multivalent Model of Interactivity 

addresses the “levels of engagement”153 that the users might have with the 

interactive system. More on the elements of interactivity when discussing later 

Mirosław Rogala’s view on the changing role and responsibility of the artist in the 

context of an anticipated theory of interactive art.  

 

  

 
152 Salen, Katie, Zimmerman, Eric. Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals. The MIT Press. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, London. 2004, p. 82 
153 Ibid. 
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 “Installation art offers a prefiguration of the combination of immersion  

and interactivity that forms the ideal of VR technology.” 

Marie-Laure Ryan154 

QUALITIES OF INTERACTIVITY IN VISUAL MEDIA 

Liveness, which addresses the temporal quality of interactive media, stretches to 

the traditional visual media of television, particularly its news coverage. Both 

Jacques Derrida and Bernard Stiegler discussed the concept of the illusion of 

liveness in relation to the media’s performative aspects. French philosophers 

Henri Bergson and Derrida perceived media as a sequence of various activities 

within mediation. Derrida, when discussing media technologies, talked about 

mediatic liveness155 as a part of time-based characteristics of media including 

“transience, duration, and frequently predicted death.”156 The term Liveness may 

be misleading or even should not apply to traditional television since TV is 

unipolar, and its liveness must be emphasized by determiners like Live or Last 

Minute to bring life into the viewers living rooms. Since the liveness of media 

relates to the newsworthiness or anticipation of the unexpected, no wonder it is 

also very present in the interactive experience of media.  

Liveness is present in Mirosław Rogala’s discourse on interactive art experience. 

Rogala analyzes the dual relationship between multi (v)users and the artifact and 

between themselves. He calls liveness an intensity of experience and recognizes 

two types of liveness - one caused by the repetitiveness of media imprint and the 

other caused by immediacy of media impression like sudden a sound or image. 

Rogala quotes Kevin Kelly and states that liveness depends on the range of 

responses in the artifact generated by the (v)user.157  

 
154 Ibid. Ryan, p. 4. 
155 Thirumal, P. Derrida and Contemporary Media Understanding. Department of Communication, 
The University of Hyderabad. India. URL: 
http://www.esocialsciences.org/ebook/derrida/Thirumal-Derrida@50.pdf 
156 Kember, Sarah and Zylinska, Joanna. Life After New Media: Mediation as a Vital Process, 
Cambridge MA, The MIT Press. 2012. 
157 Rogala, Miroslaw. The Virtual and the Vivid, in Porczak, Antoni (ed.), Interactive Media Arts, 
Translated by Marek Oktawian Bulanowski, Wydawnictwo Akademii Sztuk Pięknych im. Jana 
Matejki. Kraków 2009. 
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“Perhaps the essence of VR ultimately lies not in technology but in art, perhaps 

art of the highest order. (...) VR promises not a better vacuum cleaner or a more 

engrossing communications medium or even a friendlier computer interface. 

It promises the Holy Grail.” 

Michael Heim158 

VR AND INTERACTIVITY 

The accelerating development of AI and virtual reality technology in the second 

decade of the 21st-century has generated new possibilities for multimedia artists 

across the globe, from new urban installations in Chicago to art museums in the 

Netherlands and Singapore. Lanier’s comments that by encouraging user’s 

interactivity and creative input, VR reduces apathy of that viewer. Artists today 

use computer-generated VR interactivity to conjure participation from the 

viewers, a function (interactivity) most fundamental to VR.  João Martinho 

Moura’s dance with the artifact, YMYI, or You Move You Interact encompasses 

elements of real and virtual in an interactive coupling using gesture, embodiment, 

signal, flow, and body in movement as well as a time element creating a digital 

virtual representation. The installation’s “full-body dance in-between reality and 

virtuality,”159 generates multimodality formed from audio-visual and kinetic 

layers. In Chapter III, I showcase a Bell Labs’ artist-in-resident dance group 

Hammerstep, which experiments with motion-based technology in connection 

with dance generated movements and audience participation to study the language 

of physical movement and its interactive relationship with artificial intelligence 

and the machine.  

Virtual Production (VP) in film creation is not an obvious candidate to showcase 

the relationship between interactivity and VR, simply because most art 

installations focus on the work–participant experience when VP enhances artist-

work practice. Immersive and interactive VR cases of the VP process are 

discussed later on in Chapter III as well. Laurie Anderson’s interactive 

 
158 Ibid. Heim. The Metaphysics, p. 124. 
159 Moura, João, Martinoho. Personal website. Accessed on March 30, 2019 jmartinho.net/ymyi 
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Screen Shot 19. YMYI (João Martinho Moura, 2007). Exhibition in Prague, in 2019, with experience 
improvisation from Jan Jakubal. (jmartinho.net/ymyi Accessed on March 30, 2019). 

and immersive VR artwork To the Moon was created with her longtime 

collaborator, Taiwanese new media artist, Hsin-Chien Huang. The VR piece 

exhibited at many prestigious museums around the world, as well as at the 2019 

Cannes Film Festival, reflects on the human body transformations enabled in the 

virtual environment. It allowed Anderson “to be free, and that is the biggest thing 

about VR that I love: it is that you are not presented with a work of art as is that 

cannot change, but you walk into it, fly into it, you become it. This is what we 

want people to do. We want them to walk into works of art and wander around 

inside them and see what they can see. I have a secret goal, which is that people 

feel free, and they are not trapped by their minds.”160 Huang is drawn to VR 

because it takes the viewers beyond the sense of vision into humans’ other senses, 

which makes them feel their body metamorphosing.  In the last chapter, I bring 

also a case of interactivity and VR in the music of Islandic legend Björk, who 

combines on-location holostudio, motion capture, and videogrammetry to embed 

the user into her performance.  

The pioneers of forming a symbiosis of art and technology since the early 20th-

century, Bell Labs in New Jersey, re-invented themselves recently with the art-in-

residence programs, many of which are scrutinizing interactivity, VR and AI 

 
160 Y-Jean Mun-Delsalle. “Artists Laurie Anderson And Hsin-Chien Huang Take Visitors On A 
Virtual Reality Voyage To The Moon.” Forbes Magazine. April 23, 2019. Accessed on April 1, 
2020. URL: https://www.forbes.com/sites/yjeanmundelsalle/2019/04/23/artists-laurie-anderson-
and-hsin-chien-huang-take-visitors-on-a-virtual-reality-voyage-to-the-moon/#43cfef1a1fae 
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amalgamate. I also showcase multifaceted artists representing diverse genres 

united by a curiosity of the evolving digital technology from the multimedia artist 

Sougwen Chung, musician Beatie Wolfie, fashion designer Jasna Rok to 

beatboxer Harry Yeff. To paint a better picture of the next frontier for an artist to 

test interactivity and VR, I turn to philosopher and neuroscientist Miguel Nicolelis 

to look deep inside of the human brain or as he calls it “The Creator of All 

Things,” to look for a manual to the human map of interactivity in connection 

with VR technology. Virtual reality is innately related to artificial intelligence, 

and similar senses are connected to the brain. Even though I am focusing on 

interactivity in VR, one needs to keep in mind that the element of immersion in 

VR is fundamental in the perception of experiencing virtual. This immersion is a 

sum of vector impressions received by the human brain, which is calculated with 

speed close to the speed of light. Chapter III is showcasing an artist turned 

technologist and scientist who created the most famous robot in the world – 

Sophia. David Hanson represents a tier of artists who went beyond pure 

experimentation of Art for the Sake of Arts only and turned their artistic visions 

into a living project. 

“Frequently, the messages have meaning.” 

Claude E. Shannon, 1948 

BIT – ENTROPY – INTERACTIVITY – LIFE 

Lev Manovich warns not to confuse a concept of interactivity in media with a 

simple physical action of clicking on a mouse and choosing an online object, but 

rather it is a cognitive concept related to a “psychological process of filling-in, 

hypothesis formation, recall, and identification, which are required for us to 

comprehend any text or image at all.”161 Interaction exists only in a state of 

communication between at least two sources, which can equally send and receive 

information. Traditional media theories162 see the structure of media 

communication lacking mutually created collective/common space of actions, 

 
161 Manovich, Lev. On Totalitarian Interactivity. 1996, p. 3. Accessed March 2, 2019. URL: 
http://manovich.net/content/04-projects/017-on-totalitarian-interactivity/14_article_1996.pdf 
162 Fleisher, Michael. Ogólna teoria komunikacji. Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego. 
Wrocław 2007. 
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where both the media actors/creators and the recipients would be able to submit 

their selections of meaning in an intersubjective control of cognizance. Traditional 

mass media construct a uniform society through the selection and mediation of 

information for the recipients.  

In a Postmedia cyber society, the theory of social constructionism is a much better 

fit to describe the models of modern communication. Constructionism, founded 

on a 1966 sociological treatise by Berger and Luckmann,163 centers on interaction 

or coordination between individuals and supports the idea that individuals 

construct meanings of their surroundings and experiences jointly rather than 

personally. In the face of a growing number of social and political segmentations 

of modern societies fueled by social media, fake news, and personalized media 

consumption, this theory resists the turbulence of the Postmedia transfigurations.  

When talking about interactivity, one must emphasize the driving force not only 

of art but maybe as importantly that of hard science and, subsequently, 

engineering, which leads to practical technological advancement. Piotr Zawojski 

calls it a syntopy of art, science, and technology or as he cites a quote attributed to 

the 14th century French architect Jean Mignot - Ars sine scientia nihil est – Art 

without science amounts to nothing. 164 In his 2010 Cyberkutura, Syntopia sztuki, 

nauki i technologii, Zawojski presents Christopher Langton’s 1993 formula of 

Artificial Life in a form a sleek equation: 

“Art” + “Life” = Artificial Life 

where ``Life” is man-made and the “Art” represents living artifacts, which 

humans are close to creating (according to Langton) and the concept of Artificial 

Life can be researched from scientific, technological, artistic or philosophical 

perspective. Zawojski follows Ernst Pöppel’s definition of the syntopy of art, 

science and technology as a body of various physical and mental spaces and 

elements, where all interconnected elements retain their separate identity. This 

simultaneous interconnectedness and independence of its elements make the 

 
163 Berger, Peter L. and Luckman, Thomas. The Social Construction of Reality. A Treatise in the 
Sociology of Knowledge. Penguin Books. London. First published in 1966. Reprinted in 1991. 
164 Ibid. Zawojski. Cyberkultura, p. 16. 
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system more resilient and wholesome.  

The convergence of disciplines necessary to even attempt to analyze the VR 

phenomenon represents a trend in some circles of academia to answer a call to 

change to adapt to the demands of the cyber society. These changes are driven by 

the technology sector best represented by companies like Apple (ARKit), Google 

(Google glasses), or Facebook (Oculus) and manifest themselves often in a design 

rather than in engineering leading technological innovations. The transition from 

an offline to an online society has changed both the basic business models and 

research and development models alike in engineering. This transition has not 

happened without casualties. Fifty percent of the S&P 500 companies trading on 

the stock exchange which did not change and adapt to the digital economy were 

wiped out in the United States in the last decades, and the same is predicted for 

the future, especially in the light of epochal societal change due to the global 

pandemic of the coronavirus. Pierre Lévy’s prediction that if you are not part of 

digital society, you do not exist became a reality in a most trivial sense.  

The syntopy of art and hard sciences in VR and, consequently, in a cyber society 

at large, requires in addition to the traditional media studies approach, the 

language and the theories which relate directly to the foundation and the essence 

of VR – math and algorithms. Antoni Porczak, addressing the interactive aspect of 

communication, concludes that, “Art alongside science and technology becomes 

one of the social development triangles, leaving behind the triangle: beauty, 

elitism, selection.”165 It is challenging to start analyzing interactivity without the 

communication theories from the mathematical, linguistic, and even neuroscience 

perspectives—one from an engineer and mathematician, the other from literary 

theorists and linguists and eventually from scientists. From the electrical 

engineering perspective of Claude Shannon, “effective communication is nothing 

but the ability of one part to transmit the choice is made over a set of alternatives 

to another part. To an extreme, if the set of possible messages has just one 

 
165 Porczak, Antoni. Interaktywność: brakujące ogniwo komunikacji. Sztuka i Filozofia 41. 2012, 
p. 66. 
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element, there is no need for communication!”166  

Shannon, an extremely talented American mathematician, published A 

Mathematical Theory of Communication in 1948 while an employee of Bell  

 

Screen Shot 20. Schematic diagram of a general communication system. (C.E. Shannon, 1948) p. 2. 

Telephone Laboratories. This publication provided a practical framework to 

measure the transmission of information and to address “the fundamental problem 

of communication (…) that of reproducing at one point either exactly or 

approximately a message selected at another point.”167 His theory spurred out of 

his earlier work, a decade earlier, which pointed out to numbers 0 and 1 as the 

only numbers needed to encode and decode anything in the universe,168 and thus 

Shannon gave birth to bit – a building block of communication as we know it 

today. His iconic diagram (Figure 1.) shows that a communication system can be 

treated as independent components, each distinct in a mathematical sense. 

Shannon’s communication theory became one of the founding blocks of modern 

communication engineering, but his future work contributed to other disciplines 

switching from (electrical engineering) to computing and artificial intelligence. 

“Shannon’s theory of communication was originally limited to quantifying the 

reliability of messages transmitted over noisy communication channels like 

undersea cables. In this context, Shannon defines information as a measurement—

 
166 Shannon, Claude E. A Mathematical Theory of Communication. The Bell System Technical 
Journal, Vol. 27, July, October 1948, pp. 379–423, 623–656. 
167 Ibid. 
168 Nicolelis, Miguel. The True Creator of Everything: How the Human Brain Shaped the Universe 
as We Know It. Yale University Press. Kindle Edition. 2020. 
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entropy—that represents the minimum number of bits needed to accurately 

encode a sequence of symbols, each of which has a particular probability (or 

frequency) of occurrence.”169 Shannon’s work has been widely adopted outside of 

the engineering and scientific community to tackle socio-cultural aspects of 

communication. The concept of information entropy introduced by Shannon was 

used by neuroscientist Nicolelis in opposition to an analog model of transmission 

of information constructed around the logician Kurt Gödel’s incompleteness 

theorem, which demonstrated inherent limitations of every formal axiomatic 

system containing basic arithmetic. The most striking difference between 

information entropy described by Shannon and the one modeled after Gödel is 

their transmission behavior. The formal is discrete and binary (0,1), and the latter 

is a continuous waveform, and it cannot be digitized, Gödelian information 

represents the entropy of the brain.  

Nicolelis uses the Gödelian model to prove the superiority of the human brain 

serving as an organic-analog computer and  

“that his [Gödel] famous incompleteness theorems provided a precise and explicit indication 

that the human mind exceeds the limitations of Turing machines and that algorithmic 

procedures could not describe the entirety of the human brain’s capacities.”170 The human brain 

has embedded over the thousands of years of evolution the “Gödelian information to dissipate 

further entropy into knowledge, toolmaking, language, social bonding, and reality building.”171  

The information theory was also used in defining the field of cybernetics, which 

equalizes humans with other carbon-based life like animals and plants.  

A scientist who belongs to the first generation of computer technology patriarchs 

is mathematician, Norbert Wiener, who gave birth to the term cybernetics in his 

1947 book under the same title and defined it as “the entire field of control and 

communication theory, whether in the machine or the animal.”172 In a historical 

 
169 Nicolelis, Miguel. The human brain, the true creator of everything, cannot be simulated by any 
Turing machine. In Think Tank: Forty Neuroscientists Explore the Biological Roots of Human 
Experience, 2018, p. 263–69. 
170 Ibid. Nicolelis. The True Creator, p. 113. 
171 Ibid. p. 304. 
172 O'Connell, Mark. To Be a Machine. adventures among cyborgs, utopians, hackers, and the 
futurists solving the modest problem of death. Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group. Kindle 
Edition. 2017, p. 142. 
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six-week study at Dartmouth in 1956,  a group of leading visionaries in computer 

science, mathematics, cognitive science, and electrical engineering met to discuss 

the future of thinking machines. In defiance to Wiener’s term of cybernetics, the 

group led by Dartmouth professor John McCarthy, Bell Labs’ Claude Shannon, 

and cognitive scientist Marvin Minsky began a new discipline of study – Artificial 

Intelligence. 

“To study communication involves examining the construction, apprehension, and 

use of models of communication themselves—their construction in common 

sense, art, and science, their historically specific creation and use: in encounters 

between parent and child, advertisers and consumer, welfare worker and 

supplicant, teacher, and student.  

Behind and within these encounters lie models of human contact and interaction.” 

James W. Carey, 2009173 

MEDIA THEORIES AND INTERACTION 

CONTEXT 

ADDRESSER   MESSAGE  ADDRESSEE 

CONTACT 

CODE 

The adoption of Shannon’s communication theory surfaced in 1960 when Roman 

Jakobson, a distinguished linguistic scholar, published an iconic paper “Closing 

Statement: Linguistics and Poetics,” which resembles Shannon’s communication 

theory.  According to Jakobson, verbal communication possesses six factors:  

1. “The Referential function;   

2. The Expressive/Emotive function;  

3. The Conative Function; 

 
173 Carey, James, W. Communication as Culture: Essays on Media and Society. Routledge Taylor 
& Francis Group. New York and London. 2009. p. 25. 
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 4. The Phatic function;  

5. Metalingual function;  

6. Poetic function.”174 

REFERENTIAL 

EMOTIVE     POETIC  CONATIVE 

          PHATIC 

METALINGUAL 

Communication theorist, Robert Craig sees communication as a rich field of 

traditions and a not yet fully developed autonomous discipline of practice. He 

points out that “incoherence of communication theory as a field” is due to its 

multifaceted traditions. Craig identified seven of them, built around the 

communicative practice, as Rhetorical, Semiotic, Phenomenological, Cybernetic 

and Sociopsychological, Sociocultural, and Critical traditions. He agrees, though, 

that the communication theories of the second part of the 20th-century originated 

with the input of the field of cybernetics. This technological dimension of 

communication philosophies had an impact on how the living and nonliving 

systems are viewed, or the importance of consciousness and emotion in 

communication. Cybernetic tradition equalized mind and matter, form and 

content, the real and the artificial, and it also stresses the issues with technological 

control.175 Some of the critiques for viewing communication as an information 

process comes from the field of semiotics, which accuses cyberneticians of: 

``Lessening'' the semantic content (what a message means) to mere function (such as feedback 

or reduction of uncertainty). (…) Cybernetics, in contrast to other traditions of communication 

theory, (…) questions many of our usual assumptions about the differences between human and 

nonhuman information-processing systems.”176 

Interaction plays a fundamental but varying role in all models of communication 

 
174 Jakobson, Roman. Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics. In Sebeok, Thomas A., ed. Style 
in Language. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1960, p. 350-377. 
175 Craig, Robert T. Communication Theory as a Field. “Communication Theory.” 1999, p. 119-
161. 
176 Ibid. p. 142. 
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theory. Craig describes it in the Sociopsychological tradition as a crucial element 

of communication, which “produces a range of cognitive, emotional, and 

behavioral effects.” And in Sociocultural tradition, interaction’s microlevel 

function serves in a transformative process of creating social order.  

An American media theorist, James Carey used the case of the telegraph to 

construct a model of communication which focuses on the far-reaching changes 

on perceptions of space and time caused by the disruptive technological 

innovation. Below is Carey’s two principal definitions of communication: 

“If the archetypal case of communication under a transmission view is the extension of 

messages across geography for the purpose of control, the archetypal case under a ritual view is 

the sacred ceremony that draws persons together in fellowship and commonality. (...) The ritual 

view of communication, though a minor thread in our national thought, is by far the older of 

those views—old enough in fact for dictionaries to list it under “Archaic.” In a ritual definition, 

communication is linked to terms such as “sharing,” “participation,” “association,” 

“fellowship,” and “the possession of a common faith.” This definition exploits the ancient 

identity and common roots of the terms “commonness,” “communion,” “community,” and 

“communication.” A ritual view of communication is directed not toward the extension of 

messages in space but toward the maintenance of society in time; not the act of imparting 

information but the representation of shared beliefs.”177  

The ritual view of communication shines some light on the historical narrative 

of participation or sharing in either the analog or cyber-society as a study of 

interactivity shifts from singular users to networked systems of inter-dependent, 

human-machine or digital-analog, hybrid users.  

“Reality is in the eye of the participant.” 

William, Bricken, 1990178 

THEORIES OF INTERACTIVE ART 

New Media and Interactive Art and their theories, which in part have emerged as 

a stand-alone “category” due to the omnipresence of cyberculture, which in turn 

was a result of ubiquitous computing, are facing multiple identity challenges 

today. Kluszczyński believes that the interactive art’s challenges are inverted in 

 
177 Ibid. Carey, James, W., p. 18. 
178 Ibid. Bricken, William. Virtual Reality. 
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comparison to traditional art - instead of seeking distinction, or difference in 

setting up its strategies, or stand-alone goals – Interactive Art seeks a relationship 

across many branches of culture. In par with the postmodern view of art – 

contemporary art is no longer being built around the concept of autonomy or in an 

opposition to a mainstream society – an interactive art is being shaped and 

influenced in a relationship with the mainstream technologies and the society. 

Pfaller looks at the theory of interactivity from an economic perspective and 

formulates a notion of a dual conceptual classification:  

“artistic production and ‘activity’ on the one hand, and art reception and ‘passivity’ on the 

other. Yet, from the more general economic perspective, it is now possible to speak on firmer 

ground of ‘activity’ and ‘passivity’: production is activity; consumption, however, is passivity. 

Whether a process is active or passive depends on whether something consumable is produced 

or consumed.”179  

Brouwer and Moulder, in their 2007 manifesto Interact or Die! define 

interactivity as the essential trait “of every living being”. Bodies and objects build 

connections, form networks, and then, through interaction, achieve organization, 

structure, memory, and heredity. Interaction is often seen as a process of action 

and reaction between already existing bodies and objects, but this is too limited a 

view. Interaction causes bodies and objects to change and variation to arise. 

Interaction is not a deformation of existing forms, but rather an addition of 

information, an informing, a formation of forms.”180 Pierre Lévy calls for the 

creation of a map of types of interactivities based on the distribution of the 

message, from one-way communication through two-way to multilogue. In a one-

directional distribution, via traditional types of media, the single participant has 

no ability to modify the information and there is limited immersion. The second 

type is dialogue or reciprocity over the phone-type device where the dialogue 

takes place in a virtual place. And finally, the multi-participant mode where 

participants are immersed in virtual worlds and can immerse themselves in role 

playing environments in cyberspace.181 

 
179 Pfaller, Robert.On the Pleasure Principle in Culture. Illusions Without Owners. Verso. London, 
New York. 2014, p. 19 
180 Mulder, Arjen and Brouwer, Joke. Interact or Die! V2_Lab for the Unstable Media. 2007. 
Accessed on February 17, 2020. https://v2.nl/publishing/interact-or-die 
181 Ibid. Lévy, p. 65. 
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“The most intense combination of immersion and interactivity occurs in those 

online worlds that simulate life experience.” 

Marie-Laure Ryan182 

INTERACTIVITY AND IMMERSION 

The issue of interactivity in human-computer interaction is timely in view of a 

rapidly growing, algorithm-based, non-conscience intelligence machine, which 

may soon influence humans’ capacity to interact. The recent definitions of 

interactivity stretch over time and morph with the development of technology, 

society, and philosophical ideas since the 1950s. The popularity of a notion of 

interactivity is directly connected to the success of a global adaptation of 

computer-based technologies used first by scientists and artists, and eventually by 

the public over the last several decades.  

Marie-Laure Ryan poses an intricate question, “Does interactivity promote 

immersion in a three-dimensional VR environment?”183 She looks deep into the 

ties between interactivity and immersion in participatory art, and the assumption 

that in order for the two to correlate, interactivity must free itself from “any self-

reflexive dimension.”184 The semiotic character of interactivity in virtual reality is 

achieved through the real-life, physical action of the body, which initiates the 

process of interaction. This initiation act is a distinct touch with reality leading to 

a symbolic digital encounter with VR. Ryan sees the soul of immersive 

interactivity in a gesture of the body engaged in an immersive art; the interaction 

sparks creation of virtual gestures born not from the body but the language. 

According to Ostrowicki, interactivity is multi-dimensional, multi-directional, and 

marked by human qualities, as it arises from both utilitarian and existential 

needs.185  

Interactivity in a form of virtual display, introduced by Ivan Sutherland, was a 

first step towards the hyperreality immersion the VR technology has been aiming 

 
182 Ibid. Ryan, p. 229. 
183 Ibid. Ryan, p. 207. 
184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid. Ostrowicki, Ontoelektronika. 
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for. Daniel Dieters reflected on the juxtaposition of interaction as technology or as 

ideology. He used the genius of technology – Turing and the genius of literature – 

Brecht to address the “question of the reciprocal influence of media technologies 

and social structure”186 facing the cyberculture today. Back in the first part of the 

1930s, Bertolt Brecht challenged the social effects of the dominating technology 

of the time – the radio, demanding to improve human-to-human communication 

while Alan Turing built the foundations of human-machine communication and 

was challenging the limits or the nonexistence of limits to the calculating 

machines, asking himself: “Can machine thinks?” 

     “We read mediation as an intrinsic condition of 

being-in and becoming-with the technological world.” 

Kember and Zylinska, 2012 187 

MEDIATIZING - MEDIATION AND INTERACTIVITY  

The term helps to describe the blurring lines between the traditional roles and 

relationships of the artist, the work, the user, or the biological status of neither 

one. The process of mediation may help to untangle the continuing hybridization 

process of the co-existence of technology and humans in all aspects of society and 

particularly the blending roles of artists and the recipients in both the human and 

artificial existence sense. 

A popular term amongst the art and media theorists, mediation, spurs from the 

Latin word mediare, which originally meant “to be in the middle.”188 Mediation  

has been used to analyze the very many aspects of the interaction between user-

initiated events and the technology used to create these events. Mediation has 

many faces, and it is a quite elusive term, which migrates freely between several 

fields of social sciences. Kember and Zylinska attempted to address the question 

“What is mediation” by going far beyond technology into “the biological, social, 

and political.”189 The authors draw inspiration from Bergson, Derrida, and 

 
186 Daniels, Dieter. Strategies of Interactivity. Medien Kunst Netz. Accessed July 20, 2020 
http://www.mediaartnet.org/ 
187 Ibid. Kember, Zylinska, p. 1. 
188 https://www.etymonline.com/word/mediate 
189 Ibid. Kember, Zylinska. 
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Stiegler in their pursuit of the current status of the mediation process. While doing 

so, they discuss a certain aspect of digital media that is useful in examining 

elements of interactive art experience, beginning with the state of “liveness,” 

which “is associated with concepts of immersion and being engrossed in 

activity.”190 Liveness becomes probably most controversial when associated with 

non-human entities performing in-real-time to human recipients. The ambivalent 

status of a virtual performer in relation to traditional performance theory, adds yet 

another, existential dimension to liveness and triggers issues of materiality versus 

mortality in live performances.191 Philip Auslander concludes that  

“The computer-mediated performer undermines the idea that live performance is a 

specifically human activity; it subverts the centrality of the live, organic presence of 

human beings to the experience of live performance; and it casts into doubt the existential 

significance attributed to living performance.”192  

Interactive plays, happenings, and other participatory art forms deal with the 

aspect of liveness coming from more than one direction – in addition to the 

performer; there is a user whose live interactions generated in the artifact are co-

creating that modified artifact. Despite Bergson’s “false division” between life 

and matter Kember and Zylinska argue that due to oversaturation of live media 

events across many media old and new platforms, through “process of mediation, 

media are co-constitutive of life itself.”193 

“Why is virtual reality the end of illusion? Because it posits the deliberate and 

cynical choice of the virtual as fake over the world.” 

Marie-Laure Ryan, 194 

WHAT IS VIRTUAL REALITY?  

The question, “What is virtual reality?” is still open-ended with the modest one-

line answers offered today found in many online language dictionaries. These 

 
190 URL: https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/bmw-tate-live-2014-talks/bmw-tate-live-
on-liveness-preduringpost. 
191 Auslander, Philip. Liveness. Performance in a Mediatized Culture. Second Edition. Routledge 
Taylor & Francis Group. London and New York. 2008, p. 71. 
192 Ibid. Auslander, p. 72. 
193 Ibid. Kember, Zylinska 
194 Ibid. Ryan, p. 23. 
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Table 3. Virtual reality perspectives. 

Technological Perspective Philosophical Perspective Mixed Perspective 

Virtual reality is the use of 

computer technology to create 

the effect of an interactive 

three-dimensional world in 

which the objects have a sense 

of spatial presence. (NASA)195 

With the Virtual, we enter not 

only upon the era of the 

liquidation of the Real and 

Referential, but that of the 

extermination of the Other. It 

is the equivalent of an ethnic 

cleansing that would not just 

affect particular populations 

but unrelentingly pursue all 

forms of otherness. The 

otherness . . . Of the world—

dispelled by Virtual Reality. 

(Jean Baudrillard)196  

VR is one of the scientific, 

philosophical, and 

technological frontiers of 

our era. It is a means for 

creating comprehensive 

illusions that you are in a 

different place, perhaps a 

fantastical, alien 

environment, perhaps with a 

body that is far from human. 

However, it is also the 

farthest-reaching apparatus 

for researching what a 

human being is in terms of 

cognition and perception. 

(…) Virtual reality is all 

these things and more. 

(Lanier)197 

images created by a computer 

that appears to surround the 

person looking at them and 

seem almost real. (Oxford 

Dictionary) 

Perhaps the essence of VR 

ultimately lies not in 

technology but art, perhaps the 

art of the highest order. Rather 

than control or escape or 

entertain or communicate, the 

ultimate  promise of VR may 

be to transform, to redeem our 

awareness of reality—

something that the highest art 

has attempted to do and 

something hinted at in the very 

 

 
195 Virtual Reality: Definition and Requirements. NASA. Accessed on May 4, 2020. 
https://www.nas.nasa.gov/Software/VWT/vr.html 
196 Baudrillard, Jean. Perfect Crime. Verso. London New York. 1996, p. 109. 
197 Lanier, Jaron. Dawn of the New Everything: Encounters with Reality and Virtual Reality 
Henry Holt and Co. Kindle Edition, p. 1. 
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label virtual reality,  a label 

that has stuck, despite all 

objections, and that sums up a 

century of technological 

innovation. (Heim)198 

a set of images and sounds 

produced by a computer that 

seems to represent a place or a 

situation that a person can take 

part in. (Cambridge 

Dictionary) 

Artificial intelligence, tele-

sensoriality, virtual reality, 

and so on—all this is the end 

of illusion. (Jean 

Baudrillard)199 

 

the computer-generated 

simulation of a three-

dimensional image or 

environment that can be 

interacted with in a seemingly 

real or physical way by a 

person using special electronic 

equipment, such as a helmet 

with a screen inside or gloves 

fitted with sensors. (Google) 

VR can (…) be understood as 

an exteriorization of our 

neural process. (David 

Porush)200 

 

answers are superficial at best and they vary from source to source. With the void 

of a General Theory of Virtual Reality, the definitions of VR are best divided 

along technological and philosophical lines. Virtual reality forerunner Jaron 

Lanier’s dozens of definitions expose the complexity of the field. Lanier is mixing 

the technical with the philosophical and his practical load of inventions and 

demos serve as fertile ground for his theoretical and philosophical observations. 

Lanier perceived VR technology capable of merging with mental processes 

without distinction between the external images.  

Even though Virtual Reality does not have a universal definition, it often shares 

 
198 Ibid. Heim, p. 124. 
199 Ibid. Ryan, Marie-Laure. Narrative as Virtual Reality 2, p. 22. 
200 Hayles, Katherine, N. “How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, 
and Informatics.” The University of Chicago Press. Chicago & London. 1999. 
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some characteristics with other classifications like the one by Marie-Laure Ryan: 

“Three distinct senses of virtual: an optical one (the virtual as illusion), a scholastic one (the 

virtual as a potentiality), and an informal technological one (the virtual as the computer-

mediated). All three are involved in VR: the technological because VR is made of digital data 

generated by a computer; the optical because the immersive dimension of the VR experience 

depends on the reading of the virtual world as an autonomous reality, a reading facilitated by 

the illusionist quality of the display; and the scholastic because, as an interactive system, VR 

offers the user a matrix of actualizable possibilities.”201 

„Klikam, więc jestem.”  

(I click, therefore I am) 

Michał Ostrowicki202 

WE ARE INTERACTIVE. ARE WE? 

Ostrowicki positions interactivity as a two-tier phenomenon – belonging to the 

digital environment on the one hand and as “a source of creating the human 

identity.”203 This clear-cut definition is devised independently from many other 

ways of understanding interactivity in human life and particularly in art. Without 

exclusion of Kluczyński’s komunikowanie zapośredniczone, Binkley’s 

communicating with a machine, or Lanier’s as a medium of communication, just 

to mention a few, Ostrowicki sees electronic environment’s occurrences as a 

dominant force in an interactive process related to the actual events of 

engagement between two subjects, objects or a mix of both (author-work-user for 

example) and the resulting existential actuality of humans functioning in 

electronic ecosystem. Even though, Manovich is dismissing “the concept of 

interactivity [as] (…) a tautology”204 in respect to computer-generated media, he 

acknowledges that interaction distinguishes old media from new media and makes 

the user “the coauthor of the work.”205 From the flooded landscape filled with 

questions and reflections on interactivity, including what does it mean to be 

 
201 Ibid. Ryan, p. 8. 
202 Ostrowicki, Michał. ”Umysł usieciowiony – „przeprogramowanie” człowieka.” Interaktuwne 
media sztuki. Ed. Porczak, Antoni. Wydawnictwo Akademii Sztuk Pięknych im. Jana Matejki w 
Krakowie. Kraków. 2009, p. 57. 
203 Ibid. 
204 Ibid. Manovich, p. 55. 
205 Ibid. 
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interactive? Or how does interactivity differ between virtual and real? 

Moreover, does interactivity change anything in our basic humanity? This work 

seeks to find examples of art projects and philosophical divagations, which link 

human intentionality of interactivity with an advanced self-learning machine’s 

protocols and algorithms. Choosing a selective perspective of humanists and 

technologists, from analyzing Yuval Noah Harari’s historical perspective on the 

meaning of life or Jaron Lanier’s hyper-impact of virtual reality capable of 

merging with human cognitive processes, this dissertation looks at the abundance 

of interactivity and VR definitions generated out of the practice of 

interdisciplinary artists. This broad spectrum of artists spans from such diverse 

categories of artists as the veteran interactive media author Mirosław Rogala to 

robotic innovator David Hanson.  

One of the most eminent questions dealing with the mapping of the relationship 

between realis and virtualis stems from the added dimension of infinity 

represented in the works of Brian Eno and Jean-Michel Jarre. In the physical 

world when we reach for a glass the laws of physics apply and the glass reacts to 

the pressure from our fingers with the same force. In the virtual world, when we 

are picking up a virtual glass with our virtual avatar hand, using a haptic glove, 

Newton’s laws do not apply.  Although we are still moving an object from point 

A to point B. In both cases, our hand is moving, our fingers are grabbing a glass, 

and the glass is repositioned. In both cases, our brain is satisfied. The problem 

begins when the task involves drinking from that glass. Today, our brain can only 

be fully satisfied in the physical world scenario (this may change with 

advancement in neuroscientific research in the future). This example demonstrates 

a state of the duality of being offline and online, and the difference between 

“Second Life” and “real life” and the switch between immediacy and mediation. 

Porczak writes that “the most mimetic and immersive Second Life ends when we 

need to take a sip of water because the body switches to real so it does not die of 

dehydration,” and he compares it to “breathing.”206 When discussing  the AI 

artistic undertaking Training 2038, Ostrowicki points out that its “project ideas 

 
206 Porczak, Antoni. Interaktywność: brakujące ogniwo komunikacji. Sztuka i Filozofia 41. 2012, 
p. 65. 
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target profound questions of the modern world, whether or not the human could 

be subject to endless processes of algorithmization? Alternatively, are some 

human-specific features (friendship, kindness, love?) resist them?”207  

With the sudden oversaturation of information in the first decades of the 21st-

century, humanity has had no choice but to turn to computers for help. Spikes in 

technological innovations bring new social solutions in tandem with worrisome 

ethical and moral questions facing the near-future generations. The questions of 

free will seem to accost a vantage point in the face of approaching global 

hyperconnectivity when the interaction lies in an invisible net of cloud computing. 

Let us bring up the words of David Thoreau in Walden when responding to the 

new invention of the telegraph, to paraphrase: We can send information and 

communications much more rapidly—but do we have anything useful to say?208 

“[M]en believe themselves to be free, simply because they are conscious of their 

actions, and unconscious of the causes.” 

Baruch Spinoza, 1667209 

AUTHOR IS NOT ALIVE BUT ACTIVE (automatic vs. conscience responses)  

This chapter continues with a reflection upon the current conversation about the 

role of interactivity in the relationship between the artist and the audience with the 

main focus on the works that are technologically mediated by the human or by the 

machine. Since art is considered to be one of the last frontiers of humanness to be 

matched in creativity by thinking machines eventually, distinguishes between 

conscious humans’ artwork and organically lifeless machines’ artifact should be 

in theory easily detected by human audiences. As it happened at the University of 

Oregon in 1997, such detection proved to be not always the case. When the 

concert pianist Winfried Kerner performed music by Johan Sebastian Bach, as 

well as by Professor of Music Steve Larson using the computer program called 

EMI or Experiments in Musical Intelligence, the audience was asked to determine 

which pieces were composed by man and which by the machine. The contest was 

 
207 Ibid. Ostrowicki, p. 211. 
208 Lawson, Russell. Private correspondence. 2019. 
209 Spinoza, Benedict de. The Ethics (Ethica Ordine Geometrico Demonstrata Издательство 
Aegitas. Kindle Edition), p. 77. 
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chaired by Pulitzer Prize winner and cognitive scientist Douglas Hofstadter who 

once wondered if music could ever be composed by an artificial intelligence 

machine.210 This historic contest blurred the lines between human and machine 

creativity. The audience, which served as jurors, believed they had listened to a 

machine-produced piece when in reality, they had listened to Professor Larson’s 

original composition, of which they thought was composed by Bach. They 

assigned the real Bach’s piece to EMI, an artificial intelligence program 

developed by a composer and musicology professor David Cope. The experiment 

caused an uproar, and confusion amongst both the professional and the music 

connoisseurs alike. Hofstadter found “the only comfort (…) from realizing that 

EMI does not generate style on its own. It depends on mimicking prior 

composers.”211  

Cope, who  had been working on virtual music concepts since 1981, devised EMI 

using “the concept of recombinancy, [which] can be defined simply as a method 

for producing new music by recombining extant music into new logical 

successions.”212 Cope compares the alphabet’s letters, in which recombinations 

have created volumes of literary masterpieces similarly to the musical 

masterpieces, created out of recombinations “of the twelve pitches of the equal-

tempered scale and their octave equivalents.”213  Virtual music duplicates the style 

of music and often has fooled even experts in the field. Cope believes that the 

artistry and the uniqueness of the great works of art do not require any new letters, 

but it is rather  related to “the subtlety and elegance of their recombination.”214 

David Cope has no doubts that computers can be creative, but they are going to 

have more problems with achieving consciousness and through extension the 

autonomous decision-making process.  

In Chapter III, artificially generated music distributed via personal mobile devices 

is discussed in greater length. The questions of free will and freedom of choices 

 
210 Bach’s EMI Concerto. Stanford Today. January/February 1998. Accessed on May 28, 2020. 
https://web.stanford.edu/dept/news/stanfordtoday/ed/9801/9801smf201.shtml 
211 Ibid. 
212 Cope, David. Experiments in Musical Intelligence. Accessed on May 26, 2020. 
http://artsites.ucsc.edu/faculty/cope/experiments.htm 
213 Ibid. 
214 Ibid. 
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(as a core expression of human’s consciousness) on the recipient’s side, still wait 

to be answered. Yet, the ontological as well as religious concepts of free will as 

an intrinsic part of the human soul are challenged by the artists and the scientists 

who look into the future of the lifeless machine's consciousness.  

The question of free will and consequently freedom is back in the limelight 

caused by the developments in designing autonomous machines. Understanding 

the human condition of freedom is seen as necessary to improve a machine's 

design. Manzotti and Chella find a lot of indications that animals like humans are 

also free to a certain degree due to their conscious responses. The question is – 

how to assess the levels of consciousness between humans and animals? Some 

animals seem more free than others. The two Italians, using a concept of 

compatibilism (a philosophical concept linking determinism with free will and by 

extension a connection between machine consciousness and freedom), conjure 

that “if human beings and other animals are free, in some practical sense of this 

word, machines could exploit the same cognitive trait unless humans were 

powered by some unnatural force alien to the physical world.”215 They also 

suggest, that from the deterministic view “there is a conceptual space for free will 

in machines.”216 Since discrepancy between automatic and conscious responses 

are equivalent respectively to similar discrepancy between automatic and free 

action, Chella and Manzotti reason “that most automatic sensory-motor reflexes 

do not require any awareness [and] the more a behavior becomes automated 

(because of training or repetition) and the more it fades from consciousness 

thereby being subtract from conscious and free control.”217  

Former rector of Dundee University and well known English comedian, Stephen 

Fry’s talk on the history and future of digital technology (delivered with his 

characteristic humor and a touch of Harari’s style of concise historical 

perspective), combined the hopes and the concerns facing humanity in a very near 

future. His particular focus was on AI and machine learning approaching a critical 

 
215 Chella, Antonio and Manzotti, Riccardo. Machine Free Will: Is Free Will a Necessary 
Ingredient of Machine Consciousness? Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology. January 
2011, p. 181-91. 
216 Ibid. 
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stage as “... history has these explosive moments”218 and the machine may soon 

surpass human intelligence dominance. Fry, who grew up with a physicist parent, 

represents this unique part of the art community capable of building bridges with 

the scientific community with the aim of addressing the potentially catastrophic 

societal challenges facing humanity as a result of technological innovations. Fry 

compared the last mega technological disruption  at the end of the 19th and the 

turn of the 20th-century with the inventions of Edison, Tesla, and Bell to the 

beginning of the 21st-century’s disruption which started with the introduction of 

the iPhone in 2007 and the acceleration across many interdisciplinary innovations 

from social media and cloud computing to quantum computers and AI. All these 

disruptions have one thing in common – they reach plateaus after the initial steep 

spikes and the cycle begins again after a while. Fry sees as inevitable, and most 

essential, that the aesthetics and art will be a part of the upcoming AI disruption. 

The example of AI art fooling the recipients at the University of Oregon 

mentioned earlier in this section, is a good indication of inevitable change in what 

people will value in the future. Fry used the Moravec paradox to illustrate how 

humans may start to value things that are particular to them (like reasoning) 

instead of admiring machines with high computation capabilities, which are 

beating humans in chess and Go or painting and composing music in a particular 

style. Maybe the new Turing Test will require the machines to match humans in 

stand-up comedy or some other emotion-based activity. Star Trek, which has been 

often used to demonstrate futuristic predictions coming to life including AI and 

VR, is regarded by many as VR’s “inner spirit, the  cultural motor that propels the 

technology.”219 Actually, during the early gatherings on cyberspace and VR in the 

last decades of the 20th-century, one group of partakers drew inspiration from Star 

Trek’s Holodeck. Fry, in his distinct humor, mimicked an exchange between 

Captain Picard and android second officer Data who is curious about the state of 

feeling and wants to know what it is to feel?  

This fundamental issue in replicating human emotions into the machines is being 

studied by another titan of AI, and a former Bell Labs scientist Yann LeCun, an 

 
218 Shannon Luminary Lecture Series - Stephen Fry, actor, comedian, journalist, author. October 3, 
2017. YouTube. Accessed on May 25, 2020. https://youtu.be/24F6C1KfbjM 
219 Ibid. Heim, p. 122. 
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inventor of convolutional neural nets. LeCun turned his attention to humans to 

enhance understanding of ourselves in order to better design learning machines. 

LeCun, who leads the Artificial Intelligence Research at Facebook, uses 

supervised learning to train machines to locate, recognize and classify images and 

objects they have never seen before. The recent progress in AI object recognition, 

including the complex ability of counting sheep in a herd, seems to surprise even 

AI scientists. Yet, the obstacles facing the further development of AI are quite 

fundamental involving machines’ lack of common sense or ability to reason.  

In an attempt to quantify the representation of common sense, AI researchers use 

the Winograd Schema Challenge, designed to improve the Turing Test by 

incorporating questions for the machines, which query the knowledge of 

common-sense reasoning. For example, knowing the physical constraints of the 

world, the human mind can feel the gaps in comprehension in a situation about 95 

times out of 100 cases while currently a machine can do it around 65 times out of 

100 today. However, a key issue of increasing intelligence of machines is to 

“predict which sequence of actions will lead to a desired state of the world.”220 

LeCun wants the predictive learning to be unsupervised the way children and 

other mammals learn on their own. The traditional explicit model of education, 

which is still used in human education today will only partially apply to teaching 

robots to acquire knowledge, which could be “identified, articulated, transferred, 

and testable.”221   

In the 21st-century, improving both human and machine educational processes 

(each for different purposes) requires the re-introduction of tacit learning: 

“In the digital world, we learn by doing, watching, and experiencing.  Generally, people don't 

take a class or read books or manuals to learn how to use a web browser or e-mail program.  

They just start doing it, learning by absorption and making tacit connections.  And the more 

they do it, the more they learn.  They make connections between and among things that seem 

familiar.  They experiment with what they already know how to do and modify it to meet new 

challenges or contests.  In a world where things are constantly changing, focusing exclusively 

 
220 LeCun, Yann. Shannon Luminary Lecture Series - Predictive Learning: The Next Frontier in 
A.I. May 2, 2017. YouTube. Accessed on June 8, 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaoL0LUctK4 
221 Ibid. 
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on the explicit dimension is no longer a viable model for education.”222  

A deep learning success ratio depends on the number of prediction questions a 

trainer needs to ask a machine in the learning process. The more questions it is 

asked, the better the result. But it is not enough to provide the machine with 

human prepared labels (so called supervised learning) only, the machine needs to 

learn on its own through tacit learning the way humans do.  

LeCun quotes his teacher Geoffrey Hinton, an artificial neural networks scientist, 

to explain the necessity for tacit learning or as LeCun calls it an unsupervised 

learning or learning through interaction with the environment:  

“The brain has about 1014 synapses and we only live about 109 seconds. So, we have a lot more 

parameters than data. This motivates the idea that we must do a lot of unsupervised learning 

since the perpetual input (including proprioception223) is the only place we can get 105 

dimensions of constraint per second.”224  

LeCun’s Facebook deep learning research is used every day when each and every 

one of the 1.5 billion uploaded pictures daily to Facebook goes through three 

convolutional networks. Convolutional Neural networks are designed to be used 

in the Internet of Things from autonomous driving cars to operating vacuum 

cleaners. LeCun’s likeness of teaching machines to predict (or increasing 

intelligence) to human emotions, which can be explained as anticipations of 

things that will happen. The fuzzy, philosophical line between the machine and 

human emotions i.e., the ability of machine learning or predicting its future may 

create a high functioning artificial being is well demonstrated in science-fiction 

art. One cannot miss the similarity in which HAL 9000 was able to predict the 

future in 2001: A Space Odyssey, including its own possible demise by the human 

operators.  

Today, human’s greatest advantage and security blanket over Artificial 

 
222 Reich, Brian. The Imagination Gap. Emerald Publishing Limited. United Kingdom, North 
America, Japan, India, Malaysia, China. 2018, p. 132. 
223 More on proprioception, sometimes called Sixth Sense in “Proprioception: The Sense Within.” 
The Scientist. August 21, 2016. Accessed on June 20, 1019.  https://www.the-
scientist.com/features/proprioception-the-sense-within-32940 
224 Hinton, Geoffrey. AMA (Ask Me Anything) Reddit. 2014. Accessed June 20, 2019. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2lmo0l/ama_geoffrey_hinton/ 
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Intelligence is people’s greatest weakness, their mortality. The fear of death 

generates spontaneity, which an immortal machine lacks by its design limitations. 

The emotions or respectively the abilities to predict, so closely tied up to human 

free will and function of interactivity, are probably the biggest challenge AI faces 

both technologically as well as legally and ethically.  

“The most incomprehensible thing about the universe  

 is that it is comprehensible.” 

Albert Einstein225 

ELEMENTS OF INTERACTIVITY 

 

Screen Shot 21. SCI-model identifies the three key dimensions of immersion that are related to several other 
fundamental components, which have a role in the formation of the gameplay experience (Ermi, Mäyrä, 
2005). 

In a quest to define interactivity in VR, one must attempt to describe all elements 

in the notion of VR interactivity. For the purpose of this interactivity discourse, 

let us concentrate on a selected number of elements, which may help us see the 

 
225 Re-written from a 1936 article in the Journal of the Franklin Institute: “The eternal mystery of 
the world is its comprehensibility … The fact that it is comprehensible is a miracle.” Robinson, 
Andrew. Did Einstein really say that? Books and Arts. April, 30, 2018. Accessed on September 
20, 2020. URL: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05004-4 
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topology of the author-work-receiver triad (or triangulation) in the sphere of 

interactivity. Let’s begin with a look through the eyes of game play theory and 

begin with a diagram attempting to illustrate the intricate multi-layered experience 

of a contemporary game player. Ermi and Mäyrä, while perusing the Brown and 

Cairns226 classification of immersion of engagement, engrossment and total 

immersion, built an appealing 3-dimensional model of gameplay experience, 

which can be adapted to our discourse on the author-work-participant interaction. 

This model sheds light on the intentionality and motivation of the user-player in 

an interactive environment. Mirosław Rogala attempted to bridge elements of 

interactivity with artworks produced in a span of thirty years. The eighteen 

elements identified by Rogala are linked to the selected artists to better pronounce 

each function. Rogala drew his theoretical contemplations from his practical 

experiences in interactive experiments in digital and participatory works of art. He 

reflected on the experience of interactivity and the many elements involved in 

both the artistic process of sharing the artwork and the audience’s reception of the 

artwork in which the “participants are the viewers and the users in the interaction 

with this artwork and among themselves.”227  

In his 2005 conference paper, Mirosław Rogala’s methodology, connected each 

identified element of interactivity, to the particular author, and he built a 

classification of interactive elements present in spatial experience of interactive 

artworks.228 Rogala believes that it is imperative  to analyze and study the 

triangular relationship between the artist – the work – and the (v)user, a term he 

introduced in the late nineteen nineties to describe participants' interaction with 

the work of art and with each other.229 Rogala’s artistic practice concentrates on 

the disparities between single+multi-(v)users’ interaction with the work in public 

space and inter-relations between the (v)users themselves. Rogala’s attention 

turns to a changing function of authorship in the mutating types of interactions 

related to physical spaces used in interactive art. He redefines his role as an 

 
226 Brown, Emily and Cairns, Paul. A Grounded Investigation of Game Immersion. CHI’04. 
Extended Abstracts on Human Factors and Computing Systems, Vienna, ACM Press. 2004, pp. 
1297–130.  
227 Ibid. Rogala, The Virtual and the Vivid. 2009, p. 127 
228 Rogala Rogala, Miroslaw. Towards a Theory of Interactive Art Experience, 3rd International 
Symposium of Interactive Media Design. January 5-7, 2005. 
229 Ibid., p. 1 
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interactive artist “from looking at the surface of things to examining underlying 

processes, relationships,  and systems.”230 The tabular display of interactive 

elements, maybe or maybe not by chance, brings  to mind the Periodic Table of 

Elements, which serves in hard sciences as one of the most basic references to 

deal with fundamentals of matter. Rogala’s attempt to identify the elements of 

interactive art experience shed a light on the artistic process modified by the 

converging role of technology and concurrency of space, time and gesture in the 

real and virtual world.  

Table 4. ELEMENTS OF INTERACTIVE ART EXPERIENCE. Source: Mirosław Rogala. Strategies For 
Interactive Public Art, 2000. 

1. Common Ground The space in which we meet face-

to-face, where ordinary perceptions 

are involved (dimensions, scale, 

depth, and duration). Incorporates 

shared symbols and meanings 

independent of space.  

Negotiated in interactive art, it 

serves a space in between the artist, 

the artwork, and the participant.  

Schlossberg, S. Johnson, 

Mehrabian Cronon, 

Uncommon Ground  

2. Interface The interaction that is mediated by 

an interface is, by necessity, filtered 

through the assumptions present in 

the design of the interface.  

The very nature of the interface is 

not only dependent on the systems 

which share the interface but also 

influences the systems involved and 

the quality of the process of 

information transfer.  

Laurel, Shneiderman, S. 

Wilson S. Johnson, Interface 

Culture  

J. Shaw, A. Hegedus, T. 

Waliczky  

3. Boundaries Marking, fixing, limiting, and 

displaying the subject. The 

Rogala, Divided We Stand 

 
230 Ibid. Rogala, 2005 
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interactive gesture of hand, body, 

and mind has an implied reach and 

span. It can be identified as a) local 

-- the local space of personal space, 

shared space, or b) the virtual, 

penetrable, porous space of 

interface and virtual space.  

4. Space A limitless area in which all things 

exist or move; a definite or empty 

place. It can be identified as a) local 

- the space of common ground; or 

b) global - the interface, virtual 

space of intimate creations.  

It refers to the division between the 

inside and outside of the subject.  

Deleuze, Pile, and Thrift 

5. Time A point or period when something 

occurs; a person’s experience 

during a particular period. The 

interactive gesture of hand, body, 

and mind has an implied duration. 

Time can be identified as:  

a) the duration of meetings in local 

space; or b) the instantaneity, the 

marvelous,  

the monstrous quality of reducing 

distance (i. e., space, and time) to 

zero. 

Kubler Heidegger, Being and 

Time  

Arakawa and Gins, Reversible 

Destiny. Clynes, Time-Forms 

6. Scale A standard of estimation or 

judgment. It can be graduated or 

arranged in a graded series, a series 

of musical tones going up and 

down in pitch, or apportioned into 

customary spaces as an aid in 

Anders, Ortega y Gasset Ihde, 

magnification-reduction 

Christo, Running Fence  

Rogala, Nature Is Leaving Us  
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drawing or measurement. As 

applied to interactive gesture and 

virtual and physical realities, it is 

concerned with the mediation of 

input and output effect and causes. 

In digital, virtual, and physical 

realities, the scale is malleable, 

flexible, and varied. Analog gesture 

has its own scale, limited to the 

body dimension. This gesture can 

be amplified, through mediation, to 

any dimension.  

O. Piene, Light Ballet  

L. Hershman, Room of One’s 

Own  

L. Anderson, Stories from the 

Nerve Bible 

Wagner, Gesamtkunstwerk 

7. Improvisation/  

Spontaneous/ 

Freedom 

Anders, Ortega y Gasset Ihde, 

magnification-reduction Christo, 

Running Fence Rogala, Nature Is 

Leaving Us O. Piene, Light Ballet 

L. Hershman, Room of One’s Own 

L. Anderson, Stories from the 

Nerve Bible Wagner, 

Gesamtkunstwerk  

Free Jazz improvisation  

Pignon 

Sommerer/Mignonneau  

 

8. Scripting/Artist 

Control 

Refers to the role of the artist as 

author or conductor. Scripting 

consists of a cultural-based 

understanding of what can, can not 

or should not happen in a given 

frame. We work within these rules.  

J. Joyce 

9. Learning Curve It refers to the effort and time it 

takes to understand a process or 

comprehend how to interact with 

interactive artwork and perceive the 

interface. The more complex the 

system, the steeper the learning 

curve and the greater need for more 

numerous repetitions. It can lead to 

the development of dynamic 

Enzensberger  

Rogala, Divided We Speak 
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mapping as a method for the 

construction of interactive 

artworks.  

10. Repetition Negotiation of power and control, 

and establishing the understanding 

of interaction through feedback. 

Allows for basic grammar, the 

basic structure of experience. 

Repetition is the basis of rhythm. 

Used in evolving expert systems 

and AI.  

Interactive systems require 

repetition for learning. The learning 

curve of relationships can lead to 

the development of dynamic 

mapping as a method for the 

construction of interactive 

artworks.  

V. Bush, Memex  

Rogala, Divided We Speak, 

Audience as Virtual Orchestra, 

Rogala, Lovers Leap 

Pop Art, A. Warhol,  

Froese, TV/tv 

11. Rhythm A movement or activity involving a 

structured sequence of learned 

behaviors and occurring regularly.  

Rhythm overlaps with repetition. 

The development of repetition 

includes variations on a rhythmic 

theme, as in drumming, and allows 

the overlay of more than one 

repeated pattern over another (e.g., 

lunar over solar calendars) to 

produce complexity and 

emergence. 

Canetti, Delcroze, Virilio  

Reich, Drumming 

12. Flow Smooth continuity. A sense of 

participation in determining the 

content of life. It can refer to form 

Schnebly-Black & Moore  

Csikszentmihalyi, 

ESM/Experience Sampling 
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and shape.  Method, Peak Performance 

13. Behavior  

(a) Analog Behaviour  

(b) Digital Behaviour 

Continuous functioning.  

It is broken into discrete elements. 

The same gesture or action can be 

replicated with higher degrees of 

accuracy. This observation of 

conduct leads to the development of 

digital crowds.  

Ascott, Pile, and Thrift, Turner 

Csikszentmihalyi E. McLuhan, 

Electric Crowd Raunag 

(Hindu); the pleasure of being 

in crowds  

Woolley, Bion, Rheingold, 

Davis, Feldman, CAE, Body 

Without Organs 

14. Gesture  

(a) The gesture of a 

hand  

(b) The gesture of a 

body  

(c) The gesture of a 

mind 

The use of motions of the body or 

limbs as a means of expression; the 

silent language.  

Ranges from a point and click 

(clickable, linkable 

computer/webspace) to a "free" 

improvisational gesture in 3D space 

as defined by the human body's 

physical characteristics employed 

by single and multi-(v)users.  

Serves as a triggering device in 2D 

space or 3D space, utilizing the 

whole mass of the single and multi-

(v) users' body. The full body is 

essential - ranging from smaller 

gestures such as raising an 

eyebrow, moving ahead, waving an 

arm, to moving the entire body 

through local physical space.  

As applied by singleand/or multi-

(v)users, brainwaves can control 

events, experience, motion, and 

context of events.  

Axrtell, Hall, McNeill  

CD-ROM, J. Pollock 

Hoberman, BarCode Hotel     

J. C. Herz, Joystick Nation  

Rokeby, Very Nervous System 

Rogala, Divided We Speak 

Kubota, Vagina Painting 

Abramovic, Freeing the Body 

Stelarc  

Minsky, K. Oki Ulrike 

Gabriel: interactive art 

Controlled by (v)user 

concentration 
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15. Proximity Relationships of physical bodies 

and mediated experience amplified 

through media: sound 

amplification, image/scale.  

Involves a “sensing” of space and 

objects within it, an awareness that 

is itself characterized by continuity 

and flow. Disruption can be 

perceived as not being able to 

negotiate a sense of proximity. 

Goffman, Mehrabian 

Abramovic/Ulay, 

Imponderabilia 

16. Vividness Two kinds of vividness - one which 

comes from repetition, the 

familiarity impressing the message 

into the brain, and another which 

comes from surprise, the 

unexpectedness of the image or 

sound making it striking.  

Dependent on the context for its 

meaning.  

It Includes heightened attention and 

emotional components. It is directly 

tied to memory.  

Vividness implies a strong 

impression on the senses.  

Brecht, Boal Kantor, Dead 

Class  

Rogala, Nature Is Leaving Us 

Steiner 

17. Randomness A surprise injected into a controlled 

structure. Each visit, each 

interaction changes the direction of 

the way artwork can be 

experienced.  

Randomness is the opposite of 

rhythm. There is a bridge between 

rhythm (which is redundant) and 

randomness (which is entropic) - 

Csikszentmihalyi 

Pollock 
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both of which are dependent on 

degrees of repetition. 

18. Dynamic Mapping Process in which specific actions 

modify the system, introducing new 

subsystems, with new rules or maps 

of input to output, requiring more 

interactions and/or more repetitions 

to learn the system. The way in 

which the artwork responds to its 

(v)users. 

Rogala, Divided We Speak, 

Divided We Sing, Divided We 

Stand 

Xerox PARC Map Viewer  

Ryszard Kluszczyński often refers to Rogala’s interactive works and observations 

in his work. Kluszczyński analyzes types of interactions from the perspective of 

the technological systems as well participating agents within these systems. In the 

discourse on theories of interactive art, Kluszczyński looks at Salen and 

Zimmerman’s Multivalent Model of Interactivity and its four modes of Cognitive, 

Functional, Explicit and Beyond-the-object interactivity. They constructed their 

model out of the framework of four definitions, listing Stephen Littlejohn’s 

interpretation of interactivity as “a reciprocal relationship of some kind between 

two elements in a system,”231 Brenda Laurel’s concept of representation - 

“something is interactive when people can participate as agents within a 

representational context.”232 Andy Cameron’s reading of interactivity as “the 

ability to intervene in a meaningful way within the representation itself,”233 and 

finally Crawford’s tries to tackle a complexity of interactivity simply defining  it 

as “a cyclic process between two or more active agents in which each agent 

alternately listens, thinks, and speaks.”234 He emphasizes the symbolism of listen, 

think and speak, and stresses the strength of his definition in “its reference to 

conversation, a well-understood form of interaction”.235 All these definitions 

transpire into the formulation of their model. Kluszczyński states that only two 

 
231 Salen, Katie, Zimmerman, Eric. Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals. The MIT Press. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, London, England. 2004, p. 80. 
232 Ibid., p. 80. 
233 Ibid., p. 80. 
234 Crawford, Chris. Chris Crawford On Interactive Storytelling. New Riders. Berkeley, CA. 2005, 
p. 28. 
235 Ibid., p. 29 
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out of four modes, the Explicit and Beyond-the-object fully adhere to 

Salen/Zimmerman’s argument that all modes never exist by itself. He points out 

that Explicit and Beyond-the-object “always coexist with the Cognitive and the 

Functional interactivity; the Cognitive interactivity though can exist completely 

on its own, while the Functional interactivity often only emerges in relation to a 

Cognitive interaction.”236 Majority of interactive activities pose one or all of the 

modes listed above. Kluszczyński concludes that based on Salen/Zimmerman’s 

findings, the interactivity responsible for building the contemporary participatory 

culture and gives specificity to interactive art is Explicit interactivity. 

Table 5. Based on Salen & Zimmerman Rules of Play 2004 and Kluszczyński Sztuka Interaktywa 2010. 

Mode of 

Interactivity 

Participation 

Type 

Description Coexist 

always with 

Stands on 

its own 

Cognitive Interpretive 

participation 

This is the psychological, 

emotional, and intellectual 

participation between a 

person and a system.  

Example: the complex 

imaginative interaction 

between a single-player and 

a graphic adventure game.  

 Yes 

Functional Utilitarian 

participation 

functional, structural 

interactions with the 

material components of the 

system (whether real or 

virtual).  

Example: the experience of 

playing a video game. How 

was the interface? How 

"sticky" were the buttons? 

What was the response 

time? How legible was the 

Cognitive No 

 
236 Ibid. Kluszczyński, 2010, p. 162. 
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text on the high-resolution 

monitor? All of these 

elements are part of the total 

experience of interaction.  

Explicit Participation 

with designed 

choices and 

procedures 

This is "interaction" in the 

obvious sense of the word: 

overt participation like 

clicking the non-linear links 

of a hypertext novel, 

following the rules of a 

board game, rearranging the 

clothing on a set of paper 

dolls, using the joystick to 

maneuver Ms. Pac-Man. It 

is included here: choices, 

random events, dynamic 

simulations, and other 

procedures programmed into 

the interactive experience.  

Cognitive 

Functional 

No 

Beyond-the-

object 

Participation 

within the 

culture of the 

object 

This is interaction outside 

the experience of a single 

designed system. The 

clearest examples come 

from fan culture, in which 

participants co-construct 

communal realities, using 

designed systems as the raw 

material.  

Example: Will Superman 

comes back to life? Does 

Kirk love Spock?  

Cognitive 

Functional 

No 
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“I am very attached to my early works  

which inspired a need to search for a medium  

that can synthesize  

intrinsics of individual media and 

the desire to seamlessly cross 

the boundaries of each medium 

without losing 

the intensity, density and precision 

in effort  

to continue 

the same idea in different medium.” 

Mirosław Rogala237 

INVERSED TRANSFORMATION 

Art of Mirosław Rogala after the rights of [v]users period transmuted into another 

form of image transformations. In the second decade of the 21st-century, Rogala 

began with his new neologism inverse transformation, which relates mutually to 

the sciences and to the arts. The mathematical meaning of inverse suggests 

opposite expression or just an opposition, while the literary meaning implies a 

poetic sense of the word thus inverse transformation may suggest a unison of art 

and science in Rogala’s latest photographic transmutations.  

Rogala began his earlier photo transformation artwork from the technologically 

driven architecture of his works by developing cutting-age, custom made software 

applications in the early 1990s. His ultra-modern, at the time, digital 

transformations, both video and still, represented a technological determinism 

approach to visual art while his current work has inversed (pun intended) to 

cultural determinism attitude and is coming from the most intimate part of the 

artist – his poetry. The early digital experimentations held a cloud of uncertainty 

in the final results of his transformed photographs or videos. This unpredictability 

was due to a brand-new technology as well as to a digitally unqualified audience.  

 
237 Russet, Robert. Interview with Mirosław Rogala. Hyperanimation. 2001. (Rogala Private 
Collection) 
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Two decades later, the entire art world has gone digital one way or the other, and 

audiences are now overqualified and saturated with billions of images subjected 

to unlimited transformations. Reaching to his poetry to trigger the inverse 

transformation of his new photographs, and at the same time being more in 

 

Image 1. IMG_9214 Rogala Collection. 

control of the finished transformed image, seems as Rogala’s answer to the 

postmodern world of ubiquitous AI fed by staggering data harvesting of the public 

and private space. The raw force of these machines, though clearly nowhere near 

human ability to predict, allows artificial intelligence applications to guesstimate 

social behaviors through search and shopping habits or facial recognition with 

astonishing accuracy. It is also possible “due to the respective nature of 

humans”.238 George Lellis observed that Rogala “began to be able to predict what 

the image would look like after processing and be able to shoot the source 

photographs with a preconception of what the end result would look like.”239 In 

 
238 Zilles, Craig. Increasing Interactivity by Predicting User Actions. University of Texas. 
Accessed August 15, 2019https://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/skeckler/wild04/Paper4.pdf 
239 Lellis, George. Inversed Transformations: The Ambivalent City. Unpublished manuscript. 4-
29-19. 
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view of the race to build an AI system capable of human like ability to predict, I 

would like to propose to use prediction as one of the most important elements of 

interactivity in determining the intentionality of interactivity. Rogala synthesized 

the poetic with the technological. The polarity of images offers the nature and the 

man-made matter in a familiar digital distortion so habitual to Rogala art. The 

artist’s image editing techniques including converting straight lines into curves, 

agitation and calm or sharp into soft-focused, are designed to emphasize the 

contrast and the configuration of the reality. While the photographic work is 

connected to poetry via the name inverse transformation and possibly artist’s 

inspiration, Rogala multimedia works incorporates his poetry all the way up to his 

new opera to be release in early 2020s. In his tradition of continuation, the same 

idea in different medium, Rogala augmented the act of explanation the meaning of 

the work of art into a new term: 

“Outerpretation as an antonym of interpretation. (…) Outerpretation, then, would define 

its meaning purely by external forces: social, visual, structural, political. This type of 

system is antithetical to the many current notions of the artist's expression.  But it 

perfectly mirrors the demands and constraints of a technology-based existence.”240 

  

 
240 Lellis, George. “Reouterpreting Outerpretation.” Rogala Private Collection. Unpublished. 
Draft:  1-17-19. 
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Chapter II – Physical Embrace of Digital Reality 

“First VR Definition: A twenty-first-century art form that  

will weave together the three great twentieth-century  

arts: cinema, jazz, and programming.” 

Jaron Lanier241 

VIRTUAL REALITY PLATFORMS 

When surveying the tools used in the creation, distribution, exhibition, and 

reception of interactive works, one may look into a cloud based virtual reality 

solution. Particularly, those most developed applications, which serve business 

and education sectors may prove to be the models for future online VR art 

creation spaces. Although Augmented and Virtual Reality art projects and 

installations have been trailblazing the concepts of VR, museums and galleries 

have adopted some digital interactive tools to promote and to educate. Yet, 

overall, the art world has been slow in adoption of the technology en masse, both 

in the creation and the distribution of art. By looking into education/business 

initiatives, one can possibly foresee the future of the art industry. I am following 

here Lanier’s way of thinking about VR as a truly universal phenomenon, rising 

above a particular discipline:  

“It directly connects to every other discipline. I’ve had visiting appointments in 

departments of math, medicine, physics, journalism, art, cognitive science, government, 

business, cinema, and sure, computer science.”242 

Among the selected cloud Virtual Reality platforms, I inspected are EON Reality 

and Sketchfab.  Headquartered in California, EON Reality has strong roots in 

Europe, where its Swedish founder and board hail from. There is also a Polish 

connection. Marcin Kasica, an alumni of Poznan University of Technology, heads 

EON’s VR Academy with over twenty physical locations around the world. I met 

Kasica when he oversaw the final implementation phase of EON’s platform at 

Oral Roberts University’s Global Learning Center in Tulsa in 2016, where I 

collaborated with the University’s CIO Michael Mathews on the introduction of 

 
241 Ibid. Lanier, p. 3. 
242 Ibid. p. 54. 
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VR-based education as well as creation of new VR content to Tulsa in Oklahoma. 

The Augmented and Virtual Reality EON Reality Platform is a result of decades 

of trial and error efforts in developing virtual reality products, services and  

 

Screen Shot 22. EON Reality AVR Platform registration page. 

applications. The culmination of this labor is an immersive technology available 

globally via any Wi-Fi ready device. The AVR Platform owes the universal 

appeal to its cloud-based web access, content integration and management, cross-

device publishing convenience as well as compatibility with other Learning 

Management Systems, which usually handle many aspects of the teaching and 

learning process.  

According to the US higher education consortium, Internet2, 18% of US colleges 

had fully deployed VR and 46% incorporated it in a limited way on campus.243 

EON Reality’s Polish connections extends to Gliwice, Silesia where it’s partner, 

i3D VR House, built complex VR projects for businesses as well as cultural 

institutions in mid 2010s. Their interactive and VR films were commissioned 

from the Wieliczka Salt Mines Museum to the Maritime Museum in Hongkong. 

I3D’s ambitious plans of developing an online VR platform never came to fruition 

 
243 Hills-Duty, Rebecca. “Report: Almost Half Of US Colleges Use VR.” June 13, 2018. Accessed 
on June 22, 2020.  https://www.vrfocus.com/2018/06/report-almost-half-of-us-colleges-use-vr/ 
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and the company went out of business. Unfortunately, the history of i3D is yet 

another example of a painful and very long evolution of virtual reality from its 

modern conception in the 1960s through a curvy road of ups and downs over the 

decades.  The “scientific, philosophical, and technological frontiers of our era”244 

is covered by corpses of countless start-ups around the world.  However, those 

failed endeavors contributed greatly to the advancement of arts, medicine and 

many other disciplines during the decades of slow growth of VR technology. This 

technology hasn’t become a mainstream and mass-accepted entertainment and art 

form yet. I wrote yet, because the level of financial investment in the new VR 

innovations guarantees years of growth ahead.  

In their mission statement “EON Reality sees Artificial Intelligence, Internet of 

Things, AR, and VR come together to propel human-computer interaction to new 

levels. A world where man and machine intelligence work together for mutual 

benefit and technology empowers people, rather than pacifies them.”245 They are 

launching an art competition for art teachers and students to merge Augmented 

Reality Sculpture with painting at their schools. Art fused with technology 

provided by companies like EON Reality and Sketchfab may serve as a blueprint 

for the art world in building cloud-based tools for digital artists to create and share 

their art online. Web-based easy access to tools and resources may open a flood 

gate of creativity, which now is bound to a limited number of users. While the 

reception side of VR art has seen many initiatives, including the VR All Art 

platform, which has attempted to tackle the logistical exhibition needs for artists, 

galleries, museums and collectors, the creative side still waits for a breakthrough. 

In the meantime, VR artists generate their art off-line, using the tools of their 

choice while the exhibition opportunities have begun to accelerate due to the 

global 2020 pandemic.  

There is a vast gap to connect the traditional with the virtual art spaces.  The 

physical art spaces were caught off guard by the quarantine restrictions, but the 

majority of art goers were also unprepared to consume art virtually.  

 
244 Ibid. Lanier, p. 1. 
245 EON Reality Mission. Accessed on July 13, 2020. https://eonreality.com/company/mission/ 
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What is needed to influence the VR museum and VR gallery goers to see art 

virtually? Just as with the traditional public visiting art spaces there is also the 

need to provide similar visualizations to the potential brand-new VR audiences. In 

case of the traditional visitors have been influenced by text tradition and their  

 

Screen Shot 23. 2https://vrallart.com/#about-us 

interest in exhibited art was caused by the visualization “generated through an 

interplay between the text’s instructions and the reader’s processing 

capacities.”246 Similar types of visualizations are needed to attract the VR goers to 

the virtual art spaces.  

Although VR artists like Rosie Summers create VR art for themselves or for a 

limited audience due to VR’s individualistic format, the future belongs to group 

experiences similar to the cyberspace networked “tribes.” Summers, who in 2016 

was inspired by the Disney artist Glen Keane’s online stirring video, also chose 

Google Tilt Brush software to pursue her artistic visions. She sees herself and her 

VR community as “world-builders, space-shifters, reality-makers, and founders of 

 
246 Brosch, Renate. “The Iconic Power of Short Stories – A Cognitive Approach.” Literary 
Visualities: Visual Descriptions, Readerly Visualisations, Textual Visibilities. Ed. by Ronja 
Bodola, Guido Isekenmeier.Walter de Gruyter. Berlin. 2017, p. 168. 
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the future.”247 VR artists are organically bound to work with programmers and 

developers and push the envelope of technology in order to create original work.  

According to Tilt Brush painter/sculptor Tripp Derrick Barnes, artists serve more 

in the role of “a creative director” than that of a traditional artist.248 Barnes, who 

started as a multimedia artist mixing technologies and media in his art, left the 

traditional technologies behind and embraced the editability of artwork in VR. His 

 

Screen Shot 24. Anna Zhilyaeva’s inspiration - Pablo Picasso's light paintings Life Photo Collection 
.https://artsandculture.google.com/story/when-picasso-put-down-his-brushes-and-painted-with-light-
instead/lgLSm8J028B8KQ 

conventional multimedia projects and paintings were final, but his VR works 

possess vast unknown potential for art expressions. One potential expression is 

that of interactivity, which he sees as the natural next step in enhancing VR 

experiences in his art.  

The growing VR artists community is influencing the disruption of the traditional 

way of painting. French-Russian VR artists Anna Zhilyaeva, who impressed 

 
247 Mileva, Gergana. “VR Artist Rosie Summers on Art and Virtual Reality.” AR Post. Feb. 3, 
2020. Accessed June 28, 2020. https://arpost.co/2020/02/03/rosie-summers-art-virtual-reality/ 
248 Joehnig, Jon. Multi-Media Artist TrippDerrrick Barnes Talks About Creating VR 
Experiences.” AR Post. Aug. 19, 2019. Accessed June 28, 2020. 
https://arpost.co/2019/08/19/tripp-derrick-barnes-talks-about-creating-vr-experiences/ 
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visitors of the Louvre in 2018 with her VR recreation of Eugène Delacroix’s 

Liberty Leading the People, introduced a term Volumism to help describe the 

evolution of digital art. This new term attempts to describe a way art may evolve, 

breaking away from the limitations of the conventional flat canvas painters have 

used until now. Volumism allows artists to generate unlimited amounts of artwork  

 

Screen Shot 25. Rosie Sussan’s inspiration - Glen Keane Google Tilt Brush painting. Future of Storytelling. 

in an unlimited three-dimensional space. Zhilyaeva champions a mixed reality 

format in her digital paintings/sculptures and draws inspiration from innovations 

of Mort Heilig’s 1962 Sensorama to light paintings of Pablo Picasso, who in 1949 

experimented with light bulb induced art technique resembling the 21st-century 

VR paintings. These “light drawings,”249 performed by Picasso and captured on 

film by a Life magazine photographer Gjon Mili, mesmerized the artist who drew 

animal and human figures in the space only to see them disappear within 

milliseconds into the proverbial thin air. In spite of the six-decade wide 

technological divide between analog and digital virtual art, there are obvious 

similarities of form between the light drawings of Picasso and virtual reality 

drawings by the Google tilt Brush artists.  These artists show unison in the 

 
249 Etymology of word photography in Greek connects photo (light) and graphos (writing and 
drawing). 
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limitlessness of creativity and imagination, but they are worlds apart in freedom 

to expand through a variety of art genres. This freedom in drawing, painting, 

animating, storytelling is unparalleled to any other art medium or as Lanier puts it 

in his  “Forty-third VR Definition: A new art form that must escape the clutches 

of gaming, cinema, traditional software, New Economy power structures, and 

maybe even the ideas of its pioneers.”250  

 

Screen Shot 26. #VREVERYDAY. 

One of the pioneers in a new language of storytelling is Vladimir Ilic also known 

as VRHUMAN. His immersive art techniques incorporate several VR tools with 

traditional media technologies with the aim to maintain the continuum of human-

created251 culture. His cross-platform approach incorporates the free 3D/VR 

software MasterpieceVR, which claims to lead the democratization process of 3D 

creation by improving the art production pipeline for professional artists.252  

These easy to start operating tools are still platform bound and require particular 

operational systems and hardware.  But they already are attracting flocks of fans 

 
250 Ibid. Lanier, p. 237. 
251 VR ARTIST VLADIMIR ILIC. Accessed on July 13, 2020.  http://www.vrhuman.com/about-
vr-artist-vrhuman/ 
252 Accessed on July 13, 2020. https://www.masterpiecevr.com/ 
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who share their VR experiences using these new tools on social media like Ilic’s 

#VREVERYDAY Twitter group documenting daily VR and AVR digital life.  

More corporate tactics to solve the problems of growing VR art communities are 

represented by 3D model sharing platforms like Sketchfab (originally named 

ShowWebGL). Launched by Cédric Pinson and Alban Donoyel in March 2012, 

the cloud-based platform Sketchfab began to offer a VR and AVR online model 

viewer. The company has taken the EON Reality approach one step closer 

towards the art community and today claims to offer 300,000 3D models in its 

portfolio. Sketchfab’s online VR editor allows millions of users and creators to 

exhibit, sell, buy and share original VR content. The platform even has its own art 

competitions with moderate cash prizes.253  

The VR communities of content creators and users face impediments caused by 

the Internet bandwidth limitations. VR bandwidth requirements currently (as of 

summer 2020) prevent [v]users from achieving a frictionless experience and from 

reaching VR’s full possibilities. However, as telecom companies roll out their 

first 5G services, they may open the doors to these new VR experiences. The 5G 

service is promising to resolve the issues of high latency (so that the video will 

not lag behind) and stability of connection – both crucial for interactive art 

experience. This new mobile technology will enable opportunities for massive 

collaboration, contextualized experiences, and an enhanced sense of presence in 

virtual reality. 5G’s cloud and mobile infrastructure frees the users from location-

bound devices and will expound participatory and interactive art potentials by 

offering on-demand and anyplace scenarios. [V]users will be able to cut the cord 

to stationary computer devices and free themselves from bulky external hardware 

with only their mobile devices to carry around. Once their heavy content is stored 

in a cloud, their VR devices won’t need anymore their much-needed hardware 

storage.  

 
253 Sketchfab July Challenge: Fary Tale. Accessed July, 13, 2020. 
https://sketchfab.com/blogs/community/sketchfab-july-challenge-fairy-tale/ 
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Another element helping [v]users’ interoperability is a new type of 6 DoF (6 

Degree of Freedom)254 tracking, which is meant to help their orientation in the 

physical space where they wear the VR Head-mounted Displays (HMDs). The 

current prevailing system of VR tracking is called outside-out. The [v]user’s point 

of view is detected by the physical sensors, which are placed in the room where 

the VR system is being used. These sensors are communicating with the VR 

headset assuring an uninterrupted experience, which is guaranteed only if the 

conditions in the space of operations stay the same and there is no obstruction of 

view between the sensors and the HMD (all major VR brands have been using 

this type of tracking until now). The hardware set-up improves the latency but is 

more vulnerable to so-called occlusion or simply disruption in signal 

transmission. The occlusion is another annoying sensation for the [v]user as it 

lowers their feeling of presence or immersion. This tracking solution, which also 

needs re-calibration every time the sensors and the camera are moved, proves to 

be an obstacle in unobstructed VR experience. The inside-out tracking promises 

to resolve the problems caused by the popular outside-out tracking. The [v]user 

won’t need to reconfigure their living room every time they want to utilize space, 

with movable objects in it, to have a VR experience without hitting a piece of 

furniture or an object somewhere outdoor. The new headsets are capable of 

performing 6 DoF tracking on its own without the need for any additional 

hardware.  

The enabling of massive collaboration afforded by 5G technology in XR 

experiences will have a substantial effect on the level of quality participants will 

experience in “social VR with thousands of virtual people interacting, which may 

open AVR and VR to more users, can enable a global immersive experience 

within a space.”255 That technological advancement will have an enormous impact 

on the art world. “Games that have multiple players in them are going to be 

superpowered.” And, in terms of AR, 5G will allow for an overlaying of what’s 

 
254 6 DoF in addition to the three types of rotational freedom (3 DoF), has additional three types of 
positional change: forward and backward, up and down, and left and right. 
255 McGowan, Chris. 5G Turbo-Charges Streaming VR, AR and VFX. Quote by Toung H. 
Nyugen. July 1, 2020. Accessed on July 20, 2020. https://www.vfxvoice.com/5g-turbo-charges-
streaming-vr-ar-and-vfx/ 
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happening in the game with the reality around you.”256 It means that visitors to the 

museums and art galleries can expect to participate in radically interactive 

experiences. 5G’s ultra-high speed and low latency may open VR to more users 

and enable a global immersive experience. 

The State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg tested the 5G network with Mixed 

Reality technology using robotics and haptic equipment to interact physically with 

a high precision via robotic arm with artifacts from a remote location over the 

Internet. This can potentially lead to real-time artistic, mixed reality, collaboration 

projects on a global scale. Using ultra-high definition wearable devices, live video  

 

Screen Shot 27. Image by Lafon Pauline (Twitter). https://www.iotforall.com/smart-museums/ 

streams will create deep immersion presence for the collaborators thus opening 

doors to a new participatory form of art. Since VR needs to consume large 

amounts of data to deliver reliable immersive experiences, 5G networks can easily 

move large size files via mobile phones across the globe.  The effects of 5G 

technology, through analytics of live data, may have lasting impact on changes in 

the behavior of art consumers. New enhanced exhibition experiences for visitors 

will produce new measurable results of art appreciation. Art Emotion Score, 
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measuring the emotional impact of artwork, could be determined using biometric 

data delivered live to detect fluctuations in emotions during the exhibiting of 

artifacts. This could lead to creation of a scoring system measuring popularity and 

the importance of the most popular art pieces at museums and galleries and at the 

end have real-time influence on the value of artwork in the 21st-century.  

The Art Emotion Score index may very well lead to other art genres and make 

unexpected impacts on the digital interactive art creation. This quantitative data 

drawn from the emotional response of the art viewer may also have an impact on 

VR storytelling narratives. VR online tools have been used in video storytelling 

recording and editing, animation or drawing and painting. Some of these tools 

already function in cyberspace. Multitrack and the interactive storytelling cloud-

based app EKO Studio or a Hollywood innovation Virtual Production studio have 

been leading the current wave of interactive and VR moviemaking. Adobe 

Spark’s cloud-based triad of applications for social media/multimedia storytelling 

in a straightforward manner allows practically anybody to transform their ideas 

into social graphics, web pages and online videos without hardly any training. It is 

a good example of what the future VR tools make look like.  

“I like the word believe.  

In general, when one says “I know,”  

one does not know, one believes.” 

Marcel Duchamp 

TOOLS (DEEPFAKE) 

From Manipulation in Interactive Art to Fake News in Cyberculture – Users Love 

It. Manipulation is firmly attached to believing. After all, one manipulates to 

achieve a believable result. According to the Cambridge Dictionary, to manipulate 

is “to control someone or something to your advantage.”257 This section will look 

into the issues of manipulation, power, and control.  Additional analysis will be 

given to understand an author's intentions, recipient’s intentions, and text position 

caught in between the process of creation and experiencing work and/or text both 

in what is perceived as the high art (in our case interactive art) and the popular 

 
257 Cambridge Dictionary. URL: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/manipulate 
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culture.  

The entanglement of the author-text-reader/recipient relationship has become 

much more complex and exposed during the emergence of the cyberculture era; 

especially in times of the Fake News phenomena when media tribalism tries to 

make the reader believe their story and  activate the users to help propagate the 

story they believe is true. Digital manipulation may involve interaction design on 

the author's side and action on the user side, which could include analog or digital 

behavior or specific gesture.258 Manipulation of digital cultural experiences goes 

deep below the surface of the general Human-Computer Interface, as it is 

organically woven into the fabric of the digital era, in its basic processes of 

fundamental particles that make interactivity possible. Setting aside media ethics, 

French thinker Bernard Stiegler puts a spin on the very core process of (cyber) 

culture when he argues:  

“Digitization … introduces manipulation (author’s emphasis) even into the spectrum, 

and, by the same token, it makes phantoms and phantasms indistinct. Photons became 

pixels that are in turn reduced to zeros and ones on which discrete calculations can be 

performed….  the this was has become essentially doubtful when it is digital.”259  

One of the assumptions of this work is that the users-interactors on the one hand, 

did (or have) not necessarily care(d) for real freedom of choice in the early 

interactive arts while on the other hand, the artists did (have) not really create(d) 

limitless and really free choices for the users. Since the last decade of the 20th-

century, the function of interactivity has been regarded as the most essential 

component of participatory arts. It truly manifested its permanence by 2007 when 

the Dutch Electronic Art Festival chose as its theme and claimed: Interact or 

Die!.260 The ubiquitous term has also been seen as a binding mechanism of new 

media experiences, a popular conceptual attribute of a Postmedia cybersociety and 

its culture.  

The wide public acceptance of an uncontrollable spread of Fake News and media 

tribalism in the second decade of the 21st-century provides a prime condition to 

 
258 Ibid. Rogala, 2009. 
259 Ibid. Kember and Zylinska, p. 84. 
260 Ibid. Mulder and Brouwer 
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pose a question about the indispensability of interactivity as a necessary element 

in participatory art as well as in popular culture in the post-Postmedia era. This 

question of illusory freedom of choice in interactivity is quite poignant in the face 

of growing scientific evidence that an idea of individual thinking is a myth, and 

we rarely think for ourselves, “we never think alone,” 261 but rather in a group or a 

community. Based on the cognitive scientists, Steven Sloman’s and Philip 

Fernbach’s conclusions, we humans also know much less as individuals as we 

believe we do, their research shows the level of knowledge is problematically low 

today.262 It is especially concerning because in the very near future with the 

advent of Artificial Intelligence and other technological gadgets, our level of 

knowledge will sink even more knowing that humans can retain only around 1 

GB of information in their long term memory over the span of 70 years (it does 

not translate to 1 GB of computer memory, human cognition powers consist of a 

more complex computing processes than that of computer CPU). One of Sloman’s 

and Fernbach’s findings on a micro-level is that “we are natural collaborators (...).  

We think in tandem with others using our unique ability to share 

intentionality.”263 So how much is the function of interactivity a group versus an 

individual action? Is interactivity easily predictable? These questions are 

important from the point of view of interactive art’s intentionality. 

  

 
261 Cook, Gareth. You Do Not Think Alone. Scientific American. June 20, 2017. Accessed on June 
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“When we say expanded cinema we actually mean expanded consciousness. 

Expanded cinema does not mean computer films, video phosphors, atomic light, 

or spherical projections. Expanded cinema isn't a movie at all: like life it's a 

process of becoming, man's ongoing historical drive to manifest his consciousness 

outside of his mind, in front of his eyes.” 

Gene Youngblood264 

INTERACTIVITY IN FILM AND VIDEO 

According to Bernard Perron and Carl Therrien’s categorization, the interactive 

films could be divided into “interactive movies and movie-games.”265 Both 

categories share standard technical features but vary in a way a user explores the 

content of these two types of interactive experiences. The most visible difference 

being the measurable versus the non-measurable freedom of choice of the 

available altering paths, which affects the end result of the experience. While the 

“movie-games” impose rules on the user and test his or her performance, the 

“interactive movie” tends to offer the choices for aesthetic, marketing, and/or 

entertaining reasons leaving only the illusory freedom of choice to the user. When 

mentioning interactive films, we will refer to both of these types of experiences 

without any particular distinctions since we are mostly interested in the interactive 

aspects of these movies.  

The birth of an interactive film genre has been in contortions since the late 

1960s266 starting as a participatory experience between a moderator and an 

audience in the movie theater through CD-ROMs of the early 90s and more 

advanced experiments by SONY in mid-1990s, through 2005 commercially 

successful interactive movie-game Fahrenheit267 until more commercially 

accepted (success at least partially due to more reliable technology and social 

acceptance of interactive activities) interactive movie productions in the second 

decade of the 21st century. Starting with innovative audio-visual projects like The 

 
264 Youngblood, Gene. Expanded Cinema. P. Dutton & Co. New York. 1970, p. 41 
265 Lessard, Jonathan. Fahrenheit and premature burial of interactive movies. Eludamos. Journal 
for Computer Game Culture. 2009; 3 (2), p. 195-205. URL: 
https://www.eludamos.org/index.php/eludamos/article/view/vol3no2-5/129 
266 Činčerova, Alena. Činčera, Radúz. 1967, Kinoautomat, Accessed on May 10, 2019. URL: 
http://www.kinoautomat.cz/about-kinoautomat.htm 
267 Quantic Dream. Fahrenheit. 2005. https://sonycorporation.fandom.com/wiki/Quantic_Dream  
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Inside Experience (2011), Heavy Rain (2010), Her Story (2015), and films like 

Mosaic (2017), Late Shift (2017) or Netflix’s Minecraft (2015), Puss in Book: 

Trapped in an Epic Tale (2017) and Bandersnatch (2018) these experiments have 

been maneuvering, aside from Perron & Therrien definition, between distinctly 

different experiences -  a community based interactive film experience in a movie 

theater versus an individual using a personal digital apparatus, either a desktop, a 

laptop or a mobile device. Historically, the 1950s and 1960s’ development of an 

interactive film category has been overshadowed by the birth of computer and 

video games in the same period of time.268 The concurrent life of video games and 

interactive films was inevitable due to their philosophical contradiction at the 

conception of each genre. Although they have been heading in the same direction, 

both have distinctly different storytelling (narration) perspectives. The former 

creates many but not unlimited alternative storylines, and the latter tells a 

singular, one path story representing one vision of an ‘auteur.’ Back in 2009, 

Jonathan Lessard wrote: 

“The role reserved for interactive movies in video game histories can usually be summed 

up like this: a short-lived experiment having created such great expectations that can only 

be compared to the consequent disappointment. The genre is pretty much considered 

dead, and the appellation ‘interactive movie’ is even pejoratively used to describe games 

with too many non-interactive narrative sequences. The lesson to be learned from the 

experience, it seems that mixing video games and cinema can only lead to a product that 

is both a bad movie and a bad game.”269 

It reads like my early 1990’s impressions of my media professional colleagues 

during testing AT&T videophone technology in Chicago - “who would ever use 

it? Nobody wants to get dressed, put makeup on every time somebody calls 

you!”270 After an initial euphoria of the technophiles and early adopters in the 

1990s, we had to wait until the iPhone video revolution in 2007, and nobody got 

dressed for it.  So, what will happen with the interactive film or movie genre? 

Lessard concludes at the end of the first decade of the 21st century, ten years after 

the end of the golden age of interactive movies, ”the public’s perception of 

‘interactive movies’ “has improved due to both players’ lower videoludic 

 
268 Ralf Baer developed "Brown Box," first console video game system in 1966. 
269 Ibid. Lessard. 2009. 
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expectations of these types of movie-games and an increased video resolution, 

aesthetic quality and narrative structure.”271  

Thanks to creators like award-winning game designer Sam Barlow, the 

convergence efforts to make films more like games and games more like films 

may eventually bear some fruit. They may even bring the missing demographic to 

gaming after over four decades of catering to the mainly male teenagers. Recently 

resuscitated (through the game Her Story) Full Motion Video (FMV) game genre 

promises to close the gap between the not game-like enough film experience and 

the not enough cinematic experience of video games.  Sam Barlow’s Her Story 

(2015) offers a successful formula of converging a “linear narration in the form of 

non-linear segments, which each interactor arranges according to his or her 

intuition and individual preferences,”272 writes Adam Andrysek. He later quotes a 

critical opinion of a Polish video game journalist Mirkowski: “[...] Typical 

computer games’ mechanisms – like typing subsequent words into the search 

engine and handling of very simple programs, which do not pose any serious 

challenge for anybody who can operate a computer at a minimum level.”273 Her 

Story, in large part, takes place beyond the screen – inside the player’s head. 

Helping, in the comprehension of this convoluted and multilayered storyline, are 

the most basic investigating tools: paper and pen.”274 Barlow’s vision of 

combining the user’s interactive curiosity with a universal intellectual 

inquisitiveness of a plot paves the way for new innovative movie-game 

production meshing the cinematic with the interactive. Mixing television viewers 

with the interactive in a cruder technological version of a communal participatory 

experience was the pre-scripted interactive program Decyzja należy do Ciebie 

Polish television show produced in the late 90s for TVP1.275 This interactive 

program presented morally questionable stories with alternate paths and story 

conclusions. It relied on a three-person celebrity-like panel to help narrate and 

 
271 Ibid. Lessard. 
272 Andrysek, Adam. Kinostalgia i mediofilia jako formy doświadczenia audiowizualnego w XXI 
wieku, Rozdział III Poza kinem. Doctoral dissertation. Uniwersytet Śląski w Katowicach Wydział 
Filologiczny Instytut Nauk o Kulturze I Studiów Interdyscyplinarnych. Zakład Filmoznawstwa i 
Wiedzy o Mediach. Katowice. 2018. p. 162 
273 Ibid., p. 162. 
274 Ibid., p. 162. 
275 Łukasz. “Decyzja należy do Ciebie.” November 29, 2016. Accessed on  May 25, 2020. 
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then have the television audience call in and vote for their preferred selection 

allowing the majority of callers to alter the course of action. 1967 Kinoautomat 

and TV shows like Decyzja należy do Ciebie paved the way to truly interactive 

video experiences. 

A similar format as Decyzja należy do Ciebie is used in a 2016 screening of an 

interactive film Left Shift. Addressing the interactive communal participatory 

theatrical experience, Left Shift producer Chady Eli Mattar calls this the 

gamification of films. Claiming to be the world’s first cinematic interactive 

movie276 or what the Los Angeles Times called “The world’s first fully realized 

choose-your-own-adventure film.”277 The film offered viewers the opportunity to 

influence the storyline by utilizing their smartphone during the movie screening. 

The moviegoer selected a next scene/sequence by voting on their phones, and if 

nobody voted, the movie would continue in a director’s cut version. Some critics 

are not convinced:  

“And this plays out time and again: as many as 180 quicktheclockisticking decision 

points (total, across all possible routes) that, while changing the direction of the drama, 

never feel completely controlled by you. Moreover, when the user arrives at one of the 

seven possible endings, little that's come before has registered with weight enough to 

make the conclusion matter. The credits roll. Want to do it again, but differently this 

time? Um, do I have to?”278  

Nonetheless, the march of interactive movies continues with more available 

choices as ever, including productions created by prosumers/users on free access 

interactive platforms like EKO. A [v]user is enabling EKO where everybody can 

be a filmmaker like in a traditional high-end video-on-demand (SVOD) Netflix. 

EKO’s Control the story279 motto takes us back to power and control related to 

interactivity, but it takes us even further where the user not only can make a scene 

selection choice but is a creator of this scene as well. Formerly Interlude, EKO, 

 
276 Late Shift Official Website. Accessed on May 25, 2020. http://lateshift-movie.com/ 
277 Martens, Todd. The Player: ‘Late Shift’ is the first fully realized choose-your-own adventure 
movie. Or is it a game? Los Angeles Times. April 29, 2016. Accessed July 29, 2020. 
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story.html 
278 Diver, Mike. ‘Late Shift’ Is an Intriguing Failure of an FMV ‘Game.’ Waypoint. April 19, 
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led by an Israeli rock star, has been built around interactive music videos. The 

EKO app offers, on the one hand, an affordable solution for aspiring indie 

creators to experiment with interactive films and, on the other hand, a tool for 

marketers to engage the consumers with their brands in a very measurable way. 

On their website, EKO states that they have “always believed in meaningful 

choice (emphasis by the author) above all.”280 EKO is an individual interactive 

experience of a single [v]user engaged via a personal digital apparatus in contrast 

to a group experience where the audiences could be engaged using a plethora of 

digital tools, from a typical social media platforms to the movie theaters or 

improvised streamed physical encounters between the members of the group and 

the moderator (for an example of such a matrix of interconnection read in the next 

section about The Inside Experience).  

Interactive film is trying to enter what the advertising industry regards as the 

mainstream of the subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) exhibition industry. 

Not incidentally, it is also the gaming demographics. Exploring a question of free 

will in a fashionable dystopian and bazaar-style, this special episode of Black 

Mirror series takes place in the 70s, which coincidentally is a decade of the global 

2018 retro fashion. While the film reconstructs quite convincingly the era of VHS 

and Atari, its interactive track is a bit confusing with frequent “Go Back” to the 

previous choice functions, thus questioning the freedom of choice of the user. The 

producers claim that the number of permutations reaches billions of possibilities, 

but the “Go Back” return button takes the feeling of unlimited choices away 

unless the authors are trying to connect with the viewer on another level of 

alternative narration apart from the film’s storyline. In the scene with the 

documentary about Bandersnatch’s author, one of the interviewees repeatedly 

brings the issue of predestination by saying - “You are just a puppet. You are not 

in control,”281 then the choices slide in, and one of the choices eventually leads 

back to the main storyline and thus taking away the feeling of freedom of choice. 

Nonetheless, the user is left with an impression of control over the film’s 
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narrative, even though it was designed to be illusory. In the next scene, the 

storyline takes Stefan and the user to a rather dark and/or comical turn with one of 

the choices being Netflix; thus, we are being brought in the center of the 

narration. It is a good assumption that the film was designed for the gaming 

audience and understandably so. Since 2018, the gaming industry is generating 

the highest revenue out of all the entertainment industries, but the interactive part 

seems like a beginner structure well suited for an older non-gaming population.282 

Time will only tell how the interactive film develops along with the maturing 

gaming genre. But in the center of both industries, the interactive element will 

definitely play the center role, whether illusory or not. 

“No decision is still an action.” 

Late Shift283 

FROM INTERACTIVE TO FAKE NEWS EXPERIENCE 

Inside, directed by D.J. Caruso,284 is a project mixing a film experience with 

interactive social media platform participation. On a specific date, July 25th of 

2011 (heavily advertised and publicized weeks in advance), a young woman 

(Christina Perasso, played by Emmy Rossum) found herself locked in an 

unfamiliar room. Realizing she was kidnapped, her only way to communicate 

with  the outside world was via a Toshiba laptop (the project was underwritten by 

Toshiba and Intel as a promotional gig) left for her by an unknown kidnapper.285 

The woman has limited freedom to access the Internet, regulated by the elusive 

kidnapper. In order to survive and to free herself from the room she was confined 

in, she had to rely on help from the outside. The unknown kidnapper prepared a 

life or death game for the victim and, partially due to the interaction with the 

participating audience who have free access to the Internet and social media 

platforms, the woman can get away.  

 
282 Hoggins, Tom. Gaming worth more than video and music combined in record UK 
entertainment revenues. The Telegraph. January 3, 2019. Accessed August 12, 2020. URL: 
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The Inside Experience is yet another hybrid creation, what producers call a social 

film experience, but like so many other participatory audio-visual endeavors, it is 

impossible to assign a particular label to it. Videomaker calls it an interactive 

movie-going experience.286 While Andrysek, who does not agree with the 

producers’ general definition of the project,287 lists other disjointed descriptions. 

The news agency Reuters calls it “an interactive film”288  and Product Placement 

News referred to it as an online branded entertainment series.289 Lastly, 

Alternative Reality Game (ARG) for movieviral.com290, a site dedicated to the 

analysis of viral marketing. Andrysek calls attention to the variety of labels 

describing Inside to a certain point, but none of them gives a full representation. 

Thus, all the descriptions do not exclude themselves but rather complement each 

other to some degree. He believes that calling The Inside Experience, an 

interactive film is misleading due to the project’s “traditional formula of a 

television series”291 and a structure or resemblance to an episodic amateur video 

blog. However, he strongly objects to calling The Inside Experience “a social 

form” since the project is manipulated by the producers and the users have limited 

freedom of creating their content or interactions even though some elements of 

real interactions between the lead actor and the viewers ended up in the final 

summary film episode.  

Andrysek’s case study292 makes a very appealing analogy to Fake News 

manipulation and thus supports the premise of this section that users love to be 

manipulated (in this case using film and social media as a platform of interaction). 

In Andrysek’s chapter Nowe oblicze interaktywności, the author argues that the 

most important property of The Inside Experience is its interactive character as 

well as its real-time ability of interaction on social media (via Facebook). 

 
286 O’Rourke, Jennifer. The Inside Experience: an Interactive Movie Going Experience, 
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Andrysek underlines the fact that the producers intentionally “brought to life” 

fictional Facebook profiles weeks before (what in interactive art could be called 

an event) the project went live - “The most intricate details had been taken care 

of.”293 One can only assume that Inside and other social media and ARG 

campaigns of that era could have been an inspiration for fictional personas and 

Fake News of the infamous 2016 Presidential Elections in the United States. 

Moreover, like the 2016 U.S. presidential race, the launch of Inside was initiated 

by fictitious accounts on social media resulting in 4,000 Twitter followers and 

50,000 likes on Facebook.  

According to Time magazine, Americans spend 24 hours a week online. They 

consume large quantities of fake news despite the well-publicized media 

campaign warning and making them aware of e cyberculture’s most contagious 

disease. It seems that very few are resistant to the globally spread elaborate 

conspiracy theories and hoaxes. Studies show that both the technologically savvy 

and the one with a low level of online security click on infectious links even when 

warned beforehand.294 German researchers from Friedrich-Alexander Universitat 

conducted an experiment testing Internet users’ behavior when receiving emails 
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from unknown sources. Almost half of the 1700 students taking part in the study 

failed to use common sense security measures and opened the mail - “one in two 

of the people who did not click on the link said that the reason for this was that 

they did not recognize the sender’s name.”295 It seems that fake news producers 

do not need to create sophisticated clickbait content. Rather, a simple message 

from an unknown sender proves to be a very effective technique in prompting a 

user to interact with the messages’ authors. According to the University of 

California of Santa Barbara’s CITS (Center for Information Technology & 

Society), our cognitive biases are to blame. The researches extracted four types of 

cognitive biases: 

(1) Users tend to act based on headlines and tags 

(2) Social media convey signals that affect users sense of the popularity of information 

(3) Fake News take advantage of political partisanship 

(4) There is a tendency for false news to stay around even after they are corrected.  

Curiosity and impulses take over when millions of users click on fake news and 

share them. Our natural heuristic impulse to click and move on takes over 

reasoning, and the user then believes the familiar and moves on to another click. 

“Telling people not to click strange links is not going to be enough,”296 especially 

when AI technologies will make it even more enticing to click and share content.  

 
295 Ibid. 
296 Ibid. 
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One of the newest techniques in producing Fake News is Deepfake, which is 

using video manipulation to fool an online user. This hyper-realistic manipulated 

video is seen as a significant threat to global and national security, and to the 

public at large. Using Artificial Intelligence (AI), the videos are almost 

impossible to detect without specialized software. Jeff M. Smith, Associate 

Director of National Center for Media Forensics at the University of Colorado in 

Denver Robert Bolles, Director Perception Program, Artificial Intelligence Center 

at SRI International looks for defects in fake videos and is “concerned that some 

of the tools for making better and better defects are being improved as we speak 

and (...) some organizational person could make something that would fool us.”297  

In November 2018, the state-run Chinese news agency introduced the first 

English language AI Anchor able to deliver news 24/7. The machine, sporting the 

look of a real Chinese anchor Zhang Zhao, is feeding itself continuously from 

news agencies and uses social media and websites as the exhibiting platforms.298 
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The next step is a platform which will allow anybody to create a Deepfake video 

the way we used to manipulate pictures with Adobe Photoshop application. 

Synthesia, a company founded by researchers from UCL, Stanford, and 

Cambridge, promises just that. They believe that with the new breakthroughs in 

the field of deep learning combined with graphics, the realistic video synthesis of 

two objects will be affordable soon for all.299  

In his 2018 online video interview, Roman Polański talks about his latest film, 

human nature, manipulation, and a mocking title of his fictional movie Based on a 

True Story. When asked if people try to manipulate themselves as they do in 

Based on a True Story, Polański answered, “This is one of the games we people 

play with each other, it is one of them, there is a ton of them (...) undoubtedly it is 

part of our interrelations.”300  The title of his film reverberates the growing global 

confusion of what is real and what is unreal or virtual, what is a fact and what is a 

fake. Fake news creators are convincingly promising real facts to their recipients. 

They are convincing the recipients simply by using well-established news formats 

and formulas, which were cemented with the development of live television in the 

50s and 60s. William Dever sees Fake News as a quintessential phenomenon of 

postmodernity301: 

 “false news stories are 70 percent more likely to be retweeted than true stories are. It also takes 

true stories about six times as long to reach 1,500 people as it does for false stories to reach the 

same number of people.”302  

 
299 Riparbelli, Victor. What is Fake News? interview BBC Click. November 12, 2018. Accessed 
on August 25, 2019. URL:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfTUdOtRrwo 
300 Janowska Katarzyna. Roman Polański o filmie "Prawdziwa historia": czegoś takiego jeszcze 
nie robiłem | Rezerwacja. Onet News. YouTube Video. May 2, 2018. Accessed on August 26, 
2019. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUuIAaewGFc  
301 William Dever, an archeologist and a writer, managed to narrow down the definition of 
postmodernism to three points: 
“(1) All claims to truth, to meaning, to value, are merely ‘social constructs’; they are, therefore, 
impressionistic, relative rather than absolute, largely fictive and ‘subject to erasure.’  
(2) There is no uniform or universal reality; what matters is only the local, the fragmentary, the 
exotic, even the absurd. Social reality is to be ‘decentered,’ exposed in all its ideological illusions, 
subjected constantly reinventing itself.  
(3) Since moral relativism and multiculturalism must prevail, the issues all become those of 
politics: race, class, gender, and power. What weighs in finally is not ‘truth,’ for there is none, but 
rhetoric, the more extreme, the better.” Dever, William G. “Save Us from Postmodern Malarkey,” 
COJS Center for Online Judeic Studies. Mar-Apr 2000. Accessed on August 26, 2020.  
http://cojs.org/save_us_from_postmodern_malarkey-_william_g-_dever/ 
302 Dizikes, Peter. MIT News Office. Study: On Twitter, false news travels faster than true stories. 
March 8, 2018. Accessed on April 2020.  http://news.mit.edu/2018/study-twitter-false-news-
travels-faster-true-stories-0308 
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The scale of reproducing both factual and fake news was demonstrated in a study 

conducted between 2006 and 2017. A scientific team from MIT’s Media Lab 

Laboratory for Social Machines analyzed around 126,000 cascades of news 

related posts.  These posts were retweeted more than 4.5 million times by closely 

3 million Twitter users, the largest study of that kind ever attempted. Amongst the 

many study-specific inquiries they have been asking themselves as a 

postmodernist in nature question: Why do falsehoods spread more quickly than 

the truth on Twitter? Or in a more condensed form - what is truth? It is less 

popular than falsehood, which beats the truth on war, terrorism, technology, 

entertainment, and, most of all, politics. The culprits in sharing fake news so 

successfully are humans and not the robots, which retweeted the same amount of 

fake and real stories during the analyzed decade. So why do humans prefer 

spreading fake over true news? According to Soroush Vosoughi, a data scientist at 

MIT who led this study - “it might have something to do with human nature. (...) 

We like new things.”303 We interact with malicious content because as Brendan 

Nyhan, Dartmouth Professor of Government, put it: it “is often novel and 

frequently negative (...) we know those are two features of information generally 

that grab our attention as human beings and that cause us to want to share that 

information with others.”304 Nyhan believes that it is quite easy to generate 

“novel” and “negative threats” when one is not constrained by the restraints of 

reality and because of that, users “can exploit the interaction of human 

psychology and the design of these networks in powerful ways.” 

The thrill of anticipating “novel,” surprising, or even offensive content gives users 

pleasure in continuing the interaction with fake or false news as they retweet the 

content, or you may say the “work” of the fake news author. The “work” then 

takes on a life of its own being retweeted, shared, and populated across vast social 

networks. Rebekah Tromble from the University of Leiden in the Netherlands, in 

her comments on the study, confirmed that the findings are aligned “with the 

research in a number of different areas, including psychology and communication 

 
303 Ibid. 
304 Meyer, Robinson. The Grim Conclusions of the Largest-Ever Study of Fake News. The 
Atlantic. March 8, 2018. Accessed on August 30, 2019. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/03/largest-study-ever-fake-news-mit-
twitter/555104/ 
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studies,”305 and she believes that the conclusions possibly pertain to Facebook as 

well. Early in 2018, Mark Zuckerberg announced a significant overhaul of 

Facebook’s news feed algorithm to boost “meaningful social interaction”306 over 

the media and business content but Facebook later corrected his announcement, 

stating: “...the current changes would not be as extreme as those “tests...” and 

some free content will still appear in users’ feeds.”307  So, to Tromble, “it became 

clear that they [Facebook] would gauge “meaningful interaction” based on the 

number of comments and replies to comments a post receives. However, as this 

study shows, that only further incentivizes creating posts full of disinformation 

and other content likely to garner strong emotional reactions.”308  

To summarize, users know they interact with fiction or false information and not 

reality.  Yet, they still do it because it gives them a thrill, a feeling of winning and 

for some a seductive dose of negativity and disgust which makes it difficult for 

them to stop interacting and thus amplifying fake news in cyberspace. 

“Virtual worlds are not just recreations or simulations  

of actual-world selfhoods and communities.  

Selfhood, communities, even notions of 

human nature are being remade in them.” 

Tom Boellstorff309 

TRIBES 

 The segmentation of cybersociety into tribes has reached its boiling point with 

the prevalence of fake news in the mid 2010s, threatening intersubjective media 

and online communication. Global acceptance of digital tribalism has opened the 

door to human self- and hyper-manipulation. Self-manipulation because the 

interaction is self-initiated and hyper-manipulation because of the global scale of 

the phenomenon. The high self-conversion rate of users who make conscious 

decisions to join groups, is driven by their indulgence to satisfy their worldviews, 

 
305 Ibid. 
306 Ibid. 
307 Ibid. 
308 Ibid. 
309 Boellstorff, Tom. “Coming of Age in Second Life.” Princeton University Press. Kindle Edition, 
p. 63. 
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tastes and desires. They often cement their online identity through graphical 

avatars or social media profiles in order to retain their virtual identity and keep 

their physical identity private. The transmutation from physical identity into 

virtual identity has been aided by the recent global disruption in what Polish 

philosopher Michał Ostrowicki calls electronic anthroposphere (elektroniczna 

antroposfera).   

The dramatic Covid-19 events of 2020 have elevated cyberspace and its virtual 

communities into the forefront of economic, educational, cultural and social 

interactions in the developed world. From the Netherlands’ Rijks Museum to 

Japan’s Nakamura Keith Haring Collection in the Yatsugatake Mountains, online 

exhibitions became a new normal for the quarantined global art buffs. Created by 

the Google Arts and Culture initiative310, those thousands of art partnerships are 

paving the way for a more democratic access to arts and culture. Google Arts and 

Culture Lab offer online art enthusiasts a taste of interactive gaming experiments 

constructed jointly by coders and artists who try to push the boundaries of 

programming in creating distinctive visual art projects. The 2011 concept is still a 

work-in-progress and serves as an online gallery for artists who use coding in 

their artistic expression. Google is known for pushing the boundaries of 

technology and art. In its March 2016 Virtual Art Sessions, they invited six artists 

from various disciplines including a sculptor, an illustrator, a concept designer, a 

fashion artist, an installation artist, and street artists to test Google Tilt Brush.  

Though Google Tilt Brush Operates on the HTC Vive system offline, data was 

pushed to the web for spectators to enjoy the drawing session.311  

VR exhibition online platforms are mushrooming across the Internet. 

Kunstmatrix, Iconospace, Arts Steps and many others offer VR custom built 

spaces for artists to showcase and potentially sell their artwork, but they do not 

constitute a virtual community. With the emergence of “computer-mediated 

communication,” researchers began to prophesy the rise of  “electronic tribes.”312 

 
310 Google Arts and Culture Collections. Accessed on July 16, 2020. 
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner 
311 Virtual Art Sessions. Web. Accessed on August 30, 2019. 
https://developers.google.com/web/showcase/2016/art-sessions 
312 Ibid. Boellstorff, p. 53. 
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These tribes have materialized in many forms. One of which is Second Life (SL) 

which belongs to a group of virtual communities, fueled by mental and emotional 

engagement with the content and other participants, rather than just the deceiving 

of the participant’s senses during the virtual stimulation. The history of virtual 

communities in the age of electronics has been driven by “the phenomenon of 

virtual reality and the rise of video games,”313 and it goes back to the 1970s. 

According to Boellstorff, aside from the video game role in bringing virtual 

worlds to life, Myron Krueger’s early Artificial Reality experiments may mark the 

birth of a virtual world (VW) to which category belongs the Second Life platform. 

Specifically, the element of “persistence” in these VWs is vital in their otherness 

from the virtual environment, which can be disconnected like a telephone call. 

This “persistence” of the VW’s virtuality creates a certain stability of virtual 

existence for the participants of these digital interactive online networks. The 

popularity of multiuser online gaming predated the March 2002 launch of the first 

VW of the San Francisco based Linden Lab, which the following year, under the 

name of Second Life, took off and gained a global following reaching over one 

million users in the next ten years.314 Polish language Second Life had a 

perturbated birth. The first Polish city created on the platform was Second 

Kraków, built by Supremum Group, a Kraków based advertising agency  The 

Supremum Group constructed a 3D replica of Old Town in the fall of 2007 with 

twenty thousand Polish players participating in the game.315 The leading Second 

Life’s physical and virtual scholar in Poland is Sidey Myoo, who participated in 

building the foundations of virtual life in the Polish Second Life from the very 

beginning of its turbulent existence. Sidney Myoo, in the physical world known as 

Professor Michał Ostrowicki, began lecturing in Second Life Poland from the 

very start of the platform in 2007 and eventually created a virtual Institute of 

Philosophy at the Jagiellonian University or as he labeled it “a Web 

university,”316 which is still operational.  

 
313 Ibid. p. 42. 
314 INFOGRAPHIC: 10 YEARS OF SECOND LIFE. Accessed on July 16, 2020. 
https://www.lindenlab.com/releases/infographic-10-years-of-second-life 
315 Wirtualnemedia. News Service. Accessed on July 18, 2020. 
https://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/artykul/krakow-pierwszy-w-second-life 
316 Academia Electronica. Homepage. Accessed on July 14, 2020. http://www.academia-
electronica.net/?lang=en 
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Ostrowicki’s metamorphosis from the physical and virtual into an electronic 

reality was an evolution built around his personal experience in Second Life. His 

interest in being within317 in Second Life differs from a typical gaming experience 

of immersion, where the player seeks the intensity of participation in 

preconceived scenarios. His virtual life led him to the formulation of new 

concepts, which he calls Ontoelectronics.318 In his distinction between the 

alternative physical and virtual worlds, Ostrowicki forcefully cuts himself off 

from alternative views, which permit crossover superimposition of the two 

worlds. 319  Ostrowicki’s transmutations of the concepts of coexistence between 

the physical and virtual worlds or rather just existence with a distinction between 

the two worlds gave a theoretical foundation for the formation of a permanent 

virtual university or e-University. This coexistence leads to the question if “a 

human is 1, and there are 2 worlds”320  are there really two worlds are just 1 

world. The answer to the question remains open yet Ostrowicki’s vision of the 

virtual or electronic world gravitates towards posthuman or Singularity 

 
317 Ibid. Sidey Myoo, Ontoelektronika. p. 193. 
318 Ostrowicki’s terms electronic realis or electronic reality (both terms sit under the umbrella 
term Ontoelectronics), were coined by him after he read a 2008 post on the Polish version of 
Second Life. A forum participant named Jutylda asked for a clarification on Ostrowski’s 
definitions of reality in the context of the virtual and physical world. The terms, when translated 
into English, resonate the nostalgia associated with older visual media technologies like film or its 
20th century successor video. Film is not any longer associated with the technology which gave 
them the original name and meaning - the celluloid strip. Films are not even shot exclusively on 
film or exhibited on film projectors anymore. Film, culturally associated with a spectacle in a 
movie theater or just a high-quality visual entertainment, is shown both to the captured audience of 
a cinema, the television audience or an individual [v]user of a digital device on video. The 
meaning of video is still associated with an immediacy of production and delivery of images and 
sound. Video transformation from tape to hard disk to solid-state storage, allows the term to retain 
its original meaning of an easily replicable medium but it also has been gaining a new more 
relative cultural meaning as a short form work delivered mostly via social media platforms. Video 
function in virtual reality is subdued by the functions it plays in the VR environment, be it a game, 
or a VR film. The images transmitted to the VR display are ‘nested’ in a storage device or 
augmented with a live signal (often called live video) captured by a camera. The fuzziness of 
many media terminologies is quite understandable in view of rapid changes in computer and 
telecommunication technologies. Electronic realis seems also attached to its technical heritage. 
The realm of cyberspace has been possible thanks to “the scientific study of electric current and 
the technology that uses it.” English meaning of the word electronic is very specific and is 
connected to a specific scientific industry. Until now, cyberspace has been powered by the 
electrons changing its states and making virtual communication possible via the changing states of 
entropy. The future ways of communication may involve different types of scientific solutions. It 
could be for example, a hybrid model described by Miguel Nicolelis as the digital-analog 
computer. In which case the electronic realis will have purely nostalgic, cultural meaning. 
319 Sałacka, Diana. Wirtualność czy realność? Czym jest ontologia sieci? Wywiad z Sideyem 
Myoo. YouTube. Video File. Aug. 19, 2019. Accessed on July 19, 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=EghZqCl5Ry0&feature=emb_logo 
320 Ibid. Sidey Myoo, p. 211. 
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philosophy in contrast to the mainstream approach of Mixed Reality represented 

by companies like Google or Apple. Similarly, the digital economy, the virtual 

worlds, with the art worlds included, require a native approach. “Since 2000, 52 

percent of companies in the Fortune 500 have either gone bankrupt, been 

acquired, or ceased to exist as a result of digital disruption.”321  

The evolution of virtual communities has not been immune to attempts of 

transferring the physical world’s practices into the digital realm. Humans 

instinctively bring their “baggage” with them to the new world. Like a quote, 

attributed to Pablo Picasso, that “Every child is an artist, the problem is to remain 

an artist once he grows up”322 so one can paraphrase it and say that a person 

should enter the new virtual worlds with a child-like openness and preconceived 

opinions. The Tabula Rasa approach to life in the virtual worlds is not 

conceivable for an adult with their pre-virtual life history of the physical lifespan. 

Eventually, the digital-natives and, better yet, virtual-natives may at one point 

create a new indigenous quality of virtual existence. Second Life’s artists have at 

least two choices to create art for the SL audience. They can either go native and 

create art inside the platform or they can import their work via a digitization 

process and display the digital version of their physical artwork inside the virtual 

space. The advancement of SL (putting aside technological disruptions) is 

oscillating around the design and the construction of virtual worlds using 3D 

architectural tools, which in principle should be guided by different, virtual 

concepts rather than the traditional physical world definition of architecture. This 

deterministic tie of architecture to SL’s technological existence is most 

appropriate since architecture is regarded as the art and science discipline dealing 

with “creative manipulation of mass323, space, volume, texture, light, shadow, 

materials (...) in order to achieve an end which is aesthetic, functional and often 

 
321 Harvard Business Review. Digital Transformation Is Racing Ahead and No Industry Is 
Immune. Sponsored Content by DXC Technology. July 19, 2017. Accessed on July 18, 2020. 
https://hbr.org/sponsored/2017/07/digital-transformation-is-racing-ahead-and-no-industry-is-
immune-2 
322 Time. “Modern Living: Ozmosis in Central Park Monday.” Oct. 04, 1976. Accessed on July 15, 
2020. http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,918412,00.html 
323 The representation of mass in the virtual world depends of the interface user uses to experience 
it. 
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artistic.”324 The virtual architect must invert the physical world architectural 

process of working from “abstract to real”325 and embrace the process of abstract 

to abstract or 

Virtual to Virtual. 

The virtual art communities of Second Life are facing challenges both from the 

technological as well as from the potential change in the perception of artistic 

identity. The latter needs to evolve to a new quality of artistic expression even in 

the midst of occasional disruptions to the artists and the recipients due to the 

constantly altering nature of the IT industry. The SL art community has witnessed 

burn outs by some of their favorites over the years including the digital sculptor 

StarAx Statosky who after a successful but short career on SL disappeared 

mysteriously from the platform in the summer of 2006, leaving his art collectors 

and the public in a state of anguish.326  

The artistic life of SL is fuzzy and at best rhizomatic, since all active users 

“create” some type of content and artists come and go, moving between the 

physical and the virtual worlds. The third decade of the 21st-century has not seen a 

dramatic growth of SL membership; the technology still has its inherent 

limitations of both the network and of the 3D software, yet it is still attracting 

newcomers. Young Chinese American artist Fiona Fei’s work is inspired by the 

traditional ink art of the Chinese golden age of the Tang dynasty. Her virtual 

artwork invites the visitor “to step into a world of ink and become the art, (...) or 

at least become immersed as a fellow piece of portraiture.”327 Second Life attracts 

music, live concerts performed at virtual venues or communal sound booths for 

synced music listening. Actors play in the theaters, photographers participate at 

 
324 All About Architecture. What is Architecture? Blog. Medium. July 31, 2018. Accessed on July 
20, 2020. https://medium.com/@AAA_Publication/what-is-architecture-
1b52f5339c2a#:~:text=Architecture%20is%20the%20art%20and,details%20and%2C%20sometim
es%2C%20furniture. 
325 Ibid. 
326 Tizzy, Bettina. The King is dead. Long live the King! StarAx Statosky is gone, but Light 
Waves carries on. not possible in real life. (blog). Sept. 15, 2007. Accessed on July 20, 2020. 
http://npirl.blogspot.com/2007/09/king-is-dead-long-live-king-starax.html 
327 Fei, Fiona. Art Made in Second Life – Fiona Fei. YouTube. Video File. January 10, 2020. 
Accessed on July 20, 2020. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zjh_Y2BUA5U 
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Screen Shot 31. Digital reality: The focus shifts from technology to opportunity. 
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends/2018/immersive-technologies-digital-
reality.html#endnote-25?id=us:2pm:3ad:lookagainfy18:awa:greendot:em:4236:dn:tt18digrlty:cus 

the photo exhibitions, painters and sculptors sell their art at the art galleries, 

filmmakers make films with a computer graphics engine for cinematic work 

Machinima, the museums document virtual life and culture and the scattered SL 

art communities like The Dirty Grind Artist Community, founded in 2013, offers 

shelter to the newbies and organize virtual art life at their hub. 

Academia Electronica became an informal body of the Jagiellonian University in 

2013 and I can only assume that the establishment of a permanent e-University 

has been a challenging notion for the traditionally conservative brick-and-mortar 

educational institutions in Poland. Ostrowicki’s vision of virtuality in education 
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was vindicated by the unfortunate events of 2020. The Covid-19 caused a 

quantum leap in the way we work and socialize. One can only expect rapid 

changes in Polish legislation whereby opening the doors to innovation in the field 

of education. The imminent vast adoption of virtual reality technologies, which by 

extension will create a critical mass for the virtual reality art public, was 

rationalized by the global consultancy company Deloitte in 2018. At least two out 

of the six developments have already taken place in 2020, i.e., increased mobile 

bandwidth with the implementations of 5G and the extreme decrease of social 

inertia caused by Covid-19. 

WHO AND WHAT IS DRIVING VIRTUAL REALITY? 

The conservative growth of the Virtual Reality market has been often blamed on 

the tension between society’s expectation and the inadequacies of technology. 

These old foes are still at the crossroads in 2020, although the wind is blowing in 

the right direction for VR. British comedian and author, Stephen Fry in his 

Shannon Luminary Lecture on the impact of emerging technologies on humanity, 

illustrates the complex relationship between society and technology through the 

myth of the Pandora Box or rather a Jar (as apparently it was mistakenly 

translated from Greek, five hundred  years ago, by the Dutch philosopher 

Erasmus) and the story of the invention of the game of chess and the birth of the 

concept of exponential growth that is core characteristic of computation power 

based on Moor’s law/prediction.328 Society’s expectations of high-fidelity virtual 

simulations depend in part on the level of funding available  with funding 

availability dependent on the promise of growth. So far, these promises have not 

materialized in the last six years. Although there is moderate growth in the market 

due to the release of better VR headsets in 2019. Marketing analysts predict the 

“number of standalone and tethered VR headsets will grow from 13.1 million in 

2019 to 55.5 million by the end of 2024.”329 However, this is still a small number 

in comparison to other digital entertainment devices. This stagnant growth creates 

 
328 Ibid. Fry. 
329 Dams, Tim. WILL THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC MAKE THE VR BOOM INTO A 
REALITY? IBC 365. July 15, 2020. Accessed on July 2020. https://www.ibc.org/trends/the-post-
pandemic-outlook-for-virtual-
reality/6248.article?utm_source=Adestra&utm_medium=email&utm_term=&utm_content=Read
%20more&utm_campaign=IBC365%20E-bulletin%2017072020&project_ID=445 
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a Catch-22 conundrum – the creators do not produce more content due to a 

limited number of users and the technology companies are not investing in VR 

because there is not enough content. Nonetheless, the Goliaths of the music 

festival including Glastonbury’s Shangri-La turned to VR and launched their 

virtual concerts in 2020. New VR action films including the British Indy film The 

Ascent by the director Tom Paton, has also been released for the first time entirely 

virtual via the VR platform AltspaceVR. In addition, VR exhibitors like Centre 

Phi in Montreal see an increase of in-home VR traffic in addition to the public VR 

spaces. The Extended Reality or in short XR market is waiting anxiously for the 

revamped Apple augmented reality device in 2021. The VR technology is still for 

the pioneers and the artists have a big role to play in finding new ways of 

storytelling or rather ... story-living. 

XR – ONE NAME FITS THEM ALL 

The concept of first extended reality when human perception can be augmented 

can be tied all the way to the ancient cave drawings and petroglyphs.330 The 

concepts of optical illusion have a rich history spanning the thousands of years of 

human expression. My personal favorite is M.C. Escher who mastered the art of 

drawing three-dimensional objects to perfection. His illogical creations are 

impossible for our visual senses to untangle and still today they fascinate the 

contemporary public. Extended Reality, or in short XR, is an umbrella term which 

encompasses computer-altered reality undertakings across all VR platforms from 

VR360 to Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality 

(MR) sometimes called Integral Reality. All of the above have many more 

variations based on the usage and type of application used. This chapter also 

included a discussion about a hybrid solution using virtual reality, digital 

computer and organic computer.331 Many of these projects are driven by Artificial 

Intelligence algorithms, which are gaining prominence not only amongst 

technologists and scientists but also among artists and mainstream art museums,  

 
330 Greengard, Samuel. Virtual Reality (MIT Press Essential Knowledge series) The MIT Press. 
Kindle Edition, p. 1. 
331 Term used by neuroscientist Miguel Nicolelis. 
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Screen Shot 32. Escher museum in The Hague, Netherlands. Author with his family enjoying 3D illusion. 

festivals, exhibitions and permanent entertainment venues like VR domes, alleys 

and theaters. At the end of the second decade of the 21st-century we have 

witnessed a gradual cooling of the VR and AI hype.332 The maturing of both VR  

 

Screen Shot 33. Immersive XR. From the Physical Reality via AR, MR, VR to Digital Reality chart (where 
Digital Reality describe the maximum immersion in a non-physical world). Sol Rogers. IBC 365. 

and AI technologies is being re-evaluated by business analysts. The market seems 

to be more realistic in 2020, however, the analysts expect that virtual and 

augmented reality industry will enter maturity around 2025 with 80 billion dollar 

 
332 Shead, Sam. Researchers: Are we on the cusp of an ‘AI winter’?. BBC News, January 12, 
2020. Accessed January 20, 2020 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-51064369. 
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market share, which matches that of the desktop market in 2020.333 In the  

 

Screen Shot 34. (Left) Tracking card with a custom code using EONReality software. Selected object is 
“glued” to the card. (Right) The user places an “object marker” on a selected object. Photographs by 
author, 2017. 

meantime, researchers and artists continue to push the envelope by approaching 

the challenges facing VR and AI from most unexpected approaches as discussed 

in Nokia Bells Labs’ experimentations later on.  In 2017, I prepared a document 

proposing the development of a VR application for Transparent Language’s 

foundation 7000Languages. The proposal offered XR practical solutions and 

described the various forms of extended realities.334 Augmented Reality uses a 

number of different software tools in order to create a real experience for the user. 

Music, voice, graphics, text, animation, video, and pictures are used via an 

electronic device to enhance the experience in reality. Using game engines like 

Unity allow for custom made applications that are designed to recognize 2D 

markers and the geometry of objects. The software overlays 3D data on top of the 

physical world through graphical markers, or QR codes, to use for real time visual 

guidance and feedback. The sub-categories of Augmented Reality include Marker 

Based AR, Marker-less AR, Projection Based AR and Superimposition Based 

AR, the growing classification of types of AR is in part a result of the rising 

popularity of AR amongst other virtual reality technologies. Using a wearable 

device like Magic Leap with a built-in camera, the user can access the library of 

recognized  

 
333 Bellini, Heather. Goldman Sachs Research. 2020. Accessed on August 6, 2020. 
http://www.bbc.com/storyworks/future/goldman-sachs-poi/goldman-sachs-virtual-and-augmented-
reality 
334 Andrew Sikora, AVR & VR Solutions for Transparent Language, (Business Proposal, Private  
Collection, 2017). 
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Screen Shot 35. Magic Leap device offering Mixed Reality experience. 

objects via a device that is worn on their head. This allows for hands-free 

movement and allows the user to participate in activities while being in an 

immersive environment.  

Virtual Reality (VR) immerses users in a simulated world. It differs from 

Augmented Reality in that the user’s entire access to their current reality is 

obscured by the Virtual Reality visuals and audio. Virtual Reality delivers the 

user to a completely new environment and blocks their access to any of the 

elements in the real world so that the illusion is complete. VR equipment and 

platforms vary, and its use depends on a desired solution from Samsung Gear VR 

devices and placing applications on Google Play or using basic cardboard goggles 

to utilize them with Android or iOS platforms. The Oculus or HTC Vive devices 

represent the high-end spectrum of the VR market. Used in a controlled setting, 

they have quickly grown in popularity in the VR market. Mixed Reality, a term 

also created by Jason Lanier, is a “real world [which] is not hidden entirely by the 

virtual one,”335 and even though VR and MR have overlapping qualities, Lanier 

believes that they will continue to be distinctly different in a cultural way through 

the way these technologies are being used. Mixed Reality occurs when cameras 

on the outside of a VR system like Microsoft Hololens or HTC Vive allow the 

external reality and virtual reality to engage by mapping elements of the virtual 

 
335 Ibid. Lanier, p. 4 
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reality on top of the real-world experience to make the virtual world experience 

deepen that much further. Another MR solution, the hologram generator HOLHO, 

uses a four-angled mirror on an inverted base sized for smartphones and tablets, 

which provides the illusion of a 3D image floating in space that can be seen in full 

motion from any angle. 
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Chapter III – Expanding the Digital Universe 

“When the virtual and the real worlds meet, anything is possible.” 

Unreal+Engine VP Field Guide336 

TOWARDS THE CINEMA OF THE FUTURE 

In April of 2019, an interactive company I M FINE and d’strict 4D creative 

company from Korea installed a 2,265.5 square ft. LED video wall at “Nexen 

Univercity” HQ R&D building in Seoul. Nexen is a global tire manufacturer 

focusing heavily on Research & Development and the d’strict installation is an 

attempt to showcase the company’s vision as an ultra-innovative player in R&D 

global company. The wall installed at Nexen’s lobby is connected to a server with 

real-time data of atmospheric information. Changes in weather influence the  

 

Screen Shot 36. LED video wall at “Nexen Univercity.” 

content which is being displayed on the screen. The rich mood content and art 

video are directed by organic wind information coming from the weather service. 

Nexen’s wall is one of the recent attempts to bring an interactive experience to the 

public space.  

 
336 Kadner, Noah. The Virtual Production Filed Guide v1.2. (Presented by Epic Games, 2019), 
Retrieved from https://cdn2.unrealengine.com/Unreal+Engine%2Fvpfieldguide%2FVP-Field-
Guide-V1.2.02-5d28ccec9909ff626e42c619bcbe8ed2bf83138d.pdf 
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Over a decade before in the United States, the Comcast experience, at that time 

the world’s largest LED video installation with the resolution of 10,000,000 

pixels, was constructed in 2008 in Philadelphia. The 2,115.8 square ft. wall was 

designed to use artificial intelligence and to operate without any human 

interference. David Niles, who led the project stressed that the content was 

stimulated by the lobby’s activities, the time of day and of the week. The 

installation’s intention was “the creation of an extraordinary environment in a 

public space, to design a spectacular and inspiring visual illusion that blurs the 

lines between reality and the unexpected.”337  

The emergence of interactive, virtual and AI video art has been often 

overshadowed by a stigma of video versus film. In the pre-ultra-high definition 

world, film had been viewed as the tool of visual expression, while video served 

in a role of Avant-garde closet art only. This duality is somehow obsolete today 

and visual creators use the word “storytelling” as an antidote for nomenclature 

and confusion in the meaning of a function of film or filmmaker since most 

movies are distributed and exhibited digitally today. Between 2013-14, after 120 

years of using celluloid, digital acquisition and projection overtook film and today 

the digital is a new norm of the “film” industry. Kluszczyński writes about the 

coexistence of film, the original medium of moving pictures and its electronic 

descendant the video, in shaping the contemporary art scene. He rightly assigns 

video to interactivity and points out that both film and video, together, but in two 

different forms, may be the active parts of “the temporal dimension of the work-

event.”338  

Film deals with a passive linear approach to the recipient’s experience. We are 

interested in the second form – non-linear in nature, in which the time factor of an 

artistic event is not carved in stone and depends on a relation between the work 

and the recipient. This relation has been growing in complexity driven by the 

transformations and disruptions in technology. The change of experiencing art 

 
337 Brill, Louis M. Where [Digital] Worlds Collide. segdDESIGN (blog). November 22, 2008. 
Accessed January 21, 2020. https://segd.org/comcast-center-digital-experience 
338 Kluszczyński. Ryszard W. The Museum, Public Space and the Internet. Environments for 
Presenting Interactive Film. Museum and Archive on the Move. Changing Cultural Institutions in 
the Digital Era, ed. Oliver Grau together with Wendy Coons and Viola Rühse. Walter De Gruyter 
GmbH, Berlin/Boston, 2017, p. 83 
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starting as a straightforward observer of an artifact through an active participant 

and most recently forming a trans-human relationship with art events driven by 

Artificial Intelligence and Bio-Art, challenges the traditionally accepted liaison 

between artifact and observer. In addition to the challenge, “one of participation 

and cooperation,” art infused with AI questions the foundations of human 

interaction with art. The ability of artifacts self-learning themselves with the help 

of AI algorithms questions humans' ability to make independent decisions and 

“conscience” sovereignty.  

Neuroscience and behavioral economics’ research shed new light on the 

understanding of how we make decisions. Scientists now believe that the choices 

we make result “not from some mysterious free will, but rather from billions of 

neurons calculating probabilities within a split second. Vaunted ‘human intuition’ 

is in reality ‘pattern recognition’.”339 AI eventually will be able to recognize, 

analyze and process human emotions and in consequence machines will be able to 

predict human behavior and decisions. Subsequently, the assertion that art is an 

ultimate and most human attribute can be put to the question “if art is defined by 

human emotions, what might happen once external algorithms are able to 

understand and manipulate human emotions better than Shakespeare, Frida Kahlo 

and Beyoncé?”340 This question requires in-depth studies scrutinizing the 

disruptive role of technology in modifying people’s emotional tissue. The role of 

technology in arts in 2020 surpasses the traditional model the art world used to 

adhere to. This transformation includes the artists’ domain as well as the market 

surrounding the creative core. However, the interactive visual or virtual art, 

contrary to a non-stable object-based art, still needs a proper housing.  

According to Kluszczyński, the non-interactive type of art film has been making 

its way towards museums since the mid-1900s, leading with Nam Jun Paik, Bill 

Viola and Matthew Barney341. The interactive art works, either experimental or 

just artistic in nature (including “film” narrative category of interactive movies) 

have a hard time to find a befitting space for exposition.  

 
339 Harari, Yuval Noah. 21 Lessons for the 21st Century. Jonathan Cape. London. 2018, p. 20. 
340 Ibid., p. 25. 
341 Ibid. Kluszczyński. 2017. 
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FROM EXPO 67 TO EXPO 2020 

The exhibition space for interactive films/stories has been searching for a suitable 

format since the 1967 World International and Universal Exposition in Montreal 

in Quebec. Radúz Činčera’s Kinoautomat (translated into English as One Man  

 

Screen Shot 37. (Left) A seat with a button from” Československý pavilon - Expo 67'” on YouTube (Right) 
control panel from” Československý pavilon - Expo 67”' on YouTube.342 

and his House), was presented in a custom-built theater in the Czechoslovakian 

Pavilion, furnished with seats that were attached with two electronic buttons, one 

red and one green to allow the audience to make their group choice during the  

 

Screen Shot 38. The Kino-Automat film stopped five times for the audience to vote at various decision points 
in the story.” 343 

presentation of the film. This was a revolutionary concept executed both manually 

and electronically with the help of existing technology. The irony of this first 

public showing of an interactive film was the lack of choices. The author’s 

 
342  “Československý pavilon - Expo 67'.” YouTube. Video File. Uploaded on January 30, 2016. 
Accessed on September 2, 2019. https://youtu.be/kDz3PK8RcS8 
343 Stanton, Jeffrey. Experimental Multi-Screen Cinema. (blog) 1997 & 2004. Accessed January 
21, 2020. https://www.westland.net/expo67/map-docs/cinema.htm 
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intention was to ridicule the concept of democratic process of selection and thus 

the two film projectors standing next to each other had identical film reels, so the 

audience experienced the illusion of free choice. Nevertheless, the basic artistic 

concept is still being used in interactive films today. The technology have 

improved and became more portable and the choices made by the viewers are 

occasionally communal (in the movie theaters) but more often individual using 

personal smart devices with plenty more of possible permutations (according to 

IndieWire, Black Mirror Bandersnatch has 5 endings and 1 trillion Story 

Combos).344 

At the same Expo 67, the audiences were at awe watching a film in a 360o theater 

built for the Canadian Pavilion. The theater featured a patriotic, Canadian themed 

film produced by the Walt Disney Studios, which was displayed using 9 large 

projectors and synchronized 9 audio channels of sound to the packed audience of 

1500 people. This was yet another step forward from the initial panoramas and  

 

Picture 7. Screen Shot 39. Oliver Grau, Virtual Art From Illusion to Immersion, Picture 8. Oliver Grau, 
Virtual Art From Illusion to Immersion, 

360 degree moving pictures at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th-

century. Built on the invention of stereopticon, which used 16 projectors 

displaying in sequence circular images, the Cinéorama film projection system 

was presented for the very first time at the World Exhibition in Paris in 1900. The 

reproduction of a hot-air balloon was constructed by a French innovator Raoul 

Grimoin-Sanson. Under the balloon’s basket, in the projection room “Ten 70mm 

films were projected simultaneously to form a connected 360o image.”345 In this 

 
344 Ibid. Sharf. 
345 Ibid. Grau, p. 147. 
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earliest theme park-like media immersive ride, spectators had a thrill of a 4D 

simulated balloon ride. Thirty-nine years later, spherical media were used again at 

the World Exhibition, this time in New York. The audience was watching 

Futorama from outside in.  Sitting comfortably above the city of the future, they 

were watching passing cars from the world 20 years ahead. In 2003, Oliver Grau 

made an observation that these global “trade fairs are closely linked with the 

development of new media of illusion,” and he couldn’t be more right in the light 

of the upcoming worlds fair at the beginning of the third decade of the 21st-

century346. Later in this section I will address the newest film projection solutions 

built for Expo 2020 in Dubai. However, before we move to discuss the cinemas of 

the future, it is useful to have a look at other alternative spaces for interactive and 

virtual art projects.   

One of the cradles of a new interactive, virtual and technologically driven way of 

storytelling is the Tribeca Hackathon, a child product of the Tribeca Film Institute 

(TFI) in New York. Nigerian born Opeyemi Olukemi had been the driving force 

behind this experimental platform for future interactive storytelling until 2017 

when she became an Executive Producer and Vice President of Interactive of 

POV American Documentary, television’s longest-running showcase for 

independent nonfiction films in America. I had the pleasure of working with her 

in 2015 organizing a Native American hackathon NDN Hack in Oklahoma. 

Tribeca Hack (short for Hackathon) is an event where creators from different 

walks of life come together into one place, divide into groups and create a work 

for a few days using existing new digital technologies, electronic gadgets, 

smartphones or tablets. Since 2012, Opeyami, who was a senior director with TFI, 

had organized dozens of different "hackathons'' from France, Germany, 

Switzerland and Israel to the most prestigious academic centers in the US and 

UK347. Tribeca Hack is part of the entropy of media and technological changes 

taking place in a media world filled with high-budget sequels and an endless 

series of film remakes and franchise reboots. Today’s film fans and media 

creators will not find inspiration in a cinema multiplex filled with film imitations. 

 
346  Ibid., p. 148. 
347 Tribeca Film Institute, “Tribeca Hacks” Accessed January 20, 2020. 
https://www.tfiny.org/programs/detail/tribeca_hacks 
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They have to look for it somewhere else, outside the mainstream popular culture - 

Tribeca Hackathon is one of those disrupting creative places where modern ideas, 

group intelligence and progressive thinking generate creative embryos of future 

narratives in digital media.  

The word innovation is inseparably connected with the ethos of Tribeca Hack.  

Although, the word has been extremely abused in the second decade of this 

century. Today's influencers and industry leaders, jointly with mass media, are 

downright possessed by the concept of innovation in almost every area of life. 

The word innovation has become the proverbial word of perseverance in the 

lobby of powerful corporations as well as in conversations of average teenagers. 

Daniel Ben-Horton, in his Stanford Social Innovation Review blog, jokes that "It's 

as if we wanted to 'reinvent ourselves' from this crazy mess in which our human 

species got so caught up.”348 Perhaps it is just another fashionable word after 

“synergy” or “paradigm,” which is supposed to be a panacea for improving the 

mechanisms of business, social and political functions in times of spiraling 

globalization and rapid economic transformations from the postindustrial into 

information economy (digital economy) and beyond to the unknown to us all. 

This ubiquitous obsession with innovation brought some positive results to the 

world of art in which teams of artists and engineers or IT specialists work hand in 

hand developing new ideas. Sometimes their invention becomes a major 

disruption in an otherwise fossilized socio-economic world. The most famous 

example of such creative hatching of new products by a mix of creative teams and 

engineers is of course Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. This can very well be 

illustrated by Jobs' statement during the inauguration of the new tablet in 2011, 

"It's in Apple's DNA that technology alone is not enough - it's technology married 

with liberal arts, married with the humanities, that yields us the result that makes 

our heart sing, and nowhere is that more true than in these post-PC devices”.349  

 
348 Ben-Horin, Daniel. Innovation Obsession Disorder.”Stanford Social Innovation Review, April 
12, 2012. Accessed January 20, 2020. https://ssir.org/articles/entry/innovation_obsession_disorder 
349 Wadhwa, Vivek. Liberal Arts and Humanities Education: Who is Right –Bill Gates, or the Late 
Steve Jobs? Letters & Science 1 University of California Berkeley, Accessed January 20, 2020. 
http://ls1.berkeley.edu/our-society-needs-liberal-arts-majors-much-it-does-engineers-and-scientists 
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The factors causing the innovation rush in media are probably related to the 

character of online transmission, which imposes new program formulas but also 

adds to the erosion of creativity at Hollywood studios where global demand for 

their productions force the implementation of films from simplified scenarios 

created en masse for the needs of multicultural masses. In the sphere of high-

budget productions, Netflix acquired a stick of creativity, which began with 

innovation in the distribution of films and led to dominance in the sphere of film 

production.  

In the conversation about the shifting media exhibition landscape, one cannot 

avoid the topic of the transformation of television. For over half a century, the 

national television networks of NBC, CBS and ABC have had market hegemony. 

Hundreds of independent owners formed loosely connected local stations in giant 

television networks. Local stations broadcasted national programming at specific 

peak hours and filled the remaining time with a local news program (this is one of 

the licensing requirements350). Today, it's almost history. After cable and satellite 

TV in the eighties, came the time for video transmission via the Internet 

(streaming). The melting of local productions 351 local stations is still fulfilling the 

vision, but most American audiences no longer watch live TV (they turn on sports 

- but here too the trend is towards mobile devices). A contemporary, fragmented 

audience uses phones, tablets and DVRs to watch their favorite programs.  

Television production is concentrated in a consistently decreasing number of 

media centers. Take, for example, a large regional public television station in the 

very center of America, the public television station PBS OETA TV. OETA, 

which owns two studio centers in Oklahoma, still boasts high viewership (the 

most-watched public station in the United States in 2010) and is reducing its 

authoring and news programs. Daily, one-hour news programs were reduced in 

2015 to one half-hour news program once a week, and this program is hanging in 

the balance and may disappear from the air if the state government cuts the state’s 

 
350 The Media Bureau. “THE PUBLIC AND BROADCASTING: How to Get the Most Service 
from Your Local Station,” Federal Communications Commission. August 2019. Accessed January 
20, 2020. https://www.fcc.gov/sites/default/files/public-and-broadcasting.pdf 
351 Pew Research Center. “Local TV News Fact Sheet,” June 25, 2019. Accessed January 20, 2020. 
https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/local-tv-news/ 
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subsidies again. The extensive studios at the Tulsa public television station are 

empty. Expenditure of several million dollars on television equipment and 

modern infrastructure is waiting for new users, but for now there are not many 

willing. Perhaps the most prominent signal of the end of traditional media 

domination is the fact that for the first time in history, online advertising sales will 

outweigh television commercials.352  

The changing media landscape causes new expectations of users and prosumers 

and, as a result, causes innovation in the creation, production and distribution of 

video storytelling. Unfortunately, not everyone can participate in the ongoing 

process of change. Traditionally, large city centers and financial and educational 

centers are leading the way in attempts to define and create new media expression 

forms when remaining, scattered across the continent and living in a secondary 

socio-economic space, potential players have minimal chances to participate in  

 

Screen Shot 40. Tribeca Film Institute Hackathon. 

this civilization process. This particular space is Tribeca Hacks domain. In May 

2015 Tribeca took Hackathon to Israel where one of the teams - Lonely Monkeys 

 
352 Wagner, Kurt. Digital advertising in the US is finally bigger than print and television. Vox, 
February 20, 2019. Accessed January 20, 2020. 
https://www.vox.com/2019/2/20/18232433/digital-advertising-facebook-google-growth-tv-print-
emarketer-2019 
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– developed a project around the theme of loneliness353.  To successfully 

complete their task and to embrace loneliness, the team of coders, visual artists 

and techies created an interactive video installation with a live camera “watching” 

the people in front of it. In video footage available online, one can see a group of 

men and women facing a huge screen staring at their image with a camera 

recording their every move. Suddenly one person from the crowd raises his hands 

up and the other people standing next to him on the screen in fact disappear from 

the screen. The man stands alone on the screen and only when he stops moving 

will the other people appear next to him again. Loneliness in interactive 

cyberspace. To achieve the desired effect, the team needed to hack a video game 

controller and connect it with a webcam and a projector and write a code to make 

it all work together – and do all of that in a couple of days. Events like the Tribeca 

Hackathon provide a forward-thinking space for technologically driven 

storytelling and art. These are the pop-up galleries of digital interactive art, an 

Avant-garde of the museums of the future. 

“You go for virtual reality and get rid of the virtual and just consider it reality.”354 

Celeb Dechanel, cinematographer 

THE FIRST VR CINEMA THAT IS NO MORE? 

The history of 3-D projection is strewn with the graves of intermediary analog 

projects, in the onward search for true digital virtual reality solutions.  This search 

is closely linked with the American cinematographer and innovator Morton Heilig 

and his Sensorama Machine. Labeled by some as the Father of Virtual Reality355 

his patented theme-park like contraption was a combination of film projectors, 

stereo tape recorders and blowers, which simulated rides with the help of 

vibration, smell and wind blowing. This early 1960s’ analog illusion invention  

 
353 Editors. “The Coolest Jon In New Media,” Tribeca Film Institute, July 6, 2015. Accessed 
January 20, 2020. https://www.tribecafilm.com/stories/tribeca-docs-documentary-hackathon-
opeyemi-olukemi-new-media-storytelling-tech-job 
354 Seymour, Mike. How Virtual Production Worked On-set of the Lion King. fxguide August 29, 
2019. Accessed January 20, 2020. https://www.fxguide.com/fxfeatured/how-virtual-production-
worked-on-set-of-the-lion-king/ 
355 Morton Heilig: Inventor VR. USC School of Cinematic Art. Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image 
Archive. Accessed June 29. 2020 http://uschefnerarchive.com/morton-heilig-inventor-vr/ 
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Screen Shot 41. (Left) Morton Heilig with a special camera. (Right) Sensorama machine.356 

may have served as an inspiration to future VR pioneers including Jaron Lanier 

who wrote about having tears of joy when obtaining one of Heilig’s inventions for 

his daughter. The case study of Jip Samhoud’s unsuccessful attempt to create the 

first permanent VR cinema in the world is quite a representative tale of the VR 

saga with the dawn of that industry in the early ‘80s in Silicon Valley. Jip 

Samhoud is a very accomplished young creative entrepreneur from the 

Netherlands. Already a “retired politician,” he emerged from a 2006 Dutch 

citizen’s initiative as Prime Minister of the Youth Cabinet in Holland only to 

become an author and write a book about his experience in dealing with real-life 

politicians. The son of a successful entrepreneur, Jip Samhoud brought his 

millennial approach to the family firm and added a media department to his 

father’s consultancy company & samhound. After an encounter with virtual 

reality technology in the beginning of the second decade of the 20th-century, 

Samhoud organized the first European Virtual Reality (VR) Cinema, a pop up VR 

experience, on October 31st of 2015 in Amsterdam for 330 participants. Soon 

after that, the VR Cinema traveled to Zürich on January 22nd, 2016 and on the 

26th Samhound brought his headsets and VR films to Berlin. Samhound’s first  

 
356 Ibid. 
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Screen Shot 42. First pop-up VR cinema, Amsterdam Oct. 31, 2015, (YouTube 
https://youtu.be/sMkGfeWmqNk). 

international VR pop-up cinema took place in the Platoon Kunsthalle building in 

Berlin-Mitte, a place known for its creative scene.357 In March of 2016, he opened 

the world’s first permanent Virtual Reality theater in Amsterdam, situated in the  

 

Screen Shot 43. Pop-up VR Cinema in Berlin (Hannah Loeffler and Georg Räth. “Warum das erste VR-Kino 
Deutschlands noch nicht überzeugt,” Gründerszene, 2016). 

trendy neighborhood, right next to the Amsterdam Central station, it was a perfect 

location for such a cutting-edge initiative. The theater was furnished with 50 

custom-made swivel chairs, which allow for 360-degree viewing.358 The visitors 

were offered a 30-minute show and they could select from several genres from 

 
357 Loeffler, Hannah and Räth, Georg. “Warum das erste VR-Kino Deutschlands noch nicht 
überzeugt,” Gründerszene, January 21, 2016. Accessed January 21, 2020. 
https://www.gruenderszene.de/allgemein/virtual-reality-kino-berlin?interstitial 
358 Sewers, Paul. Virtual reality movie theaters are now a thing.”VB March 5, 2016. Accessed 
January 21, 2020. https://venturebeat.com/2016/03/05/virtual-reality-movie-theaters-are-now-a-
thing/ 
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children’s programming all the way to horror. The theater also offered art 

programs including the Virtual Reality dance film Night Fall created for the 

Dutch National Ballet directed by Samhound and choreographed by Peter Leung. 

Samhoud, also, directed the first European VR feature film In Your Face written 

by the Dutch author Ronald Giphart359. By the end of the first year, the cinema 

claimed 60,000 VR moviegoers. Samhoud seems to be an idealist who promotes 

Virtual Reality concepts (as is it clearly visible in his presentation from March of 

2016 during TEDTxYouth at HetNieuwe Lyceum in Bilthoven near Utrech) with 

a mission to connect people and to change and improve the world by the means of 

VR goggles. He is also a documentary producer who interviewed celebrities like 

the Dalai Lama and Desmond Tutu. In a series of documentaries dealing with 

successful Silicon Valley VR entrepreneurs, Samhoud explores the conundrum of 

focusing on a better future versus the potential distractions associated with money 

and fame. Although his company is a commercial entity, Samhoud represents the  

 

Screen Shot 44. First permanent VR cinema in Amsterdam (Photo: Sander Koning/Getty Images) 

creative utopianists, similarly to Nicholas Negroponte, who believes that by using 

technology one can change a society. He claims that during his social virtual 

reality experiences the user can create a strong connection with another person 

 
359 Night Fall Het Nationale Ballet - Dutch National Ballet Facebook Page, Accessed January 21, 
2020. 
https://www.facebook.com/HetNationaleBallet/videos/10153613175377504/?v=10153613175377
504 
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engaged via the VR headset. In a 2017 program entitled “Is virtual reality a hype 

or the new reality?” featured on the Baker Tillychannel, Samhoud was trying to 

convince a Dutch network of entrepreneurs, accountants and tax advisors to 

“Inspire the world by showing new realities.” Samhoud was sharing with the 

audience his plans of expansion to China, where he and his Chinese partners were 

planning to build 100 VR cinemas. He was encouraging entrepreneurs to use 

technology to build a better future. Unfortunately, after two and half years, on 

April 6th of 2018, the cinema shut down its doors and the company only organizes 

occasional pop up VR Cinema corporate events now. Samhound is now focusing 

mostly on content creation.  

So, what went wrong with the public exhibition of VR content? What about the 

“power of imagination can be huge, you can go everywhere”360 attitude? It seems 

Samhoud, like myself, was misled by the Second VR Wave of 2015. He offered 

the public something they and the industry were not ready for. Jip blames the 

limited supply of “VR-exclusive content” and a lack of understanding of “the 

special attributes and qualities of VR” for the slow growth of VR theaters.  

But the VR revolution has not stopped, it just is rolling along slowly in research 

labs and high-end VR studios as they demonstrate new upgrades to their systems 

at shows across the globe. Amsterdam’s IBC show is definitely the most 

influential European media and technology annual gathering of the media 

industry. What does IBC stand for? Well, it doesn’t really matter anymore 

because the International Broadcasting Convention uses only its acronym now 

since hardly anybody talks about broadcasting. The media equilibrium has moved 

towards virtual reality studios, teleportation devices and numerous mixed and VR 

solutions for content creation. Volumetric capture, which is using 8K video 

cameras, allows one to make realistic objects in augmented reality and transport it 

anywhere to any device.  One can then interact with these objects and/or other 

physical objects in physical space in a mixed reality setting. However, it seems 

 
360 Samhoud, Jip. Connecting people by virtual reality Jip Samhoud TEDxYouth@HNLBilthoven, 
YouTube. Video File. March 30, 2016. Accessed January 21, 2020. 
https://youtu.be/2PhZchBVVVc 
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there are tools, tools and more tools but not enough VR content available as of 

late 2019. 

What caused the closure of the Amsterdam VR Cinema and as a consequence 

halted an ambitious project to build a network of 1000-3000 VR Cinemas around 

the world by the year 2025? And why was the 2017 statement premature - 

“Virtual Reality is a technology which is going to conquer the world of cinema in 

coming years?361 We do not have, as of yet, a clear answer to these questions. One 

can speculate that it has to do with the established culture of watching movies in 

the multiplex complexes, or a cause is physiological (claustrophobic or dizziness 

side effects of wearing HMDs with inadequate latency) or maybe the quality or 

the section of content is the one to blame. The VR has not conquered the world of 

cinema yet but it is definitely growing. VR cinema concept has mushroomed into 

various shapes mostly game related.   

In Los Angeles, Ed Lantz of Vortex Immersion Media argues that the reason for a 

slow growth of the VR cinemas is due to an insufficient number of exhibition  

  

Screen Shot 45. (Left) VR 360 dome. (Right) VLCWarper software for fulldome theaters. 

places in addition to a lack of suitable content, a proverbial Catch 22. Vortex is 

leading the efforts to increase the number of the VR screens while participating in 

content creation and extending the VR presence by offering, similarly to 

Samhound, pop-up VR venues for sports, entertainment events and educational 

projects. In 2016, Lantz advocated for the training of VR producers to “respect 

 
361 Platoon – The Global Creative Alliance (blog). Virtual Reality is a technology which is going 
to conquer world of cinema in coming years. January 27, 2016. Accessed January 21, 2020. 
http://www.platoon.org/report/virtual-reality 
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their audiences’ nervous system”362 and to cause vertigo effects. This can be 

accomplished by proper POV movements and pace of cuts. Lantz believes 

unfalteringly that the VR cinema expansion is around the corner and he foresees 

150-300 pop-up VR cinemas being built by the year 2021. One of his suggestions 

is to push for a higher resolution content destined for VR cinemas (8K 

equirectangular frames or greater). The 360-degree cinemas installed in domes do 

not require high frame rates in contrast to HMDs, where head tracking low frame 

rates can cause motion sickness. Vortex is using an inflatable VR projection 

structure 60 meters in diameter and capable of holding up to 5000 viewers. 

Meanwhile, the UAE are planning to double audience capacity. The VR world is 

waiting for the next great leap in the VR exhibition industry. Expo 2020 

(postponed until October 2021 due to the pandemic), in Dubai, will be centered  

 

Screen Shot 46. Al Wasi Dome EXPO2020 DUBAI UEA. 

around a 67.5-meter-tall, 150-meter in diameter dome, capable of hosting around 

10,000 viewers. Al Wasl, which means “connection” in Arabic, is the largest 360-

 
362 Mascioni, Michael. How Theaters Are Evolving To Include VR Experiences. UPLOAD 
November 30, 2016. Accessed January 21, 2020 https://uploadvr.com/bringing-vr-theater-cinema-
focus/ 
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degree projection surface on the globe. It will officially open its doors in October 

2021 at the beginning of the world expo.  

Jp Samhound visited Zurich in January of 2016 with his pop-up VR show and 

today Swiss We Are Cinema, located at Kino Houdini, is very much alive and 

offers 20 regular seats with 10 seats reserved for movie connoisseurs who would  

 

Screen Shot 47. &samhound international network of the VT Cinemas (Baker Tilly Nederland, 2017) 

like to have a drink while enjoying a VR experience. Their website advertises 

more locations coming to several cities in Switzerland. It seems that Samhound is 

moving away from art, exemplified by his groundbreaking ballet VR video for 

Dutch National Ballet, and into innovative corporate marketing.  

The VR revolution is more visible within the technology sector rather than in 

content creation. In the past art installations were trendsetters of the technologies 

to come.  But today, the creators are having a hard time with the tools already 

available for them to experiment. One of the exceptions is the production of the 

latest adaptation of The Lion King. 
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“It’s a creative sandbox where everyone can have input.” 

Harrison Norris, Action Designer363 

THE LION KING - INTERACTIVITY AND FULL IMMERSION BETWEEN 

THE AUTHOR AND THE WORK 

In the case of the first VR Cinema in Amsterdam, I was discussing the right side 

of the correlation Author-Work-Recipient, the interaction between the work and 

the [v]user and the [v]user’s immersion in the Work. In the case of The Lion King, 

focus is on the opposite side of the tri-correlation and looks into fully immersive 

directing and shooting using VR as a creative tool to produce the Work. 

Ironically, the Work is not necessarily a VR work but is rather destined for a 

traditional audience – a movie theater. The irony of the advancement of the virtual 

environment in traditional arts is not lost. This irony only proves the totality of 

this technology and of the way it is beginning to interact with the visual arts of the 

“future.”  The word “future” is used purposely here (although VR sets are widely 

displayed in most electronic stores in Poland and beyond) since virtual reality has 

not been able to establish itself as a major force in mainstream visual arts in over 

a half a century.  

A new way of directing films has been made possible thanks to the improvements 

made to the virtual production process during the filming of Disney’s The Lion 

King in Hollywood. Jon Favreau’s film is a groundbreaking case of an immersive 

virtual production using the Unity game engine to produce a non-immersive 

traditional work. The advancement in virtual production was possible thanks to 

the successful collaboration of the Oscar winning visual effects and animation 

team of the Moving Picture Company (MPC), the creative team lead by Favreau 

and Caleb Deschanel (Director of Photography), the Oscar winning visual effects 

supervisor Robe Legato and Ben Grossman, the latter also an Oscar winning 

filmmaker who lead the team at Magnapus. Grossmann pointed out that the new 

way of working was possible by “switching completely to game engines''364 from 

 
363 Ibid. Kadner. p. 69. 
364  Seymour, Mike. How Virtual Production Worked On-set of the Lion King. fxguide August 29, 
2019. Accessed September 20, 2019. https://www.fxguide.com/fxfeatured/how-virtual-production-
worked-on-set-of-the-lion-king/  
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the previous solutions used in Jon’s, The Jungle Book, movie. The challenge was 

to add code to the existing Unity engine so that the whole movie could be shot in 

VR. A lot of the groundwork had been done in previous major motion films by 

Rob Legato, who worked on Avatar, The Aviator and The Jungle Book. But the 

quality of consumer-grade equipment stood on the way. Legato “actually looked 

at the idea of using a VR headset on Avatar, but it was so crude. At that stage, it 

was not really ready for prime time.”365 The production of The Lion King is hailed 

as a breakthrough for the film industry and makes this complex hybrid technology 

available to the filmmakers outside the narrow blockbuster circle in Hollywood.  

Before we jump into The Lion Kings’ VR set, let’s establish what is a virtual 

production (VP)? The history of VP goes back as far as the iconic production of 

George Lucas’s Star Wars: Episode I and it has been solidified through 

experiments of Peter Jackson and Robert Zemeckis and James Cameron. 

According to MPC (the company behind the animation of The Lion King):  

“Virtual Production combines virtual and augmented reality with CGI and game-engine 

technologies to enable production crews to see their scenes unfold as they are composed 

and captured on set.”366 

 So is it just an upgrade to the decades old computer generated content technology 

with some VR layer on top or are the new developments changing the relationship 

the director and the creative team has to their film (work)?  If the answer is the 

former then there is a need to find out how this relationship is changing. 

“The magic gets created by all of them  

interacting with each other at that moment in time.” 

Ben Grossmann367 

THE VIRTUAL PRODUCTION 

In 2009, a group of visual disruptors, members of the six Hollywood-based 

organizations - the American Society of Cinematographers (ASC), the Art 

Director’s Guild (ADG), the Visual Effects Society (VES), the Previsualization 

 
365 Ibid. 
366 Ibid. Kadar, p. 3. 
367 Ibid., p. 49. 
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Society, the Producers Guild of America (PGA), and the International 

Cinematographers Guild (ICG) formed the Virtual Production Committee. Their 

collaboration resulted in creating a free resource for artists and filmmakers – The 

Virtual Production Field Guide. Their decade long work helped to establish initial 

definitions, case studies and guidelines, which they share via an Unreal Engine 

website.368  Their findings are summarized in what follows. 

The creator of Gollum, New Zealand’s Weta Digital’s definition of VP is even 

shorter than the MPC’s technical take (it is mentioned above): “Virtual production 

is where the physical and digital worlds meet.”369  

In the simplest of terms the difference between traditional and VP filmmaking 

lays in the feedback timing.  The director of a VP documentary is always aware of 

the current status of the footage.  If another take is needed, most likely it will be 

done instantaneously.  While a traditional film crew would need to wait days or  

 

Screen Shot 48. Noah Kadner. The Virtual Production Filed Guide v1.2. 

 
368 Ibid. 
369 Ibid., p. 3. 
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weeks before they can examine the shots incorporated into the computer-

generated visual effects sequences. VP allows the creatives to build the scenes 

while they are shooting instead of in post-production when often it is too late 

logistically or financially to change anything in the shot. The increased level of 

control over the visual outcome of each scene in VP gives the director or the 

director of cinematography a completely new quality of control over the work. 

Almost as if they are in the position of a writer whose every word is put on paper 

in its presence and has the immediate meaning.  Traditional filmmakers do not 

have the same luxury as the documentarians using VP who see the core of their 

footage instantaneously, unless it is My Dinner with Andre genre, and they often  

 

Screen Shot 49. Traditional vs. Virtual Production Process. Please notice a larger role of pre-production 
phase (Visual development by Fox VFX Lab). 

are disconnected or highly uncertain of the final results until the final stages of 

post-production when any iterative changes can be applied. Additionally, the 
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complexity of editing live action interwoven with visual effects is very complex 

and maybe quite frustrating for the director needing to make some last-minute 

creative decision(s) to the final cut of the film. VP’s “What you see is what you 

get” capability eliminates the stressful and often non-repairable situations for the 

director. When comparing the workflow of the traditional and virtual production, 

one notices an increased role of pre-production in the VP process, which 

translates into a drastic increase in time savings. Zach Alexander of Lux Machina 

emphasizes this in his statement that “Every hour of pre-production is worth two 

hours of production.”370 The following workflow chart clearly illustrates a change 

on the collaboration level. In the traditional process, the interaction between the 

writer and the director is not as intense as it is during the virtual production. The 

privis (a virtual, modern day storyboard or animatics) allows the entire creative 

team to “see with their own eyes” the story in a “real” (though created virtually) 

setting and scenes are blocked with 3D actors’ avatars using virtual lighting, etc. 

Previs was pioneered by George Lucas and it is pretty much a standard in major 

studio productions. 

According to the guide’s authors, Virtual Production371:   

• Encourages a more iterative, nonlinear, and collaborative process. 

• Empowers the filmmakers (including department heads) to collaboratively 

iterate on visual details in the moment. 

• Means iteration begins much earlier in the production schedule. 
• Can produce high-quality imagery from the outset. 

• Makes assets cross- compatible and usable from previsualization through final 

outputs. 

The authors stress the importance of the democratization of the VP technology, 

which can attribute to an increase in new artistic pursuits. They not only attribute 

to VP productivity, but also “very high-quality imagery and epic scope.”  As 

discussed earlier, an Increased quality of imagery is one of the ingredients 

necessary to achieve a more convincing and immersive effect of virtual reality. 

The VP process, designed around UE, is now more relevant to a conventional 

 
370 Ibid. 
371 Ibid. 
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filmmaker creating non-interactive works. Unreal Engine has served as one of the 

tools for game developers since 1998 and it was developed by Epic Games 

primarily as a first-person shooter in their game Unreal. The two worlds of film 

and of video games were standing drastically apart then. Two decades later, these 

worlds are merging from both directions. The field of gaming narrative has been 

gravitating towards the film.  While film gradually found itself adapting a gaming 

platform and philosophy to their storytelling process. What the two are not 

sharing completely is an element of interactivity on the part of the work-recipient 

equation, which of course is a building block of gaming success. The difference in 

the way the creative teams work in their respective fields is not part of this study, 

but it demonstrates a ubiquitous omnipresence of interactivity in the visual arts, 

even those most traditional like filmmaking.  

The last portion of this virtual production segment looks at the main categories of 

VP, which according to the VP Field Guide, are Visualization, Performance 

Capture, Hybrid Green Screen Live and Full Live LED Wall in-camera VP. All 

these techniques find their use in specific types of productions ranging from 

newscasts, movies to art installations and they all involve software like Unreal  

 

Screen Shot 50. 150 Media Stream https://150mediastream.com/archive/ 
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Engine. UE brings to virtual production the functionality of lighting and direction 

in addition to camera work or animation, which was done in the past using Giant 

and Autodesk Maya software. The mare mechanics were enhanced with an 

additional visual perspective opening a new box of creativity for the artist to 

choose from. In 2017, UE was used to build a 3-D “living sculpture” in downtown 

Chicago for the public to experience digital art collectively. What was claimed to 

be the largest video wall in the city, the 3,300 square feet wall is built out of 89 

LED blades and is available to Chicagoans as well as international artists. 

150Media Stream sits next to the Chicago river and it was designed as a  

 

Screen Shot 51. Noah Kadner. The VP Field Guide v1.2. 
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“collective experience and explores the interplay of art, space and viewership in 

both public and private contexts.”372 Similarly to The Lion King, the 150 Media 

Stream project used Unreal Engine’s VR solution to achieve better final results. 

The system was built by the Chicago based company Leviathan, specializing in 

motion design, architecture, software engineering and brand strategy design and 

the delivery of complex visual experiences. The project required a lot of coding, 

graphic animation and motion graphic applications from Adobe’s After Effects 

and Photoshop to Autodesk Maya and the visual development platform 

TouchDesigner. In order to be able to preview viewers’ experiences from all 

angels or at different times or weather conditions, it was only possible to achieve 

a holistic view using a VR environment. Leviathan constructed a 3-D model of 

the 150 Media Stream setting with the help of UE 4 and was able to view the 

space, the lighting, and entire ambiance rendered in real-time and viewed in VR 

HMDs.  

The VP Field Guide’s authors believe that “the most unlikely of films – if 

designed correctly- can take advantage of virtual production.”373 As of 2019, 

virtual production is predominantly used in productions requiring a lot of special 

effects. This limitation is perhaps because of the cost of the technology or perhaps 

because many filmmakers do not want to experiment with the technology. The 

authors also divide virtual production projects into Fully animated VPs and Live-

Action VPs. The latter type also involves projects without any special effects in 

them. The most fundamental benefit of virtual production is the level of control a 

creator has at their disposal. The graphical representation (above) of the VP 

elements helps to visualize its distinction, i.e., the benefits and the complexity of 

its features. Like with any new technology, there is a learning curve and this is 

often a “turn off” to many “creative types.” But a successful producer can make 

creators “feel like they’re still in control of that [losing control]. And so the trick 

for us [the VP producers] is to make sure that we are constantly serving them and 

their interests.”374 Ryan Stafford, who is credited with the Call of the Wild or 

Avengers: Age of Ulton, doesn’t think that every non-action film needs 

 
372 150 Media Stream. Accessed May 24, 2019. URL: https://150mediastream.com/archive/ 
373 Ibid., Kadar, p. 18. 
374 Ibid., p. 26. 
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“something that has such a substantial virtual component or a hybrid type of film, 

I think it’s a critical way to go.”375 Stafford worked with a Polish Oscar winning 

cinematographer Janusz Kamiński on Call of the Wild, and he recalled a 

collaborative moment between the physical and the virtual production. After 

 

 

Screen Shot 52. Noah Kadner. The Virtual Production Filed Guide v1.2. 

 
375 Ibid., p. 28. 
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reviewing the preview, Kamiński had an idea to re-design the scene and replace 

six shots with one. The new shot, done in the spur of the moment with a 

Steadycam outshined the pre-designed ones, proving the importance of physical 

presence during the creative process. 

Back to The Lion King. The enormous amount of creative control gained by a 

director in this newly designed VP process, as seen in the production of The Lion 

King, generates a potentially septic and unnaturally flawless movie, which may 

seem fake to traditional audiences used to imperfect productions. Coincidently, to 

give the film a more natural look, the creative team decided to leave a software 

created glitch in the movie. According to the Oscar winning visual effects artist 

Legato, - “The reason to do it the way we did, is that is how it has been done for a 

hundred years. You can’t improve on filmmaking process.”376 It almost sounds 

like a tongue-in-cheek statement in view of the fully immersive virtual 

filmmaking experience of the crew. Ironically, a strong will to preserve the 

traditional and collaborative roles of professional filmmakers in Hollywood, 

drives the advancement of virtual reality technology in the arts. And, similarly to 

with the development of the ultra-HD cameras, the industry had to respond with a 

plethora of softening camera filters as well as digital post production filters to 

keep the traditional cinematographic look of new films, in case of virtual 

production there is probably a demand for a set of VP tools being able to deliver 

an error mode to achieve “the human imperfect moves and imprecise framing 

provides the film with a live-action aesthetics.”377 

It is all about latency378 and it is essential to both the recipient and to the creator 

using VR technology.  Latency refers to the time delay between the initial image 

input and the output in either HMDs or on the monitors displaying the virtual 

world captured via the virtual camera. The lower the latency the more realistic the 

simulation of the virtual environment is (not to confuse it with the screens’ refresh 

rate which is measured in Hertz and, in the opposite to latency, the higher the rate 

the better the image on the screen). Relatively high latency of the consumer-grade 

HMDs is responsible for causing the viewer, moving around the virtual world, 

 
376 Ibid. Seymour. 
377 Ibid. 
378 Mentioned earlier in Chapter II. 
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motion sickness or experiencing a lower level of presence due to the delays in 

screen updates. Wireless 4G networks allow the phone, in perfect conditions, to 

achieve 25 milliseconds (ms) of latency379. This will improve with the 

introduction of 5G networks but the recommended latency allowing for better 

effect of immersion and presence is less than 15 ms. Ben Grossmann with 

Magnapus managed to lower the latency of the VR screens to less than 4 ms and 

thus allowed the crew to film in high enough quality to create complex, detailed 

scenes. It also made the filmmakers free to move around vast virtual sets that 

translated into the “real” size of 200,000 square kilometers. Due to its 

groundbreaking importance, the virtual production process used during the 

shooting of The Lion King is included in this work as an Appendix 1. The crucial 

aspects of constructing the entire production process was the ability to plugin and 

use traditional equipment in the virtual environment as well as allowing various 

crew members to participate in each VR session and be able to see each other at 

the same time. Cranes, dollies and other conventional filmmaking tools were 

connected to the Virtual Production System (VPS) set up and the actions in the 

real world were synced with the virtual equipment so if the crane operator was 

swooping in on action, his physical action matched the virtual camera move. 

Additionally, the director could instantaneously “walk” to a distant VR location to 

arrange the film set while physically standing on the sound stage next to the crew. 

Grossmann observed a positive change, from the filmmakers’ point of view, in the 

way the sound stage functioned during the production of The Lion King in 

comparison to previous virtual productions. In the case of the latter, computer 

operators, cables and all kinds of “humming” electronic equipment essential to the 

VP process were spread across the space and the film crew felt like being in the 

computer factory but the former film stage looked much more like a traditional 

setting, with the film crew prominently positioned while the computers, the cables 

and the VFX staff were “hidden” away from the crew. So, the creative team had 

“room” to work in a more traditional sense. Grossmann used a gallery analogy: 

 
379 Elbamby, Mohammed S. and Perfecto, Cristina and Bennis, Mehdi and Doppler, Klaus 
Towards Low-Latency and Ultra-Reliable Virtual Reality. Cornell University IEEE Network 32.2 
(2018): 78–84, Accessed on September 25, 2019. 
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“There is a reason why art galleries have art on the walls and very little else in the gallery 

– it is because you don’t want to distract your attention from the thing that you’re 

supposed to be focusing on.”380  

The maturing VP process allows the creator to focus on work alone, without the 

distraction from the technology. Grossmann emphasized the relationship between 

the quality of the footage displayed on screens and the level of commitment and 

consequently the quality of work produced. The lower was the quality, the “lower 

the quality of the engagement and connection that the film crew had to it.”381 

 A parallel can be drawn between the creator-work quality/engagement factor and 

the work-user experience. Based on these observations, the same principle can be 

applied to the work-user engagement, if the quality of the VR content on the 

user’s screen is low, the engagement level is low as well.  

The Lion King also experiments with multi-track filming. Multi-track recording 

has been an established audio recording process for years, which gave composers  

 

Screen Shot 53. Cinematographer Celeb Deschanel,  fxguide, 2019. 

and musicians full control over every instrument and every note. Filmmaking is 

traditionally a collaborative art in contrast to writing, where an author lays down 

every line of the text her/himself. This new form of recording one element of 

 
380 Ibid. Seymour. 
381 Ibid. 
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cinematography at a time brings the art of filming and writing much closer 

together. This “one-man orchestra” approach allows the DoP to take on all roles, 

which traditionally helped a cinematographer to do the job. Now the DoP can be 

in control of focusing, framing the shot and camera moves by recording each 

function individually. It takes the magic of serendipity away but it gives almost 

total control over the execution of the script. The impact of the analog filmmaking 

processes and associated audiences' behaviors and expectations cannot be 

overestimated. It is clearly visible in the adoption of the old techniques of natural 

camera movements into reactive virtual cinematography so that audiences 

watching a realistic animation can perceive it as live-action. This type of 

cinematography may be obsolete in the future when the aged generations of 

gamers used to operating their own virtual cameras (and filming from virtual and 

unnatural angels) may acquire a new taste for computer generated and modeled 

camera moves.  Thus, the echoes of traditional visual craftsmanship will dissipate 

in the virtual world. This type of transition is already visible in the influence of  

 

Screen Shot 54. Cine Tracer, Steam, Accessed January 22, 2020. 

the gaming industry on the film and television industry with the introduction of 

game-like looking special effects, motion graphics templates and digital 

transitions in non-linear editing systems.  

Today, the virtual production is mimicking the analog but tomorrow with the 

aging of the gaming generations, it may be reversed. Grossmann’s predictions for 
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the future of virtual production are optimistic and idealistic. He sees VP as an 

empowerment tool for all filmmakers regardless of budget constraints, so it is not 

only for the affluent Hollywood directors like Faveau but also for the common 

individual. He believes this transformation to be possible through the use of AI 

and using natural language processing in designing virtual sets stored in an asset 

library. Grossman also thinks that the next step in the development of VP should 

be real-time photorealism, which would allow the filmmakers to have access to 

their 3D assets in pre-production instead of post-production as it is in most cases. 

There is already an affordable hybrid solution for virtual storyboarding. This 

solution is both an app and game called Cine Tracer, available for both Mac and 

Windows computers, and is a realistic cinematography simulator built in Unreal 

Engine 4 (UE4).382 The user can operate virtual real world-based cameras, test 

framing composition, light the set, grip, construct the buildings, props, create  

 

Screen Shot 55.. FRAGMENT. 

locations or direct talents and block the shots and then incrementally add them to 

the storyboard. Designed by Matt Workman, a cinematographer himself, the app 

is being used by filmmakers for storyboarding and production planning. Although 

it is still a work in progress, the project has a huge potential to be an affordable 

 
382 Cinematography Database, Cine Tracer, Single Player "Open World / Sandbox," STEM 
September 28, 2018, Windows & OS X, designed by Matt Workman. Accessed January 22, 2020. 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/904960/Cine_Tracer/ 
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platform for virtual storytellers and artists once the platform matures including the 

building of an object library providing the opportunity to import objects and 

images. Cine Tracer is an example of the near future virtual artist toolkit and is 

bringing a generational change in filmmaking.  

Another good example of democratization of this technology is FRAGMENT, a 

low budget film using virtual production processes. Produced at NAD, School of 

Digital Arts, Animation, and Design in Montreal, it was created in just 5 months 

by a group of graduate students, FRAGMENT was shot using Unreal Engine 4.  

They selected Unreal Engine to adhere to the gaming industry standards (the 

aesthetics of the film resemble that of a game) and to avoid the post-production 

process. UE4 Sequencer allows one to create sequences in real-time but aside of a 

shoestring budget, the creators’ biggest challenge was to master the UE4 

Sequencer software en masse so each member of the team could work 

individually on separate segments. Those sequences were later assembled into a  

 

Screen Shot 56. Storyline. 

final project and manually adjusted for the final release. Interesting how on both 

ends of the film creation spectrum, on the one hand the production (author) and 

on the other hand the exhibition hall (the recipient), the virtual environment is 

being plugged into traditional tools (in case of the film – cameras, dollies and 
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cranes) and equipment (in case of the exhibition - cinema spaces, chairs, etc.). The 

film creators and the cinema developers are both experimenting with the new 

interactive technology bringing with them a luggage of over 100 years old 

traditions in making and exhibiting moving pictures. These ways are still the same 

as they were in the 19th-century and generation upon generation of moviegoers 

develop a culture going to the movies and with this culture come certain 

expectations. The only job of a moviegoer is to passively watch a film and the 

only interactive thing he/she may do while watching the movie is to eat popcorn 

and have a drink. Interactivity in public entertainment has been reserved for theme 

parks until now. The 4D theaters have been viewed as an extension of a theme 

park rather than a pure theatrical experience.  The intensity of experiencing virtual 

reality interactive film is so much greater than a passive traditional film that it 

makes sense to stop calling it film but rather VR story. I am not trying to create a 

new label here, but rather to make a point of a totality of the new medium and the 

challenges facing VR entrepreneurs in the field of production and exhibition of 

VR works. 

In 2008, Ars Electronica awarded a prize for the Interact or Die! publication in 

the category of Media. Art. Research. The series of articles and interviews with 

evolutionary biologists, architects, art historians and academicians presented an 

interdisciplinary approach to the definition of interactivity bound to a live 

organism. They pointed out that “the only selection for interaction is whether it 

works, that is, whether it is operational,”383 and this approach relates closely to the 

popular technology and arts phrase “demo or die.” Popularized by the MIT Media 

Lab culture of an open house institution willing to share knowledge with its 

visitors, “demo or die” was influenced by Nicholas Negroponte’s negative 

attitude towards “publish or perish” policy in the academic world.384  

This attitude of changing a world view or influencing a visitor by an at-hoc 

arranged interaction between a creative technologists’ works and an unprepared 

outsider, transpired to the mainstream institutions and particularly to the art ones. 

 
383 Ibid. Mulder and Brouwer, p. 222. 
384 Boyd, Danah. How „Demo-or-Die” Helped my Career. Points Data & Society. August 2, 2017. 
Accessed February 18, 2020. https://points.datasociety.net/how-demo-or-die-helped-my-career-
89feaa5773e7 
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The VR experience of the Modigliani exhibition at Tate Modern in London 

brought the artist’s professional life and techniques from his early 20 century 

 

Screen Shot 57. Modigliani exhibition at Tate Modern in London. 

studio in Paris into high realism for the 21st-century visitor. As in the case of an 

incidental Media Lab visitor witnessing an unfinished code during the demo, the 

gallery audience can experience Modigliani’s life and work in progress. The VR 

installation was an integral component of a traditional exhibit of the artist’s works 

so that the viewer could switch between the virtual studio and the physical works 

very easily. The experience re-created a context between the space, materials and 

works in progress as they were created in Modigliani’s Parisian studio. These 

types of experiences were reserved for a limited number of the artist’s 

contemporaries in 1919 Paris. Almost 80,000 VR visitors witnessed Modigliani’s 

last residence-studio painstakingly recreated from archival records, authentic 

objects and artifacts as well as personal accounts of artist’s friends and models.385 

Tate’s technical research team analyzed the canvas and the stretcher with help of 

an x-ray machine and managed to recreate accurate paint colors, markings on the 

canvas, and even an exact order of occurrences that took place during the creation 

of the painting and type of media the artist used.386 The visitors to the show, who 

 
385 Preloaded. Modigliani VR: The Ochre Atelier. Accessed on February 19, 2020. 
https://preloaded.com/work/modiglianivr/ 
386 Tate. The Making of Modigliani VR: The Ochre Atelier. YouTube. Video file. November 30, 
2017. Accessed on February 19th, 2020. https://youtu.be/CdYLscE6kE0 
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were wearing  HTC VIVE headsets, reported a very realistic experiences of 

witnessing the artist at as they were “transported (…) back into the artist’s own 

life/times,387 making this part of the exhibit a virtual reality “demo or die” by 

Modigliani.  

A similar attempt to immerse the viewer into the making of the most famous 

painting in the world took place at Louvre in 2019/2020. Mona Lisa: Beyond the 

Glass, a seven-minute long virtual reality experience, which is now available at 

home on the HTC Vive platform Viveport, attempts to remove the physical 

obstacles existing between the painting and the viewer. Louvre museum believes  

 

Screen Shot 58.  Mona Lisa: Beyond the Glass. 

that “digital innovation is great for museums and we have to use it as a tool to 

discover again arts (…)  not to use too many screens between the art and our 

audiences.”388 The project, virtually eliminates, first the bulletproof glass covering 

 
387 Ibid. 
388 Viewport. Mona Lisa: Beyond the Glass. Video File. October 2019. Accessed on February 19, 
2020. https://www.viveport.com/apps/18d91af1-9fa5-4ec2-959b-
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the Mona Lisa, then the crowds surrounding the painting dissipate and finally, 

thanks to the collaboration of the Louvre staff and Emissive VR developers, the 

viewers can digitally remove the 500 years old varnish and uncover the 

techniques that Leonardo da Vinci used to paint presumably Lisa Gherardini’s 

portrait. Interactive experience designers were allowed access to the museum’s 

array of scans from X-ray, infrared to reflectography in order to bring the model 

back to life as a 3D life-like object. The virtual recreation of the model, the 

painting’s background and a possible loggia where the sitter was placed place, 

brings the viewer a step closer to a “demo or die” experience with Leonardo da 

Vinci’s five century old masterpiece or as Dominique de Font-Reaulx, Director of  

 

Screen Shot 59. Virgin of the Rocks VR Room. 

the Interpretation & Cultural Programming at Louvre, said – “VR will help 

visitors to understand what is beyond the curtain.”389 Not all VR museum 

installations were as well received as the two cases above. In the same time period 

as the showcasing of the Mona Lisa: Beyond the Glass project in Louvre, the 

National Gallery in London staged, competing with Louvre’s VR experiment, 

 
4f8161064796/Mona_Lisa:_Beyond_the_Glass/?_ga=2.131016783.1706212531.1582109523-
1942334476.1582109523 
389 Ibid. 
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Leonardo da Vinci's Virgin of the Rocks VR room.390 UK design studio, 59 

Productions took a slightly different approach to its interactive production at the 

National Gallery. The experience extended over four different areas and included, 

in addition to VR, more traditional digital displays and contraptions. The 

immersive design of each room seems to focus more on the projection of the 

content instead of interaction with the content by the participant. Even though that 

the Virgin of the Rocks’ painting digitally enhanced version is revealing the 

hidden, unknown until now, drawing, and the viewers can enjoy the digitally 

rebuilt original setting for the painting (the long gone altarpiece), the “demo or 

die” effect is not as prevalent as it was with the previous two cases.  

In the next section I am discussing the evolving work-[v]user relationship in the 

context of Mirosław Rogala’s latest multimedia opera DEL+ALT+CTRL. I 

analyze his model of interactivity using Shannon’s theory of communication’s 

basic logarithmic model. And immediately after, in a juxtaposition, I explore a 

simple music tech demo created by Brian Eno which has turned, with the help of 

developer Peter Chilvers and the Microsoft’s Music X Tech program, into a 

Mixed Reality participatory art event. 

  

 
390 Gompertz, Will. Leonardo da Vinci's Virgin of the Rocks: Will Gompertz reviews immersive 
show at London's National Gallery. BBC. November 9, 2019. Accessed on February 19, 2020. 
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-50296585 
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“The bud of the sunflower encloses interactive expectation. 

The poppy, as a disk, a cloak, an apron, a tablecloth, a scythe, and a square planet 

gestures alone and in interactive crowds. 

The song gesture creates the gesture song, although 

The apple tempts innocents away from Eden, to an orchard-forest of interactive 

fecundity. 

The gesture heritage creates the heritage gesture, because 

Corn can substitute for butter, can substitute for petroleum, and can be sweet and 

inviting in its own interactive right. 

The heritage harvest creates the harvest heritage, if  

The interactive Brooklyn Bridge reaches upward and upward simultaneously. 

The harvest cities create the city harvest, among 

Windmills embody duality:  the natural world and the mechanical world, the force 

and the silence of energy, the move from positive to negative and to dark in 

interactive light.  

The city boundaries create the boundary cities, between 

Istanbul—a puzzle, a labyrinth, a tunnel, a bridge, and a tower—spins a web of 

interactive harvest fields. 

The boundary deletion of memory creates the deletion of memory song, or 

The mature sunflower is both experience and interactive becoming.” 

Mirosław Rogala, POETIC CAPTIONS FOR “DEL+ALT+CTRL”391 

DEL+ALT+CTRL  

DEL+ALT+CTRL is a new interactive opera in 8 movements by Mirosław 

Rogala. In his recent Artist Statement, Rogala’s first paragraph clearly defines in 

what space his art exists, how you view it, and where it exhibits – “Our bodies are 

sites. We are locations, but because the modern world intervenes with disruptions 

and dislocations, our experience is no longer continuous.”392. In Chapter I and II, I 

used Rogala’s theoretical reflections and artistic concepts to define elements of 

interactivity, the work and the recipient codependence and I discussed selected 

 
391 Rogala THE GARDEN REINVENTED (or THE GARDEN OF NEGOTIATIONS? One 
negotiates interaction…) An Interactive Media Installation. (Private Collection). 2016. 
392 Rogala, Mirosław. MIROSŁAW ROGALA: ARTIST STATEMENT, 2019. Artist’s statement. 
Chicago. (Private Collection). 2019. 
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interactive works from the period of 1995 – 2000. Rogala’s works, although 

reflecting universal and often politically current societal struggles with questions 

of personal freedom and space, have always been transpired with his behind-the-

Iron-Curtain upbringing experiences in the Soviet occupied Poland. The 

transformative character of his visual art has been directly connected to the 

available technological digital tools at a given time. From the 1980s, either using  

 

Screen Shot 60. Rogala studio, Chicago. 

the consumer personal computer Amiga or the state-of-the-art DVE’s, Rogala 

effortlessly pushed the machines to their limits with the help of programmers and 

video editors. Rogala’s technological prosthetic had often allured his poetics of 

word and music from the obscure Eastern European encampment. The almost 

forgotten limbs of the Cold War emerge years later in new spaces and contexts, 

dragging with them similar emotions and fears. The “Berlin Walls” are being built 

across the world again, this time with different localized motivations. Rogala 

responds to this re-heated threat with music and imagery, inspired by a picture of 

a wall in Israel, he graphs an exponential function of wall and bridge concepts 

nearly crossing its planes. The concept of wall and bridge creates an opportunity 

for Rogala to look into an abyss of a borderless and infinite work of art disjointed 

from time restraints and [v]user participation. He uses both the Josheph Cornell 
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box and Milton Babbit’s Who Cares If You Listen? essay to emphasize the border-

like nature of wall in arts where the artist and the recipient are separated by it.  

Rogala uses his 1996 installation Electronic Garden in Chicago’s Washington 

Square Park as an example of a wall-less art work, bounding artist and [v]users 

into “a collective expression.”393 The planes of the Chicago installation’s wall and 

its interactive aspect, the bridge, may or may not crossed its coordinates but only 

if the “audience may or may not choose to cross it.”394 The extent of choice for 

the [v]user of Rogala’s art has increased substantially since his 1996 Artist’s 

Statement in which the recipient of the work “chooses the amount of time and 

involvement (…) it cares to give.”395 Rogala even added a conditional clause to 

the [v]users’ active involvement – “creativity can be shared, and is integral to the 

work, but only when the (v)users learn, not just the interface mechanisms, but the 

principles of democratic responsibility for personal actions as well.”396 Three 

years later, Rogala alters his perspective (or states it more clearly) on the work-

recipient relationship as he releases the recipient from any pre-conditions in 

participation with the work. I would like to claim that he expends the realm of the 

work-recipient interactivity to its binary form, following Shannon’s theory of 

communication (as discussed earlier in the Introduction), he is acknowledging the 

[v]user’s information entropy status as either 0 or 1 by inviting “both viewers and 

interactive (v)users to approach or avoid my work at will. They are welcome to 

come to either side of the wall.”397  

The equal probability of interaction with Rogala’s work may have a logarithmic 

expression: 

“If the base 2 is used the resulting units may be called binary digits, or more briefly bits, 

a word suggested by J. W. Tukey. A device with two stable positions, such as a relay or a 

flip-flop circuit, can store one bit of information. N such devices can store N bits, since 

the total number of possible states is 2N and log22N=N.”398  

 
393 Ibid. 
394 Ibid. 
395 Rogala, Mirosław. Miroslaw Rogala: Artist's Statement. (Private Collection). 1996. 
396 Ibid. 
397 Ibid., Rogala, Artist’s Statement, 2019. 
398 Shannon, Claude E.  A Mathematical Theory of Communication. The Bell System Technical 
Journal, Vol. 27, (1948), 379–423, 623–656. p. 1. 
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Even if the viewers avoid engagement with Rogala work, the state of quiescence 

still represents a state of interaction since 0 or 1 represent only corresponding 

positions and each bit’s significance depends on the context, we can then 

conclude that an approach or an avoidance should be measured always on the 

context.  

 

Graph 3. Context of Interaction with Work (Sikora-Szantyr interpretation). 

Context of interaction with the work:399  

- N – the number of decisions undertaken by the user 

- 1 [v]user 

- ignores the work 

- observes but do not interact 

- observes and interacts 

N reaches maximum values at noise; with language one does not need to use as 

many questions during the transmission; that’s how we get symmetric gaussian 

curves define the state of observation of different states (designed or 

unintentional) of work. 

 
399 Context of Interaction with Work - Sikora-Szantyr interpretation. (Private Collection). 2020. 
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N stands for number of decisions. 

The higher the entropy the less organized is information. 

The lower the entropy the more organized it is; the higher the probabilities of  

log22N=N goes here. 

The assumption is a [v]user has an option to interact with four different works. 

An extremely unprepared [v]user causes a maximum state of entropy. 

A well prepared, educated [v]user creates a low level of entropy. 

The change of entropy, on the chart it is a changing maximum point, will move 

not like during the transmission of a classic signal.  

N is extremely high with Noise. Noise represents external (i.e. distractions like 

low quality of light during the perception of artworks or low parameters of sound  

during the perception of musical works) and internal (i.e. hungry [v]user) 

limitations for [v]user. The higher the Noise the higher the entropy. 

When the [v]user’s perception ability equals zero, entropy reaches its maximal 

value. 

In the fall of 2019, Rogala, while recording his multimedia opera, 

DEL+ALT+CTRL, at the studios of Andy Dylewski in Chicago, was re-

contextualizing (in his Artist’s Statement) the following questions: “Who or what 

are we keeping out? Who or what are we letting in? What determines the borders?  

And again, if the wall divides, where does the wall reside?”400 

Let us forget our manners for a little while and explore these invisible maps, their 

edges, and their effects.  A painting (or a video screen), for example, is both a 

window into the artist’s vision, and a wall that keeps out other visions.  The 

viewer may similarly approach or avoid, as desired.“401 The Eight Movement 

opera is a reflection of Rogala’s earlier works, his personal experiences of 

civilizational transitions between worlds of iron cast cage of agricultural Poland 

 
400 Ibid., Rogala, Artist’s Statement, 2019. 
401 Ibid. 
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caught in an accelerated industrialization and the world hanging on the cusp of 

post industrial era, still drooling in its capitalistic self-indulgence and satisfaction. 

In a rich tradition of Nature is Leaving Us, his new opera re-weaves a concoction 

of nature and urban co-dependencies. Rogala is a master collaborator, as it is 

manifested in his works, he adopts the many technologies and the many voices so 

present in technocratic and multicultural America. In DEL+ALT+CTRL, he 

 

Screen Shot 61. DEL+ALT+CTRL Manuscript, Mirosław Rogala collection, 2019. 

reaches deeper into his Polish roots while invocating the pillars of the original 

spirit and turbulent soul of America.  

From his original Polish heritage-poetry, through Native American and African 

American sound inspirations up to New York hyperrealism of Noah Creshevsky’s 

music, Rogala transforms, performs, transmutates, and transcodes voice, sound, 

and imagery to reconstruct again the nature and the urban, which were 

reconstructed, superimposed, or remodulated in some of his previous works – in 

Polish Landscape with the Red Line, Garden NatuRealization, Transformed 

Landscape or Lovers Leap. Rogala constructs the multimedia virtual stage to 

scrutinize the various properties of heritage and to tackle the awareness of how 

“we experience the exterior of our bodies intensely through gesture (…) and our 
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environment.”402 The importance of Gesture in the opera is self-evident, not only 

it has a prominent spot in the titles of the two movements (2. Song Creates 

Gesture and 3. Gesture Creates Heritage) but it is used to describe Movement 6 

and 7. Gesture, either of a hand, of a body or of a mind, plays important role in 

Rogala’s artistic language (more about Gesture in Elements of Interactivity, 

Chapter I) and “serves as a triggering device” for either a performer or a [v]user. 

The visual side of the opera is bounded by eight screens positioned in the round 

seating arrangement - in a circular 360-degree tradition of Raoul Grimoin-

Sanson’s Cinéorama. The circumscribed monitors setup is asynchronous and 

some parts of it are interactive while others are none. This openness of choices 

relates to the collaborative aspects of the opera and to Rogala’s concept of 

outerpretation. The cooperative role of artists from across various disciplines as 

well as technologists involved in the creation process is meant to broaden “the 

meanings for a wide audience.”403 The opera participatory character, seated 

deeply in multisensory virtual design, attempts to address existential challenges of 

the 21st-century human entangled in an eminent clash of cultures, civilizations, 

societal inertia versus change and question of a place of the individual in the 

constantly evolving cybersociety. Rogala’s latest project continues in his decades 

long tradition of multi-disciplinary art and new technologies. He and other 

experimental artists are now being joined by mainstream artists in a pursuit of 

multi-dimensional expressions of cyber era art, a movement, which may be 

announcing a new epoch for virtual visual arts.  

THE FUTURE (IS NOW) OF ART AND TECHNOLOGY 

The expanding role of the visual in the society, arts included, is a well-known 

phenomenon. Next, I will use a case of two veteran composers of electronic music 

embracing the virtual and visual nature of arts today. One of the effects of 

cyberculture’s mass appeal, particularly its new distribution avenues for 

performing arts, is a growing number of mono-disciplinary musicians expanding 

into a field of generative music with a video component. Although generative 

 
402 Rogala, Mirosław. THE GARDEN REINVENTED (or THE GARDEN OF NEGOTIATIONS? 
One negotiates interaction…) An Interactive Media Installation ©2016-2019. Artist’s Proposal for 
a Video Installation. Chicago. (Private Collection). 2019. 
403 Ibid. 
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music has its roots in 1950’s music experiments of John Cage and his I Ching 

self-composing trails, the genre hasn’t really bloomed until the prominence of 

music streaming platforms in the turn and the beginning of the 21st-century.  

In the mid-nineties, often called a grandfather of ambient music, English 

composer Brian Eno coined the term of Generative genre describing it as a 

continuously-changing stream of originally created music. The emergence of the 

 

Screen Shot 62. John Cage – I Ching, Brian Eno, Jean-Michel Jarr. 

Music Genome Project a few years later, helped to set up the further 

methodologies for the generative genre. The Project’s original 450 music 

attributes and a hybrid human-math algorithm curating tandem paved the way for 

other companies and artists to create machines powered by human designed and 

initiated content.  

Brian Eno who started generative apps in 2008 and most recently, French 

musician Jean-Michel Jarr are probably the best examples to illustrate the 

growing trend of human-machine collaboration. In 2019, Jean-Michel Jarr, a 

successful electronic music composer and performer, launched a new generative, 

AI app for the iOS platform. Named after a Greek God – EoN, the application 

aims to generate music and visuals until the end of time or at least until the end of 

the Internet. Jarr, who has sold over 80 million albums during the course of his 

career spanning over four decades, described the project as “an infinite musical 

and visual creation, which offers each individual a unique experience.”404 The 

never-ending stream of music was designed in principle by Jarr and then 

engineered by a team from Bleass, a French music tech company specializing in 

custom audio and music engineering. Jarr worked with Alexis Zbik and Vianney 

 
404 Jarr, Jean-Michel. Eon. Mobile application, Apple Store. 2019. 
https://apps.apple.com/app/e%C5%8Dn-by-jean-michel-jarre/id1477959945 
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Apreleff to create the audio engine and audio algorithm to self-generated, 

relentlessly evolving Jarr’s music for iOS Apple phones. The project is 

constructed around Jarr’s original material, he created and recorded before it was 

programmed into the app. Seven hours of originally composed music will 

regenerate itself thanks to the custom-built audio algorithm, which is supposed to 

keep each individual listener engaged. Jarr’s goal was to create an individualized 

experience for every user - “EoN is a never  

 

Screen Shot 63.  Jean Michel Jarr:“on each launch of the EoN App, you will hear and see a unique ever-
evolving orchestration of the music & the visuals.” (BBC, 2019). 

ending, never repetitive, organic art-piece that will live & grow forever in 

everyone’s own singular space-time continuum, at the tip of their finger.”405 But 

EoN app is not just music; it is also an original video feed. Spontaneously 

produced, yet pre-conceptualized by Jarr, pieces of music are generating organic 

digital visuals, which were created with help from Alexis André from SONY 

Computer Science Laboratories in Japan. Jarre acknowledges his luck in meeting 

and working with André on the visual and interactive side of the project. French 

scientist André is an out-of-the-box creative technologist. Educated in France and 

Japan, he has been bothered by the human passiveness in digital entertainment 

consumption. He “would like to reverse the established order by creating meta-

entertainment: systems that are able to automatically generate contents that are 

finely tuned to anybody, able to adapt to the reaction of the audience and at the 

 
405 Savage, Mark.  Jean-Michel Jarre launches 'infinite album. November 7, 2019. Accessed 
November 8, 2019. https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-50335897 
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same time, to propose new media environments that allow people to experience 

contents in unique ways.”406 

Jarr’s enthusiasm in AI sparked another project with SONY CSL. They are 

working together on an artificial intelligence assisted music album using their 

SONY’s AI software. Flow Machines music composing system allows creators to 

augment their original ideas using state-of-the-art machine learning and signal 

processing technology. Jarr believes that “in 10 years, algorithms will be able to 

create original music, original novels, original movies - but I don't think that's 

signing a death warrant for human creativity.”407 

Music pioneer, theorist and interdisciplinary artist Brian Eno’s contribution in 

developing generative apps cannot be overestimated. Eno, a veteran experimental 

artist, is credited with officially inventing the generative genre in the 1990s. His 

experimentations have gone often beyond music as is demonstrated by his 

development of so-called Oblique Cards, a box of cards helping with creative 

suggestions for artists struggling with mental block during creative process (a 

similar idea was developed simultaneously by Peter Schmidt, the two joined their 

efforts later on). He started experimenting with video in 1978, the same year the 

celebrated, and according to some critics, the best ambient genre record of all time 

Ambient 1: Music for the Airport was released408. Thirty years later, Eno 

expounded the origins and the idea behind the generative music:  

“Music for Airports, at least one of the pieces on there, is structurally very, very simple. 

There are sung notes, sung by three women and myself. One of the notes repeats every 23 

1/2 seconds. It is in fact a long loop running around a series of tubular aluminum chairs in 

Conny Plank's studio. The next lowest loop repeats every 25 7/8 seconds or something 

like that. The third one every 29 15/16 seconds or something. What I mean is they all 

repeat in cycles that are called incommensurable - they are not likely to come back into 

sync again. So this is the piece moving along in time. Your experience of the piece of 

course is a moment in time, there. So as the piece progresses, what you hear are the 

various clusterings and configurations of these six basic elements. The basic elements in 

 
406 SONY Computer Science Laboratories Members Profile. Accessed January 22, 2020. 
https://www.sonycsl.co.jp/member/tokyo/142/ 
407 Ibid. BBC, 2019. 
408  Pitchfork. The 50 Best Ambient Albums of All Time. Accessed Nov. 14, 2019, 
https://pitchfork.com/features/lists-and-guides/9948-the-50-best-ambient-albums-of-all-
time/?page=5# 
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that particular piece never change. They stay the same. But the piece does appear to have 

quite a lot of variety. In fact, it's about eight minutes long on that record, but I did have a 

thirty-minute version which I would bore friends who would listen to it. The thing about 

pieces like this of course is that they are actually of almost infinite length if the numbers 

involved are complex enough. They simply don't ever reconfigure in the same way again. 

This is music for free in a sense. The considerations that are important, then, become 

questions of how the system works and most important of all what you feed into the 

system.”409  

These principles laid the foundation to software-driven solutions in his generative 

music applications. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee Eno, calls himself a 

“non-musician” and his interest in visual arts and technology parallel his music 

attentiveness. From 14 Video Paintings installation to 77 Millions Paintings 

production, Eno has been experimenting with generative music and video, Eno to 

no surprise, has been invested heavily in software based audio-visual art 

beginning with his collaboration on SSEYO”s Koan Pro software in the 90s and 

mastering it with the programmer and musician Peter Chilvers with whom Eno 

has been working since 2008 developing technology driven multisensory 

experiences. After a collaboration on the video game Spore, the duo created their 

first interactive app for the Apple iOS platform. Bloom, the infinite and interactive 

phone player comes to life when a user touches the screen and engages with the 

pre-existed sounds, loops and sounds, which correspond to a set of behavioral 

rules. The app was successful and was hailed by the critics as “interesting on an 

artistic level – one that made you reconsider the relationship between technology 

and music.”410 The Bloom app has been evolving over the years with added 

functionality, bringing together musicians and deaf tone listeners to interact with 

the phone and create their unique music tracks. The application morphed again in 

2018, and was tested during the exhibition in Transformatorhuis, a performance 

and event old warehouse space in Amsterdam. Eno and Chilvers, stepped into the 

world of virtual reality and developed the app's AR version Bloom Open Space - a 

Mix Reality (MR) experience.  

 
409 Eno, Brian. Evolving metaphors, in my opinion, is what artists do. In Motion Magazine. June 8, 
1996. Accessed January 22, 2020. https://inmotionmagazine.com/eno1.html 
410 Frucci, Adam. Brian Eno's Bloom Raises the Bar for Musical iPhone Apps. Gizmodo. 2008. 
Accessed January 22, 2020. https://gizmodo.com/brian-enos-bloom-raises-the-bar-for-musical-
iphone-apps-5061004#_ga=2.110878924.812339047.1520860254-1855120031.1520860238 
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The term of Mixed Reality is still fluid and there is no consensus on an exact 

definition, but I choose to use an opinion that the mixed reality occurs in 

Augmented Reality when the “high-end systems” like holograms or video 

projections appear in the real world or when the user is “transported” to a virtual 

world. Bloom Open Space uses Microsoft HoloLens HMDs, which can  

 

 

Screen Shot 64. Apple store. 

scan the surroundings of the user while monitoring the user's position and 

displaying information on the visor. It’s quite remarkable, that although Eno has 

been creating an interactive audio-visual art for over two decades, the mixed 

reality installation was his first participatory event ever. Even though the virtual 

reality technology was available to them for some time, it was the AR, a see-

through solution that offers a physical and virtual participatory experience that 

made the Bloom upgrade possible. The installation, like his generative music is 

one of a time experiences for the visitors. A dozen or so participants could visit 

the space wearing networked HoloLens headsets. Using a thumb and forefinger a 
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user could physically pinch a three-dimensional virtual bubble called bloom and 

bring it to virtual life. Each visitor could interact with their own assigned color 

and tone so all together they generated a colorful colony of peaceful blooms 

accompanied by wind chime-like sound. The participants reported that it took  

 

Screen Shot 65.  Bian Eno from the Bloom VR installation. 

them 5 to 10 minutes “before they realize the piece itself is actively responding to 

what they’re doing.”411 While Eno and Chilvers are pushing the envelope with 

MR to distort the border between the real, the physical and virtual, Eno’s personal 

artistic achievement would be for the visitors to “come away from one of my 

installations wanting to slow down and take more time.”412 Eno “assumes that at 

some level all technologies have that capacity to make something that we never 

imagined before.”413 

In the next section, I will discuss the dilemmas associated with the rapid growth 

of AI and its impact on creativity and human interaction in particular. Fearing 

artificial intelligence often relates to AI’s ability to steal our humanity away from 

us. Scientists and philosophers agree in principle that conscious and free will are 

some of the basic descriptors for humans. Since free will is an essential ingredient 

of interactivity I will particularly have to address the human decision-making 

process. In the light of current discoveries of neuroscience and behavioral 

economics, an act of decision making is linked to biochemical mechanisms 

 
411 Ray, Susana. Brian Eno and Peter Chilvers create ‘quite magical’ flower garden of sound in 
Amsterdam with ‘Bloom: Open Space’. Microsoft News. February 22, 2018. Accessed January 
25, 2020. https://news.microsoft.com/features/brian-eno-peter-chilvers-create-quite-magical-
flower-garden-sound-amsterdam-bloom-open-space/ 
412 Ibid. 
413 Microsoft Channel. Behind the Scenes of Bloom: Open Space. YouTube. Video File. February 
22, 2018. Accessed on September 5, 2019. https://youtu.be/-vQ_DYWh734 
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responsible for calculating high numbers probabilities. These types of 

calculations, as well as pattern recognition abilities, are a stronghold of AI. We 

can easily imagine driverless transportation, AI family doctor or a robot 

housekeeper, but how about a cello virtuoso or a graffiti artist? Will an artificial 

YoYo Ma or Banksy do? Is artificial intelligence defining an apotheosis of human 

creativity? Is this the end of art or just the end of art as we know it? One of the 

signs of change manifested itself in 2019 when Ars Electronica festival Out of the 

Box – The Middlelife Crisis of the Digital Revolution transitioned one of its key 

classifications - Hybrid Art into Artificial Intelligence & Life Art category. 

“To survive…we must achieve Super-benevolent Superintelligence 

…Living Algorithms that Maximize Benefits for All.”414 

David Hanson, Founder & CEO 

Hanson Robotics 

AI IS CALLING  

 I still remember very well, when was the first time I thought about Artificial 

Intelligence. It happened in the late 1970s, outside Polonia movie theater in 

Chorzów, right after watching Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey. An iconic 1968 

science-fiction film, based on Arthur C. Clark’s short story and ultimately a novel 

under the same title, bringing the issue of human annihilation by the machines. 

For decades, writers, thinkers and artists were toying with a question of machine 

domination over humans but it was not until the well-publicized victorious IBM 

Deep Blue supercomputer chess match with Garry Kasparov in 1997 when it 

became apparent to the general public that it is a question for a current generation 

not the future one to deal with. It is important to note here, that when it was hailed 

as a victory of the machine over humans, in reality, it was the machine being 

helped by a team of skilled programmers working with it step-by-step along the 

match against Kasparov.415  

 
414 Hanson, David. Why We Need AI with Heart. Keynote address, Master & Robots Conference, 
Warsaw, October 8 – 9, 2019. 
415 Ihde, Don. Chapter Eight: Of Which Human Are We Post? H+ Transhumanism and its Critics. 
ed. William Grassie and Gregory R. Hansell. Metanexus Institute 2011. Accessed on January 25, 
2020. http://www.metanexus.net 
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The most current leaps in computing power (soon involving quantum computing) 

and machine learning (marked with human-machine spectacles-contests which 

humans have been losing so far i.e. to the hyper-fast calculating machine - 

Google’s DeepMind AI beat AlphaGo champion Lee Sedol in 2016) have sparked 

a fierce public debate about the threats and benefits of AI in human life. Public 

arguments between global business leaders like Elon Musk and Bill Gates, 

supported by physicists Stephen Hawking, on one side and Facebook’s CEO  

Table 6. 8 definitions of artificial intelligence, organized into four categories. (Russell, Norvig, Artificial 
Intelligence: A Modern Approach, 2010). 

Thinking Humanly  

“The exciting new effort to make 

computers think . . . machines with 

minds, in the full and literal sense.” 

(Haugeland, 1985)  

“[The automation of] activities that we 

associate with human thinking, 

activities such as decision-making, 

problem solving, learning . . .” 

(Bellman, 1978) 

Thinking Rationally  

“The study of mental faculties through 

the use of computational 

models.”(Charniak and McDermott, 

1985)  

“The study of the computations that 

make it possible to perceive, reason, 

and act.” (Winston, 1992) 

Acting Humanly  

“The art of creating machines that 

perform functions that require 

intelligence when performed by 

people.” (Kurzweil, 1990) 

“The study of how to make computers 

do things at which, at the moment, 

people are better.” (Rich and Knight, 

1991) 

Acting Rationally  

“Computational Intelligence is the 

study of the design of intelligent 

agents.” (Poole et al., 1998) 

“AI ...is concerned with intelligent 

behavior in artifacts.” (Nilsson, 1998) 
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Zuckerberg on the other, the arguments for pro and against the AI, have captured 

the news headlines in the late 2010s. The question if Artificial Intelligence is 

equal to human intelligence still waits for the final answer.  

According to the modern father of computer science Alan Turing – if the 

computer program can convince a human they communicate with another human, 

then according to Turing, the machine can be described as a thinking entity. 

Although today some computers can fool humans and be thought to be them, 

whether composing music or driving cars, the 1950s test, was designed as a test 

for humans to distinguish between a human and a machine conversation. If one 

builds a massive table containing close to finite sets of conversations, the machine 

may have human-like conversational skills but it still may not equal human 

intelligence. In order to pass the so-called total Turing Test, the machine must 

possess natural language processing, knowledge presentation, automated 

reasoning, machine learning, computer vision and robotics abilities – the Turing 

Test is still relevant today.416 As the definition of Artificial Intelligence is 

inhabited with many partial explanations (as is a case with VR - Lanier’s VR 47th 

definitions417), there is a noticeable lack of precise  criterions to define human 

intelligence so it is for humanity or art (I will address the two in the context of AI 

on the subsequent pages). Alan Turing and Marvin Minsky’s state “that 

intelligence is simply our name for any problem-solving mental process that we 

do not yet understand.”418  

The AI discourse, which is narrowly related to the posthumanism and 

transhumanism movements, oscillates around an emotion of fear and specifically 

fear of mortality. The human fear of death combined with their biological design 

of constant adaptation and change of cells419 is used also as one of the arguments 

by the artificial intelligence skeptics (or proponents depending how one looks at 

it) in a discourse about AI possibly surpassing humans in complex cognitive 

 
416 Russell, Stuart, Norvig, Peter. Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach (New Jersey, 
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tasks. A Swedish thinker and founder of Future of Humanity Institute at the 

University of Oxford, Nick Bostom, describes transhumanism as “an outgrowth of 

secular humanism and the Enlightenment. It holds that current human nature is 

improvable through the use of applied science and other rational methods, which 

may make it possible to increase human health-span, extend our intellectual and 

physical capacities, and give us increased control over our own mental states and 

moods.”420 Following the 2001: A Space Odyssey, public conversation on human 

vs. machine mortality or immortality had been well on its way when in 1982 

Ridley Scotts’ Blade Runner touched our imagination, posing the ethical 

questions of AI development.  

According to the entropic brain hypothesis, humans’ brains possess a labile 

entropy.421 Theoretically, machines can be programmed to have a function of 

mortality. For the sake of conversation, let’s imagine spending $100,000 on a 

sophisticated piece of equipment on Friday, and losing your machine on Sunday 

because it died of a heart attack. These and other similar issues can be addressed 

through the development of new sets of social, ethical, political and economic 

rules. So far, they are being mulled over primarily in academic and artistic circles. 

It is inescapable to establish and formalize what the human-machine relation is 

and will become in the future. This relation with a non-animate entity, similarly, 

for example, to human-corporation relation, must be dealt with on the political, 

social and philosophical level. And to address it we must know what to be human 

means and how that understanding distinguishes us from the machine.  

Consciousness, a central human characteristic, is probably in the center of the AI-

human debate due to its vagueness of definition. This ability of feeling, of self-

awareness, the consciousness of making a decision to do something, to vote in 

democratic elections, to pull a trigger in a video game, to pinch a virtual bubble in 

Brian Eno’s installation defines our humanness as we release, using our free will, 

the decision making process. Since machines are getting better in predicting our 

consciously made decisions thanks to Big Data algorithms utilizing information 
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provided voluntarily by billions of Internet users, predicting human decision 

making process should have become even easier in the future than it had been 

done by Cambridge Analytica, which used algorithms to manipulate American 

voters via social media campaigns during the 2016 US elections or Paul Ekman’s 

techniques of reading human emotions by decoding the 43 muscles in human 

face. Already, writing applications are finishing our sentences or suggesting a 

better choice of words. Large online service providers like Google Gmail are 

offering their customers an AI-powered predictive response service to lower 

people’s daily email load and thus eliminate or minimize the need to answer 

manually their emails and thus diminish the need to interact with a sender. 

TOWARDS TRANSHUMANISM 

The concept of humanity expressing itself through art is ingrained in our DNA. It 

has been demonstrating itself across continents for tens of thousands of years with 

cave paintings in Apollo 11 Cave in Namibia Africa, Ubirr at Kakadu in 

Australia, Sulawesi’s rock art in Indonesia, and Chauvet Cave in France or when 

the first Native American flint arrowheads scratched the Three Sisters volcanic 

rocks outside Albuquerque New Mexico and left behind over 20,000 petroglyphs.  

Both the creative process of creating artifact and evaluating art has been 

traditionally connected to human emotions, “the emotions which are kindled in 

the human being are stronger than the human being himself … they must at all 

costs find an outlet … they must take on overt form … they must be 

communicated or put to work.”422 According to  the American psychologist Paul 

Ekman, there are seven basic human emotions, which demonstrate  themselves 

via an individual’s face across various cultures and geographical locations. These 

facial expressions of emotions are - anger, sadness, fear, surprise, disgust, 

contempt and happiness. Ekman’s research and findings have been widely used 

by the US intelligence agencies and lately by the tech companies.423 Microsoft, 

IBM, and Amazon developed “emotion recognition” algorithms, which are meant 
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to predict humans’ feelings. These AI software solutions, evaluating human’s 

emotions are not perfect yet and they may be only 30% accurate in certain cases. 

But the demand for more precise solutions in this multi-billion-dollar industry is 

thriving.424  

Some argue that AI algorithms can fool human emotions better than Shakespeare, 

or Banksy since according to modern science emotion is just a biochemical 

process in our body.425 With this notion, machines can produce art, which could 

successfully touch us emotionally. This goes hand-in-hand with the philosophy of 

algorithmic machinery or transhumanism as “a liberation movement advocating 

nothing less than a total emancipation from biology itself.”426 A concept of 

humanity mirrors the interpretation of the human type at any given time in the 

history of homo sapiens over the last, lets say 200,000 years. The (historically 

speaking) shifting of the meaning of humanity has to do less with our biological 

evolution and more with the changing of culture altered by the development of 

new technologies.427 This technologically deterministic view of modern man-

female-human seems to agree with Foucault’s view on deconstruction of modern 

human – “taking European culture since the sixteenth century …  man is a recent 

invention within it … As the archeology of our thought easily shows, man is an 

invention of recent date. And one perhaps nearing an end.”428 The philosophical 

concept of human reinvention is reinforced by the author of the Suprematism 

treatise, a Polish-Ukrainian-Russian artist Kazimierz Malewicz. A century ago, 

Malewicz, first created and then described, art liberated from the conscious mind 

and emotions. His iconic Black Square challenged both the audience’s and the 

critics’ aesthetics with the new artistic language of simple geometric forms. In 

contrast to other avant-garde art movements of the time, Suprematism possessed a 

devoted conviction about the effect of technology on the meaning of art. In his 

1927 manuscript of The Non-Objective World, Malewicz formed two equations to 

better illustrate the representation of his flat geometric artifact. Malewicz, looks 
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first, back over the horizon to the early humans, “the Suprematist square and the 

forms proceeding out of it can be likened to the primitive marks (symbols) of 

aboriginal man which represented, in their combinations, not ornament but a 

feeling of rhythm.”429 He then turns the opposite direction to the future, where 

 

Screen Shot 66.  1929 version of the 
original 1913 & 1915 Black Square. 

 

The square = feeling 

 

The white field = the void beyond this feeling 

Suprematism claims that art does not need humans anymore to be art. It 

transcends well into transhumanism of the 21st century, “art … wants to have 

nothing further to do with the object, as such, and believes that it can exist, in and 

for itself, without “things.”430 In a way, the Suprematist manifesto gave way to AI 

over 100 years ago - "Art can advance and develop for art’s sake alone. Art does 

not need us, and it never did.”431  

In December of 2019, I had a chance to visit a 2019 IMPAKT Festival’s exhibit in 

Utrecht, Netherlands. The festival’s exhibits aim was to scrutinize human 

“interaction with technology and how this relationship alters our behavior and 

perception.”432 One of the Festival’s central questions was dealing with the 

understanding of the interaction between humans and intelligent physical world in 

the context of “calm technologies,”433 seamless interfaces mediating, on humans’ 
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behalf, with smart technology. The IMPAKT curators’ observation of the 

changing state of interactivity mediated by a “vanishing interface” adds to the 

discourse about the interactive relationship between the artist and the recipient via  

 

Screen Shot 67. ."Smile, Please." An interactive installation dealing with the prevalence of emotion AI by 
Winnie Yoe & Chenshan Gao. IMPAKT Festival 2019, Utrecht, NL. 

a virtual artifact - “For the sake of seamless interaction, the interface has all but 

disappeared—only ourselves and our activities remain.”434 The development of 

these structurally complex “vanishing interfaces” is partly driven by AI 

technologies.  

In my search for a definition of human vs. artificial intelligence, the emotional 

element of our humanness plays a vital role in determining the concepts of arts 

and the attempts to recreate human intelligence inside the machine. Starting with 

the Malevich’s juxtaposition of emotion versus feeling relationship of artist to 

their work and his statement that “the concepts of the conscious mind are 

worthless,”435 and fifty years later Joseph Beuys’s Every Man is An Artist 

declaration – art migrates from objectivity and aesthetics to the questions of social 

system strata and a question of human self-awareness and self-determination in its 
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most fundamental form – the genesis of consciousness.  

In 1973, art theorist and artist Joseph Beuys'  explanation of his applauded phrase 

“this most modern art discipline -… - will only reach fruition when every living 

person becomes a creator, a sculptor, or architect of the social organism,” 436 

somehow anticipated a human job market shift in a post work, 21st-century 

society. As artificial intelligence and machines will keep replacing job after job, 

human identity will need to transform accordingly. Switzerland and Finland have 

already conducted experiments in universal basic support and the scientists are 

looking for solutions for inevitable global hyper unemployment.  

Perhaps, an alternative model of human pursuit of happiness can be achieved 

through engagement in religion or the arts as in “every man is an artist” phrase. 

Since “creativity (…) poses particularly difficult hurdles for automation,” and the 

artists, thanks to their inherently implied uniqueness and the art’s emotional 

impact on society, the arts may be the last to be replaced by AI.437 Artists play an 

important role already in the pioneering fields of robotics as I discuss below the 

creation of Sophie, the most famous robot “alive.”  

Tracing behind the artists/theorists are philosophers, who like the rest of modern 

society were caught off guard by the acceleration in bringing AI technology to the 

cybermarket and the magnitude of cyberculture input to the global community. 

Anil Seth, a Professor of Cognitive and Computational Neuroscience at 

University of Sussex, believes that “consciousness has less to do with pure 

intelligence and more to do with our nature as living and breathing organisms.”438 

German philosopher of mind, Thomas Metzinger, who developed the Self-Model 

of Subjectivity, a concept of a representation of an organism generated by itself 

and embedded in its representation of the world, claims “that no such things as 
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selves exist in the world: Nobody ever was or had a self.”439  

It is not coincidental that artists play an important role in driving development of 

AI and robotics. The good example can be found in the Kazimierz Malevich: 

Suprematism exhibition’s catalog where it describes Malevich as “a great painter 

and a great philosopher who was able to raise in philosophical, often idiolectical 

terms, on par with the greats, the question of the truth of being.”440 Another 

parallel between Suprematism and AI is transformation from the individual to the  

 

Screen Shot 68. Seeing I: 24 Hour Trial. Ars Electronica 2019. 

collective. The liberation from objective art calls for Mark Farid, who appeared in 

the 2019 Ars Electronica in Lintz and the IMPAKT Festival in Utrecht. Farid uses 

VR installations to examine the formation of consciousness and how our 

constructed identity is shaped by societal expectations. In September of 2019, he 

spent 7 days in the Alelierhaus Salzamt residency program of Ars Electronica 

wearing a VR headset as a trial before his full, 28-day non-stop experiment in 

London in 2020. Farid’s Seeing I project was inspired by the 1971 Zimabardo’s 

Stanford Prison Experiment, Jean Baudrillard’s Simularca and Simulation and the 

Orwellian Big Brother-style Quite: We Live in Public human experiment, which 

was turned into an award winning film We Live in Public by Ondi Timoner 

(2009).  

In the center of the Seeing I project is Farid’s VR induced simulated life and a 

relationship with the Others. The lack of human interaction while having an 
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indirect relationship with the Others during the long, extensive test simulations of 

reality, while wearing the virtual reality headset on the gallery’s set, was an 

opportunity to experience a different person’s life without any relevance to his 

own life. The artist was cut off from any physical contact with the outside world. 

At first sight, he looked relaxed, while nourishing his physical body with fish and 

chips or a piece of chocolate. But this extremely physically and mentally 

exhausting experiment, throws a shard into the concept of an independent self and 

provokes the questions about the uniqueness of an inherent self versus a self as a 

product of culture.  

After the 7-day trial phase, and specifically in the immediate post-virtual reality 

momentum, Farid suffered mental tiredness. This tiredness was caused, first of 

all, by a feeling of imprisonment, with his mind experiencing a feeling of being 

trapped and not having a freedom of movement. Second it was caused by a 

constant intrusion of video and sound. This relentless stream of audio-visual 

information the artist was exposed to, blocked his mind from freedom of choice. 

His mind went “blank” no matter how hard he tried to think about anything of his 

own choosing. Trapped in the simulated world, Farid’s mind couldn’t escape the 

virtual reality environment.  

Another post-VR space travel effect he experienced was physical fatigue 

manifesting itself by motion sickness immediately after removal of the HMDs. 

Interestingly, Farid gets motion sickness after he takes off his HMD in contrast to 

the majority of users, who usually get sick during VR projections. He attributes 

the motion sickness he experienced to the difference between the horizon line in 

the VR space and the physical world horizon line and a buildup of wax in his ears 

after wearing headsets for a prolonged time. He also experienced lonesomeness 

and a craving for human companionship. The artist observed that he was yearning 

for a “reference to reality,” which was satisfied by an on-site psychologist who 

touched his leg or gave him a hug. The psychologist also conducted a 

questionnaire about Farid experiences during the session.441  

Farid’s experiments resemble an example of astronauts’ space travel aberration of 
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their phenomenal body axis. “Astronauts, after some time in space, tend to lose 

their phenomenal body axis, the subjective feeling of where the top and where the 

bottom of their body is. When trying to eat, for instance, this can be 

uncomfortable. Every astronaut knows how to help his buddy: He briefly touches 

the sole of his partner’s foot, and instantly his phenomenal body image will lock 

into a subjective “top-bottom-axis” again.“ Metzinger uses this example to 

illustrate that humans’ concept of self is virtual and when the body is subjected to 

external input, like in the case of space travel and weightlessness, the self is 

“highly context-dependent: Its content is a possibility and not a reality. (…) The 

actuality of situated self-awareness is a virtual form of actuality.” 442  Human 

experience of reality is a mental model or a process.  

The question of interactivity in VR is fundamentally connected to consciousness 

and self- awareness of humans. The opposing views on the source of 

consciousness determine if interactivity is an extension of a metaphysical self’s  

 

Screen Shot 69. HAPPINESS. Installation by Dries Verhoeven. IMPAKT Festival 2019, Utrecht, NL. 

free will or of a pre-determined mathematical process or algorithm. In Utrecht, 

Dutch artist Dries Verhoven, exhibited an elaborate robotic installation featuring a 

humanoid pharmacist supplying painkillers and antidepressants in the makeshift 
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drugstore. Verhoven investigates the 4-dimensional relationships of artist – work 

– spectator – everyday reality. His question if emotions are programmable, which 

touches the very core of a discourse on the AI – human race to supremacy. Since 

one of humanity’s uniquenesses is the perception of emotion, the ability to 

recognize and express emotion is seen as a fault line between a human and a 

machine. People are already inducing their consciousness with virtual happiness 

via legal drugs and by doing so the process of virtual manipulation is already on 

its way. The humanoid pharmacist not only sells the drugs, she also is a user and 

demonstrates the effects and “feelings” humans may be hit with. This powerful 

presentation of cross-human-robot drug induced elation shows human 

vulnerability to AI manipulation. Using human gesture and sound, Verhoeven 

delivers an emotional warning about an ambiguous relationship between the 

machine and us and he leaves his audience with a final question: Are we 

abandoning our humanness altogether?   

The artist, who often crosses art fields (unusual only from the conventional point 

of view), from theatre to installation art, challenges the spectators with doubt 

about fact and fiction about the shattered boundaries between virtual and real . 

“The artificial time limit between the proposed world and reality often gets in the 

way. I would rather see a visitor cautiously enter the outside world, not sure if 

what he has just experienced continues, infiltrates the world we call our 

reality.”443 

From Malewicz’s utopian role of art and his aligning the emotionless art to David 

Henson whose artistic vision mixed with passion for technology is leading a race 

for an intelligent machine, artists theorists and technologists collaborate to shape 

the future of Artificial Intelligence. One of the main players in this field of 

interdisciplinary collaboration has been traditionally Nokia Bell Labs, which has 

worked with artists since the 1930s beginning with  the conductor Leopold 

Stokowski  and in the late 1960s Lilian Schwartz, a pioneer of computer mediated 

art, who, among other things, developed special color filters and editing 

techniques. Often called “The Idea Factory,” Bell Laboratories’ achievements in 
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the field of communications cannot be overstated with eight Nobel prize winners 

and countless scientific discoveries including Cloude Shannon, the father of 

information theory. In this tradition, today Nokia Bell Labs keeps disrupting the 

technology to help advance human existence using both art and engineering. At 

the core of their mission is to create an interaction between the artists and the 

engineers to break the many existing barriers between people, various cultures, 

religions, and politics and to fight the negative information, which is pouring 

through the Internet and overpowering the positive. 

power of negative >> power of positive 

AI/robotics artist and Bell Labs artist-in-resident, Sougwen Chung, sees “facilities 

like Bell Labs have an inside view into how digital technologies have shaped our 

culture, so the awareness that the decisions we make today can have a significant 

impact on society ten years from now comes naturally to their legacy and vision 

moving forward.”444 

Domhnaill Hernon, Head of Innovation Incubation and Experiment in Arts and 

Technology at Nokia Bell Labs, believes that imbalance is threatening humanity’s 

wellbeing and must be counterbalanced with the creation of more positive 

messages in order to break down the walls dividing people today. They also study 

digital loneliness caused by digital interconnectivity, and the tension between the 

virtual and the physical worlds. They explore these aspects of the future via 

experimentation with art and technology, asking how we can work and live with 

robots.  It's positive vs. negative in today’s world.  

The 1960’s Experiments in Arts and Technology (E.A.T.) a non-for-profit 

program, led by Bell Labs engineers Billy Klüver and Fred Waldhaumer with 

artists Robert Rauschenberg and Robert Whitman brought John Cage, Lucinda 

Childs, Öyvind Fahlström, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Steve Paxton, Yvonne 

Rainer, David Tudor, and of course Robert Rauschenberg and Robert Whitman to 

interact with the scientists and engineers with the aim of encouraging cross- 
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disciplinary work between the arts and sciences. The organization evolved as a 

result of 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering, an October 1966 gathering of 

artists and engineers in New York City. The artists infused their art into the 

technological process and changed the world of technology and influenced how 

their engineers thought. These interactions between linear thinking technologists 

and lateral thinking artists led to new approaches to technological disruptions.  

Bell Labs scientists have been working on virtual teleportation solutions and the 

Labs’ artist residents are helping with the empathic element of teleportation 

(information induced with emotion) to help break down the barriers that exist 

between people. Hernon uses Maslov’s expanded hierarchy of needs to explain 

 

Screen Shot 70. (Left) 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineers, (Right). Deborah Hay, "Solo," 1966. 

his and the Labs’ role in helping humanity be more creative, self-actualized and 

reach its full potential. They want to help people ascend to the top of Maslov’s 

pyramid so that humans can have more time to be creative and figure out the best 

ways to interact with each other in the post-digital era. The way to achieve this is 

for Bell Labs to develop a solution to transferring or teleporting emotions 

virtually. This could be done by augmenting people’s six senses to enhance the 

current state of communication with text, voice, video and emojis and keep 
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breaking the barriers between people across the world. Music is a universal mode 

of communicating emotions.  By encoding music with a required emotion and 

empathy, music can be the right vehicle to augment distance communications.  

The AI-driven music generators, spatial audio or VR art projects with haptics, use 

additional chains of persuasion to make communication more convincing. 

Especially with XR technologies and its motion-sickness side effect, adding 

haptics, a wearable element, may persuade a user’s brain that it is a real 

experience instead of a simulated one. Bell Labs’ augmented intelligence 

similarity engine takes advantage of sensor summation, combining information 

from individual sensors one using online. This similarity engine adds to 

communication an extra sensory perception via sensor fusion by breaking down 

big data to small data. Hernon believes that by demonstrating the similarities of 

small data between all people, Bell Labs will be able to tear those walls down 

again.  

The Labs, similarly to the IMPAKT festival, are investigating calm technologies, 

developing solutions for sensorless sensing so people can interact without a need 

for wearable devices. A very powerful presentation by the Irish artist Philip King 

showcases the Bell Labs E.A.T.’s technology induced by poetry. Creating Sonic 

Empathy to Augment the Spoken Word is both moving and chilling at the same 

time and a testament to human-machine creativity. King’s recitations of the 

Persian poet Rumi and Irish poet Moya Cannon are accompanied by artificial 

intelligence’s original music. The music is generated by the words, the emotion, 

and the gestures of the speaker. The final effect is surprisingly moving and 

emotional. Philip King’s experiment was preceded by sonophing fish in a tank 

and the effect of turbulence. 

In May of 2017, Beatie Wolfie released her first online VR single,445 which 

claims to be the world’s first 360° AR stream. The British musician, who in 2013 

created the world's first 3D Interactive Vinyl Album App for iPhone to infuse 

music with VR technology in an attempt to create a virtual equivalent of vinyl for 

the 21st-century. Wolfe successfully mixes a traditional genre with cutting-edge 
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technologies. The app was accompanied by a gadget called Palm Top Theatre, an 

iPhone destined device, which was using an 1860s technique called Pepper’s 

ghost. Palm Top Theatre was an analog attempt to start using smartphones as the 

source of multidimensional projections before the arrival of virtual reality 

headsets for phones in mid 2010s. Palm Top Theatre, created by  the Japanese 

media artist Jitsuro Mase446 in collaboration with V2_ and Tom Nagae, won the 

 

Screen Shot 71. Beatie Wolfie’s 3D album was filmed by Weavers Productions and presented on the Palm 
Top Theatre.447 

2010 Honorary Mention award at the Ars Electronica Festival in Linz. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to download the application from the Apple store 

from the link provided on Wolfie’s website,448 possibly due to a region restriction 

for access. Her augmented reality Raw Space project was a collaboration between 

the artist, interactive studio Design I/O, and Nokia Bell Labs. The entire album, 

Raw Space, was built around a week-long live-to-record Virtual Reality streaming 

from the iconic Bell Labs anechoic chamber in Murray Hill, New Jersey. The 

chamber, hailed 80 years ago as the quietest room in the world, is virtually 

without any echo effect, absorbing 99.995% of any acoustic energy above 200 
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Hertz.449 Wolfie described her first impression of walking into the quietest room 

in the world as “profoundly reflective.”450 She described Raw Space, her third 

technology based album, “as it's almost the most complete version of creating this 

totally multi-sensory experience for people to be fully immersed”451 in her music 

by using real-time Augmented Reality visuals like animated lyrics and original 

artwork. Calling the album “the anti-stream for our current streaming generation,” 

which “really celebrate the world of the album,”452 it was beamed out to the loud 

global audience from  an ultimately quiet place, while being augmented by the 

360˚virtual reality experience of anechoic sound and corresponding artwork. The 

custom software, created by Design I/O, enabled the artist to record 30 minutes of 

360˚ video material for each of her songs on the album. Design I/O used Depthkit, 

a volumetric video capture solution often used for XR media as well as 

openFrameworks, an open source toolkit popular with creative coders working 

with media projects. Wolfie's work is not focusing directly on the obvious 

features of interactivity per se. It rather takes a more winding scenic road to 

engage her audience. She critiques the way “we’re replacing ceremony with  

 

Screen Shot 72. (Left) Nokia’s $45,000Ozo VR camera (off the market); (Right). I/O Design software 
solution. 

immediacy”453 but hopes that the audience will make a U-turn and come back to 

ceremony at some point.  
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Beatie’s physical representation of her music through 3D projections, The Album 

Deck intelligent cards or AR technology, engage the listeners’ other senses to 

produce new sensations and experiences of music. Her yearning for physical 

interaction between the users and her music is being shared by other 

experimenting artists who like Imogene Heap, for example, use haptic devices as 

a part of the creative process. Physical gloves paint images in correlation with 

music while Heap is directing the audio-visual stream. Wolfie wants the users to 

“consume” her music in the form of story, which is floating out of the vinyl 

record placed in a turntable against the backdrop of the quietest room of earth, 

 

Screen Shot 73. Beatie Wolfie in Nokia Bells Lab anechoic chamber. The graphical elements representing 
music are coming out of the vinyl played on the gramophone. 

 “surrounding the listener.”454 Beatie’s multi-media experiments have built her a 

reputation of being a global innovation celebrity, earning her a place with the UN 

Women Impossible to Ignore campaign and an exhibit at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum as part of the London Design Festival.  

The field of XR musical tryouts expands to other experimenting artists from 

Björk, Imogene Heap, Lindsey Stirling - Artemis to Kizuna AI, the first Japanese 

virtual YouTuber. Islanding music icon Björk released her Vulnicura VR album 

 
454 Ibid. Wolfe, Beatie. Raw Space Anti-Stream – Documentary. 
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on STEAM in September 5th of 2019,455 following her 18-month long exhibition 

world tour, Björk Digital, which began in 2016. Björk’s live performances were 

accompanied by the VR content created for her album Vulnicura. NME magazine 

described the world premiere of Bjork’s VR video of Notget, that it “combines 

high resolution 3D scans, on-location holostudio, motion capture and 

videogrammetry along with real-time special audio design that envelopes and 

embeds the user into Björk’s performance. These digital assets are blended 

 

Screen Shot 74. From left: Björk, Kizuna AI, Lindsey Stirling. 

together to create an ever evolving and changing digital form of particles, light 

and sound that inhabits the space with you.”456 Björk’s imagination and her 

descriptive style of music are an easy fit to the Virtual Reality aesthetics of her 

nine songs. Her phantasmagoric imagery, costumes and scenography entice the 

[v]users to explore and interact with her VR stories by leaping from one sphere to 

another when they clicked on the selection using HTC Vive controllers at 

London’s Otherworld’s VR arcade-like installation.457 The interactivity in VR 

films is driven either by textual signage or sound. Sound design, which in case of 

2D/16:9 format films enhances the picture. In music, VR films turn into 

 
455 STEAM. Björk Vulnicura Virtual Reality Album. Released on September 5, 2019. Accessed 
January 28, 
2020.https://store.steampowered.com/app/1095710/Bjrk_Vulnicura_Virtual_Reality_Album/ 
456 Björk Digital. Accessed January 28, 2020. http://www.xn--bjrk-6qa.it/bjork-digital/#! 
457 Giacomo, Lee. Björk's new VR album shows emotion and audio are the future of the medium. 
Digital Arts from IDG. September 06, 2019. Accessed January 30, 2020. 
https://www.digitalartsonline.co.uk/features/hacking-maker/bjorks-new-vr-album-shows-emotion-
audio-are-future-of-medium/ 
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something more than that – they become an interactive sound design. It takes on a 

new role as an editor by guiding [v]users in a 360-degree space filled with Björk’s 

voice and music. The surreal and almost hallucinatory atmosphere of Björk’s 

physical and virtual reality creations is what VR technology thrives on.  

The concept of gesture and haptic wear has been explored by a Grammy-award 

winning artist and technologist Imogen Heap who was intrigued by VR and 

 

Screen Shot 75. Björk Digital. http://www.xn--bjrk-6qa.it/bjork-digital/#! 

wanted initially to explore that “distant magic space” only to find out “that it 

wasn’t … it was this real like human interaction”  she experienced after using the 

social media platform TheWaveVR to VR stream her artwork.458 Heap’s use of 

technology in art led her to the development of haptic VR music gloves for the 

masses. 459 MI.MU gloves enable a user to compose and to perform an entire song 

using only hands.460 While developing the gloves, Heap found out that she was 

“looking for freedom, she was looking for this ability to just explore electronic 

 
458 Deahl, Dani. Inside Imogen Heap’s cutting-edge VR concert, The Future of Music with Dani 
Deahl. The Future of Music: Season 1. YouTube. Video File. August 23, 2018. Accessed January 
30, 2020. https://youtu.be/HoDqeunBH10 
459 Mi.Mu Gloves. Accessed January 30, 2020.  https://mimugloves.com/ 
460 Heap, Imogen. Sculpting music with Mi.Mu gloves.”TEDxCERN. Video File. December 7, 
2015. Accessed January 30, 2020. https://youtu.be/7oeEQhOmGpg 
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music in a place she has never been able to before because everything is (…) in 

the boxes, in lines, and it is very formatted.”461 Her gloves are changing the way 

an artist physically interacts  with her instrument. In a traditional setting, the 

performers’ hands or mouths “squeeze” the sounds out of the instrument 

following pre-programmed or improvised notations. The gloves’ movements, 

initiated by playing out notes on an instrument, are adding a new dimension to the 

construct of a composition by imitating sounds created by gestures and shape 

movements of the body during the performance. Heap  

 

Screen Shot 76. Imogen Heap. 

demonstrated this effect of playing with MI.MU gloves on during her augmented 

piano performance in front of a live audience during her TEDx talk at CERN in 

Switzerland.462 She was moving back and forth and thus changing the angle 

between her hands with the glove on and the keys of the piano. These moves 

influenced the sounds produced by the electric piano.  

In the summer of 2018, Heap took part in a live hologram-like streaming 

experience produced by the Los Angeles based WeWaveVR (now Waves) 

platform. The event, pre-recorded in her house/studio in Essex, UK, introduced to 

the global audience virtual Imogen Heap and her personal space, which was 

digitally constructed again by the volumetric capture company DepthKit.  

Waves’ social media component, which allows [v]users to interact not only with 

the work (music, voice, movement and virtual environments) but also with each 

other during  a live performance is setting a trend for virtual reality participatory 

 
461 Ibid. 
462 Ibid. 
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art. Interestingly, a social and political element of participatory art was tested 

recently by Waves, when they opened their platform to host an Iranian artist Ash 

Koosha who was banned by President Trump to enter the U.S. Koosh managed to 

introduce his art to the American audience while the [v]users were able to interact 

with each other in real-time thus breaking existing physical political barriers with 

VR technology.  

As previously mentioned, Heap’s performance was staged at her home, 

specifically at her converted old hay barn where the physical decorations met their 

digital counterparts. The 360˚ VR and the depth cameras were positioned around 

the dedicated stage, where Heap, wearing her haptic gloves, performed her songs. 

Her gloves and the keyboard were sending data feeds to the cameras. Heap’s body 

was captured against the green screen and her digitized image was used to 

manipulate her physical body during the performance to achieve unique special 

AR effects. Prior to the concert, the Waves team recorded 1 terabyte worth of 

Imogene's video including 3D depth footage, which registered the distance of 

individual pixels in each frame instead of color like traditional cameras. The depth 

footage was then overlaid with the actual color footage using DepthKit software 

to create the parallel, synced images ready to be imported to Unity’s real-time 

development platform to produce a hologram-like visual AR effect.  

The music VR-mania is going beyond well-established figures in the music 

industry. The indie Rock group I-Exist has begun working on an entirely VR 

based album in 2015. They have recorded and published several songs so far.463 

The crowdfunded project was supposed to be completed in 2018 but as of January 

2020, Consciousness, the first ever entirely produced VR album has not yet 

materialized.464 Back in Bell Labs, Belgian fashion artist Jasna Rokegem, has 

been pushing the limits of fashionable wearables through the applications of 

haptics, Extended Reality (XR), Internet of Things, and augmented intelligence. 

Rokegem’s speculative design approach looks into a near future repercussion of 

today’s technological innovations on the world of fashion.  Her lab, in 

 
463 I-Exist. Apple Music. Accessed January 30, 2020.  https://music.apple.com/us/artist/i-
exist/331923806 
464 Kickstarter. Consciousness - The VR Concept Album. Accessed January 28, 2020. 
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/844845263/consciousness-the-vr-concept-album 
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collaboration with scientists and engineers, constructed early prototypes of what 

she calls Emotion Identifiers and Simulators.465 They can sense the wearer's mood 

and make it materialized via visual and haptic responses.  

Rokegem's interest in the future concepts of human communication including 

visualization of neurological states of mind started back in college. Born out of 

her “intelligent pajama” idea when she was lying in bed, overwhelmed by her 

final capstone project at the art school, her Brainwaves collection investigated the 

connection between a person's brain and their fashion.  

In one of the early outfits called Exaltation, Rokegem used an 

electroencephalography (EEG) tool to capture in real-time brainwaves of a model 

and transferred them to the ensemble. The garment reacts to the signal and 

depending on a mood or rather frequencies generated by the wearer, its collar 

adjusts its position around the model’s neck. The real-time neurofeedback of the 

garment informs the model about their current state of mind. The clothing acts as 

a shield when the wearer is low and it opens up when the person feels more 

upbeat. This concept’s goal is to become some sort of public human mood 

detector, which has the ambition to become a public identity generator in a similar 

way social media represents us to other people. And since fashion organically 

always has been an outside representation of our selves, Rokegem believes that it 

is a natural vessel for honest human brain generated self-awareness.  

One may even think about it as a self-imposed blockchain of true selves and 

identities. The way the wearer interacts with the surroundings via their garment is 

now determined by continuous neurological stimulations, displayed in visual form 

during the time the outfit is being worn. This is in contrast to the wearing of 

traditional clothes, which are picked up from a wardrobe then worn  to make a 

singular impression during the interaction with encountered individuals. The 

interaction between the wearer and the garment, the garment and the wearer, plus 

the social encounters with others, manifest a way near future societies may deal 

 
465 Baart, Ruben. Why in the future, we will all wear one piece of garment. Next Nature Network. 
December 7, 2018. Accessed 03.02.2020. https://nextnature.net/2018/12/interview-jasna-rok 
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with issues of identity, self-awareness, and communication without a need for 

gesture or verbal interaction. 

Rokegem’s collaboration with Bell Labs focused on aspects of mental states 

instead of physical body interactive states and particularly on emotional 

intelligence and how humans can control, identify and cognize their own 

emotions. On her journey to the four dimensions of fashion – physical, 2D digital, 

VR and AR, Jasna introduced her entire Brainwaves collection in VR during the 

2016 Amsterdam Fashion Show. The following year, at the FashionTech Berlin, 

she used a simple, portable AR gadget producing an interactive, holographic-like  

 

Screen Shot 77. Jasna Rok – Mindlight brain trainer Photo by Ellie van den Brande. 

3D image of her intelligent garment. A German invention, a few centimeters tall, 

the JUWL Do-It-Yourself Kit projects objects from an iPad. She views VR as an 

intermediate phase leading to Augmented Reality high-end solutions for 

wearables, and “interactive runways.”466 Rokegem dreams big.   Her collaboration 

with Koen Kas, Martine-Nikole Rojina, Mark Coeckelbergh as well as the 

scientists from Nokia Bell Labs may lead first to creating healing wearables and 

then taking over space fashion for future space travelers.467  

Garrett Coleman & Jason Oremus, of the Hammerstep dance group who 

participated in a 2018 Lab’s artist-in-resident program, used a laboratory space 

 
466 JUWL Hologram Experience. Jasna Rok at FashionTech 2017. Accessed February 4, 2020. 
https://www.juwl.de/en/news/jasnarok 
467 Mpathy Studio. Mystery of the Future. Diplomatic World. May 2017. Accessed February 05, 
2020. http://diplomatic-world.com/?p=1527 
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formerly occupied by Claude Shannon, to experiment with motion-based 

technology in connection with dance generated movements. The fruit of this 

collaboration was a series of interactive tests for participants combined with a 

multimedia, interactive dance performance, which took place between May and 

August of 2018 at the Mana Contemporary on its Jersey City campus. Authors 

and performers, whose dancing roots lay in traditional Irish dancing (they met at a 

renowned Riverdance company), focused on the future of human-machine 

relationships and communication during their time in this art-tech incubator.  

 

Screen Shot 78. (Right). VR (Left) and AR Hologram by JUWL. 

Particularly, they were looking into ways to harmoniously dance with drones 

without using classical controllers. Together with a team of engineers, the 

Coleman – Oremus duo, they endeavored to invent the language of physical 

movement in a form of dance, which can communicate and control the machines 

via “gesture-based motion control without sensors.”468  

In some ways, their Bell Labs experimentation to invent a new coded language 

based on movement, is  reminiscent  of Jaron Lanier’s vision of VR codeless 

software, which he calls phenotropic or neuromimetric programming.469 Lanier 

even classified  this concept and presented it in a form of his “Fifty-second VR 

 
468 Howard, Lindsay. A discussion with Hammerstep on activating technology with human 
movement. Nokia Bell Labs E.A.T. (blog). May 24, 2018. Accessed January 31, 2020. 
https://www.bell-labs.com/var/articles/discussion-hammerstep-activating-technology-human-
movement/ 
469 Ibid. Lanier, p. 304. 
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Definition: A way of using computers that suggests a rejection of the idea of 

code.”470  

Hammerstep, similarly to Imogene Heap, sought to juxtaposition a sanctioned 

movement of the pragmatic engineering order of squares and lines with that of 

Cartesian doubt of a limitless, unbound, and uncalculated human body movement. 

In their performances and interaction with both the machine and the audience, 

they test the future of a hybrid form of communication, built around tracking  

 

Screen Shot 79. Hammerstep dance group Garrett Coleman & Jason Oremus. 

motion-based technologies and sentient virtual objects capable of interacting with 

spectators. Their work, INDIGO GRAY: The Micah Grey Experiment, aims to 

instill in the audience an “illusion of having superhuman abilities,” which could 

open their senses to new types of associations with physical objects and the space 

around them. Hammerstep’s interactive experiments offered the exhibit’s 

participants a responsive projection environment in a 3D geometric structure 

situated in the center of the stage. In addition to gesture-controlled drones, the 

performance’s participants needed to solve the interactive motion puzzles in order 

to progress through the INDIGO GRAY story. The authors wanted the 

users/audience to actively interact in 3D space instead of being static observers. 

Hammerstep applied Bell Labs’s network-controlled drone technology, which 

enables precise tracking of these flying machines so they were able to control the 

drones movements with millisecond latency responsiveness and thus create an 

illusion of dancing in harmony with the machines.  

 
470 Ibid., p. 308. 
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The other artist-in-residence of the Nokia Bell Labs and the New Museum’s 

cultural incubator was Sougwen Chung who collaborated with robots during her 

live exhibit performance in Jersey City. Chung’s research concentrated on human-

robot collaboration and specifically around the area of biometrics and computer 

vision. Her artwork explores marks left by the human (the artist) and the machine 

 

Screen Shot 80. Sougwen Chung Image courtesy Jesse Untracht-Oakner/NEW INC. 

as a result of a co-creation process. The concerted, artistically expressed, co-

existence of the human and individual as well as networked robotics movements, 

driven by artificial intelligence, had been Chung’s work focus. Her reflections on 

evolving intelligent machines, influenced by  a team of artists and engineers, 

culminated in  the construction of a Live Autonomous System, a non-human 

collaborator, she nicknamed DOUGLAS from her original experiment with the 

robotic drawing solution called Drawing Operations Unit: Generation 1 

(D.O.U.G.).471 She is intrigued by the collaborative models of interactions 

between the individual and groups of robots and humans and how these 

relationships may help us better understand humans’ interactions between each 

other. Her description of robotic hardware parts - “the organs of this robotic 

swarm system,” best describes Chung’s anthropomorphizing view of the 

 
471 Howard, Lindsay. A discussion with Sougwen Chung about human-robotic collaborations. 
Nokia Bell Labs E.A.T. (blog). May 24, 2018. Accessed February 3, 2020. URL: 
https://www.bell-labs.com/var/articles/discussion-sougwen-chung-about-human-robotic-
collaborations/ 
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machines she has been working with and the co-authoring of her “gestural 

abstract work.”472  

One of the surprising discoveries during Chung's art collaboration with D.O.U.G. 

on and off the exhibition stage, were the robot’s imperfect imitations of the artists 

drawings, which caused Chung to realize that by accepting these limitations 

humans can actually learn something about themselves. The interactive character 

of her collaboration with DOUGLAS  convinced her “that combining AI and 

robotics with traditional forms of creativity (…) – can help us think a little bit 

more deeply about what is human and what is the machine.”473 She also believes 

that the human-robot collaboration is crucial to secure balance between the two in 

this evolving relationship. Chung’s open-ended questions, which address the 

contemporary and the Future Human474: “Who is in control? Who do we want to 

be in control?”475 penetrates deeply into the physio-neurological tissue of the 

decision-making process during the interaction between the artist, the work and 

the user. 

Yuval Noah Harari selects music out of all art forms as most vulnerable to be 

hacked by the computers: 

“Of all forms of art, music is the most susceptible to Big Data analysis, because both 

inputs and outputs lend themselves to precise mathematical depiction. The inputs are 

mathematical patterns of sound waves and the outputs are the electrochemical patterns of 

neural storms. Within a few decades, an algorithm that goes over millions of musical 

experiences might learn to predict how particular inputs result in a particular output. (…) 

If art is really about inspiring (or manipulating) human emotions, few if any human 

musicians will have a chance of competing with such an algorithm, because they cannot 

match it in understanding the chief instrument they are playing on: the human 

biochemical system.”476 

 
472 Ibid. 
473 Chung, Sougwen. Why I draw with robots. TED. Video File. November 25, 2019. Accessed 
February 1, 2020. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/sougwen_chung_why_i_draw_with_robots?language=en#t-58534 
474 Nokia Bell Labs. Future Human Podcast Series. Accessed on February 02.02.2020. 
https://www.bell-labs.com/programs/experiments-art-and-technology/future-human-podcast/ 
475 Ibid., Howard, Lindsay. A discussion with Sougwen Chung about human-robotic 
collaborations. 
476 Ibid., Harari, 2018, p. 62 
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Harry Yeff, a world-renown Beatboxer and technological innovator, took his 

voice experimentation into the leading academic institutions and research labs in 

search of determining the limits, or better yet, new opportunities of human- 

machine interaction. Yeff or Reeps One, as he is known as a performing artist, 

was conducting a multifaceted investigation of the human voice potential with the 

help from neuroscientists, engineers, and community participants in order to offer 

a fresh perspective on the near future challenges in human-robot communication. 

His ground-breaking expedition, deep into the entrails of the first human 

instrument, produced new insights from the interdisciplinary perspectives, 

combining artistic, technological, cultural and scientific views and inputs.  

Reeps One research was documented in a six-part YouTube series The Making of 

Second Self, Human & Machine.477 His experiments are not only discovering new 

hidden voice potentials but are also unearthing past, long lost pieces of primordial 

languages and sounds.   More importantly they are adding a new perspective on  

 

Screen Shot 81. Harry Yeff at the Nokia Bell Labs anechoic chamber in search of the second self. 

interactivity with its primal source code and intent. The experiment is one of the 

successful replications of human’s uniqueness into a digital form represented by 

 
477 Swissbeatbox. We Speak Music Documentary by Reeps One - Episode 1, Introduction. 
YouTube. Video File. March 2, 1019. Accessed February 2, 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJNkUTeY4Ww 
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sound and light and activated by self-teaching AI algorithms. The self here 

corresponds only to a part of an individual’s holistic self as it is understood by the 

sciences and humanities. Nevertheless, even a partial duplication of a self, may 

trigger effects, which may have social and ethical repercussions.  

Yeff’s recognition of himself in a machine generated uniquely created patterns of 

sounds. This achievement sparks reflection about one’s subjective experience as a 

result of self-hood generated by this individual’s physical processes in his/her 

brain. These processes, caused by changes in brain entropy levels, occurring 

during “a certain organization of actualized differences in the brain,”478 have been 

uniquely human so far as were the processes of interactions. In the middle of the 

20th-century, Bell Labs’ anechoic room allowed scientists to conceive of the 

principals of sound reproduction in the machine. Decades later scientists, coders 

and artists aim at replicating a human voice into Yeff’s “AI vocal twin.”479  

During his collaboration with Bell Labs and filming the documentary, Reeps One 

took artist residency in Harvard and acted as a “guinea pig” for Sophie Scott, a 

researcher at the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience at the University College of 

London. Driven by a chance for a scientific breakthrough, Reeps One documented 

his scientific efforts to deconstruct his and the other 150 volunteers’ videos with 

their unique sounds to build a graphical and artistic representation of these basic 

sounds in the form of an artwork. The system visualized at his Harvard residency 

program showed that “the more parts you have the more moving interaction you 

can have between the parts.”480 At UCL in London, he allowed unrestricted  

access to his body to neuroscientific  scrutiny in search of unusual breathing 

patterns during sound making. The MRI brain scans taken during Reeps One’s 

performances was yet another step towards the goal to show how “now machines 

can be programmed to learn how to mimic the human voice and begin to not just 

learn but create.”481  

 
478 Pepperell, Robert. Consciousness as a Physical Process Caused by the Organization of Energy 
in the Brain. Hypothesis And Theory Article, Frontiers in Psychology. November 1, 2018. 
Accessed on February 20, 2020. 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02091/full 
479 Ibid. We Speak Music. 
480 Ibid. 
481 Ibid. 
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The crucial phase of replicating “the most complex sound in nature” was the use 

of deep learning and Artificial Intelligence techniques contributed by CJ Carr, a 

programmer, artist, and a co-winner of 2019 South by Southwest SXSW 

hackathon where his team managed to teach a machine Kurt Cobain’s voice. He is 

also a co-author of a paper on a new method of deep learning for music software 

published by Cornell University482 and a co-developer of  Dadabots, a neural 

network indefinitely generating technical death metal music on YouTube,483 

“recreating a raw audio one sample at a time.”484 Reeps One’s desire to move 

beyond what’s known  in beatboxing, pushed him to collaborate creatively with a 

machine to explore  yet unknown, undiscovered techniques. The film documents 

an awkward moment when Reeps One starts hearing glimpses of himself self-

generated by the machine and he feels like he is witnessing it “trying to be 

alive.”485 This experiment used 35,000 iterations generating new unique sounds 

that could have been done only by Reeps One – until then. The machine’s neural 

hyperspace does not replicate Yeff’s music, it creates an original sound with the 

identical voice of Yeff and by doing so it questions the meaning of human 

identity. The identity, which is responsible for our most intimate actions and 

interactions. Carr’s work during the building of a generative model of the 

champion beatboxer, produced impressive results and allowed Reeps One to 

battle himself in the last installment of the 6-part documentary series.  

Yeff’s journey culminates with an artificial reproduction of part of his self and the 

human collaboration with the machine creates an emotional expression in a form 

of the duet between the two twin selves. The AI twin was embodied with visible 

light, which corresponded with the sounds summoned by the machine. “In 1947, 

the Bell Labs anechoic chamber was designed to discover the essence of sound 

reproduction,”486 in 2019, the same room witnessed another breakthrough – a 

discovery of self-reproduction in the form of voice. Yeff’s art project aimed to de-

 
482 Carr, CJ & Zukowski, Zack. Generating Albums with SampleRNN to Imitate Metal, Rock, and 
Punk Bands. Cornell University, arXiv.org. November 16, 2018. Accessed on February 20, 2020. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.06633 
483 DADABOTS. YouTube. Video File. Joined February 14, 2018. Accessed February 27, 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLjU_5t9kP3DjNPmvVJx2eg 
484 Ibid. We Speak Music. 
485 Ibid. We Speak Music. 
486 Ibid., We speak Music. 
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demonize Artificial Intelligence as a dystopian force lingering to destroy 

humanity.  Instead, he sees it as an enhancement to our senses, a technology 

serving us to augment ourselves according to our designs and needs. The Reeps 

One experiment managed to replicate a small but very vocal part of human 

personhood – the voice with its unique sense of rhythm and style.  But there are 

many who are hungry for more.  

The growing knowledge in the field of neuroscience comes very timely and handy 

to AI researchers. To illustrate the level of  momentousness, in 2013, the 

European Union established AI research called the European Union Human Brain 

Project in Switzerland in order to artificially replicate a working model of the 

human  brain within a relatively short period of time.487 Creating a machine with a 

human  mind seems viable for American neuroscientist Michael Mauk from the 

University of Texas. He is optimistic, as was one of the fathers of AI Marvin 

Minsky, that within a moderate span of time and with an increased level of  

 

Screen Shot 82. Perceiving different floor surfaces using Virtual Reality coupled to a haptic display. 

computation power, humans will be able to recreate brain processes since “there 

are no theoretical barriers in our way.”488  

 
487 Ibid., O’Connell, 2017. 
488 Mauk, Michael. There is no Principle that Prevents Us from Eventually Building Machines 
That Think. Think Tank: Forty Neuroscientists Explore the Biological Roots of Human 
Experience. Yale University Press. Kindle Edition. 2018, p. 270. 
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This approach is heavily criticized by the celebrated Brazilian neuroscientist and 

biomedical engineer, Miguel Nicolelis, whose work has been focused on brain-

machine interface with widely publicized results including a live presentation 

during the opening of the 2014 FIFA Soccer World Cup in San Paulo when a 29-

year-old paraplegic man made the first kick of the games. The scientist used a 

virtual reality technology to train the brains of several volunteers to use their 

completely paralyzed lower bodies and to be able to feel the movement of their 

legs by their brains. These VR solutions are re-calibrating the human brain to 

adopt the paralyzed limbs into the brain’s senses again after they disappeared due 

to the lack of usage. The virtual reality environment is helping the brain of 

complete paraplegics think that these limbs are part of the body again, Nicolelis’ 

team “basically built a routine that involved immersion of virtual reality  

 

Screen Shot 83. Three cosmological views proposed by the True Creator of Everything at different moments 
in time: The “Hall of the Bulls” in the Lascaux cave painted by our Upper Paleolithic ancestors; 
Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel; the latest description of the origins of the universe according to NASA. 
Nicolelis, M. The True Creator of Everything: How the Human Brain Shaped the Universe as We Know It. 

environment first to reinsert into the brain the concept of having legs and the 

concept of having locomotion programs ready to go using virtual realities you 
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can't see in a moment and then we put them into our custom design brain control 

at the skeleton to actually learn to walk again.”489 Nicolelis is using the brain as a 

hybrid analog and organic computing device to calculate mathematical solutions 

that cannot be solved analytically by a Turing digital machine, in order to enable 

the functioning of the haptic display. He sees the brain as an analog computer 

rather than a typical synthetic digital computer, which “dissipate energy to embed 

information to neuronal tissue so that we can have like the entropy of the brain 

that can be described in terms of the Shannon information”490 theory. Nicolelis 

ridicules the “meat machine” (a term used by Marvin Minsky to describe the 

human brain) approach to the attempts of replicating digitally human brains.  

Instead he sees the brain or what he calls “the True Creator of Everything” as a 

non-replicable supercomputer which could be utilized and augmented to add 

functionalities as needed.491 According to Nicolelis, brain replication will not be 

possible until the reactive distributed systems of digital-analog computing is 

introduced in the future, allowing scientists to go beyond the Turing machine’s 

sequential computations. 

Nicolelis’s life has been dedicated to the interdisciplinary studies of the human 

brain and to the innovations of human-machine interfaces. These experiences 

shaped his views, which Nicolelis made public in his 2020’s book, The True 

Creator of Everything, where he presented the most concise history of art. Viewed 

from the perspective of the  human brain, art is an integral part of his 

cosmological understanding of human culture and science. He also challenges the 

traditional scientific approach to the process of the search for the “final” human 

description of the universe called by physicists the theory of everything, Nicolelis 

contests the narrow field approach to such omnipotent concepts as space and time 

cannot be grasped without understanding the human brain beforehand. His 

reasoning somewhat follows E.H. Gombrich’s way of thinking about art – “There 

 
489 Nokia Bell Labs. Miguel Nicolelis - The Future of Human Augmentation. YouTube. Video 
File. April 3, 2019. Accessed February 28, 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZENFjtLExmE&feature=emb_logo 
490 Ibid. 
491 Nicolelis, Miguel. The human brain, the true creator of everything, cannot be simulated by any 
Turing machine. Think Tank: Forty Neuroscientists Explore the Biological Roots of Human 
Experience, Yale University Press. Kindle Edition. 2018, p. 263–69. 
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is no such thing as Art. There are only artists.”492 Or taking a step farther “there is 

no such thing as art because artistic manifestations are all by-products of 

inquisitive and relentless human minds eager to project to the outside world 

images from their own internal neuronal universes,”493 so one may risk to 

synthesize it to this: 

THERE IS NO ART – THERE IS ONLY BRAIN 

 The ever-changing, dynamic and multi-dimensional relationship between the 

artist, the work, and the user(s) in a technologically mediated space proves to be 

even more complex when it collides with artificial intelligence. This is the case 

even though the relationship is still facing the same dilemmas in the debate about 

the degree to which society or technology determines the way the artist, the work 

and the recipient interact. Deep learning machines possess the ability to track our 

tacit knowledge and instinctual reactions and may diminish the spontaneity of  

 

Screen Shot 84. “Ich Unheimlish” David Hanson’s self-portrait. (Hanson, 2019). 

interactivity we enjoy today. The selected examples of interactive works created 

 
492 Nicolelis, Miguel. The True Creator of Everything: How the Human Brain Shaped the Universe 
as We Know It. Yale University Press. 2020. Kindle Edition, p. 2. 
493 Ibid. 
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in virtual environments, presented in this chapter, are not necessarily more 

meaningful than other projects, not mentioned here, but symbolize a subjective 

variety of works, which represent the principles of the areas of interaction of 

which this dissertation study analyzes.  I propose the last remaining question: Will 

AI take interactivity away from us, leaving us as mere observers?  

Suzanne Livingston, the curator of the AI: More Than Human exhibit, 

commenting on the societal transformations caused by artificial intelligence  

compared the “fear of AI to fear of the Other”494 as, by a juxtaposition to 

interactive art, “the Subject exists only in relation to the Others.”495 The machine  

 

Screen Shot 85. Robotic concept of Uncanny Valley. (Hanson, 2019). 

takes on human features not just based on the level of intelligence alone. David 

 
494 Barbican Center. What makes us human? // Unpacking the themes behind 'AI: More than 
Human'. YouTube. Video File. May 17, 2019. Accessed on March 11, 2020. 
https://youtu.be/VoDAdiNDxF8 
495 Kluszczyński Ryszard, W. Interactions In Augmented Worlds: Analysis Of The Art Of Luc 
Courchesne. Chapter Five. In: Expanding Practices in Audiovisual Narrative, edited by Raivo 
Kelomees and Chris Hales. Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014. p. 138. 
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Hanson’s concept of Identity Emulation496 exemplifies post-human art of 

portraiture. Hanson’s portraits, including his own self-portrait “Ich 

Unheimlish,”497 attempts to capture a multi-dimensional representation of a 

subject beyond what is considered conventionally a sculpture. In addition to 

capturing partially the aesthetics of a model, the author transfers the main traits of 

the subject's personality – memories, passions, desires, fears and likes. These 

added dimensions attempt to bring the artwork “to life” functioning with its own 

free will and with an emulated essence of being human. He follows the popular 

humanoid design concept of “uncanny valley,” developed by the Japanese robotic 

inventor Masahiro Mori, which essentially focuses on the visual aesthetics of 

human depictions in robots.  

The visual aspects of AI robots play an unproportioned role in further 

development of artificial life. Hanson, similarly to Nicolelis, believes that art can 

be defined as a biological function related to human evolution rather than  as “an 

art community’s edicts of will.”498 Following his thought process and that of his 

influencers, Wegner and Kurzweil, since free  will is a human illusion, and just a 

part of biological structure, it is only a matter of technological innovation before 

we can scan and replicate human physical essence, its conscience and self-

identity. Hanson envisions human replications to further blurry the lines between 

art vs. popular culture and technology as well as between the real and the virtual. 

He sees a close relation between personality or human essence and human form 

and how self-identity is generated by one’s visual and virtual projections.   

Lanier spent a lot of time writing about AI and how it directly relates to VR 

including defining his “Forty-sixth VR Definition: VR = - AI.”499 Even though AI 

is inverse of VR in his equation, there is obviously an extremely close correlation 

between the two. He even admits that AI and VR are alike when the variables of 

time and space are exchanged so we can expand his definition to this expression: 

 
496 Hanson, David. Humanizing Robots. How making humanoids can make us more human. Ph.D. 
Dissertation. University of Texas. Kindle Edition. 2017.  
497 Ibid. Name inspired by S. Freud’s 1955 work “Unheimlish,” which translates to “uncanny” or 
“homeless.” 
498 Ibid. 
499 Ibid. Lanier, 2017. 
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VR= ± AI 

Lanier, like Nicolelis, sees AI simply as an algorithm and robots as lifeless 

machines capable of sucking large quantities of data from humans and re-using it 

for the benefit of tasks programmed by humans so that any hint of “personage” 

created by AI algorithms is still created out of human data. Lanier also points out 

the irrationality of the Singularity movement and a hegemony of AI over human 

intellect – it seems that the fastest way to this scenario is by human decline to the 

point that the algorithms will appear uber-intelligent in comparison to the 

declining humans. And then, there is a societal change impacting human 

perception.  

A societal distinction reserved until now for humans only was granted to Sophia, 

the first robot to obtain the status of a citizen. In October of 2017, David Hanson 

learnt from the news that his robot Sophia was granted citizenship by the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. After an initial shock, he and at that time Hanson 

 

Screen Shot 86. (Left) Sophia in Dubai in 2017; (Right). Sophia with her creator. (Hanson, 2019). 

Robotics Marketing Director Dr. Jeanne Lim made a conscious (no pun intended) 

decision to accept it in order to use this occasion as an opportunity to pursue civil 

and women rights in Saudi Arabia. But are there any social consequences of such 

an action? According to Hanson it is too early to say but this act demonstrates 

unavoidability of co-existence of humans and robots in a near future, and 

according to Hanson “Robots can become sentient within twenty years, and like a 

baby it will deserve childhood (…) so, Sophia’s citizenship is a training ground 
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for the civil rights of these future beings.”500  

Elevating an AI robot to a similar political level as humans agrees with Hanson 

philosophy. In his 2019 presentation in Warsaw he rhetorically asked the audience 

- Why we need AI with heart? Although Hanson, similarly to Nicolelis, believes 

“creative process of the artist/inventor as an extension of evolutionary physics,”501 

but the neuroscientist stands in direct opposition to the prospects of brain and 

consciousness replication likelihoods in a visible future. In this art-technology-

society triad, Hanson sees only art as being ready for human replicants.  But it is 

only a matter of time for the technology and the society to catch up. His and 

 

Screen Shot 87. Whole Organism Approach. (Hanson, 2019). 

Kurzweil’s Singularity approach, the former of inevitable augmentation of human 

intelligence and the latter of an advent of exponential synthetic or hybrid human-

machine super-intelligence around 2070 to 2100, contrasts Hanson’s 

technological utopianism to Nicolelie’s pragmatism.502  

Hanson belongs to the similar category of technological utopianism as Nicholas 

Negroponte who predicts an arrival of the  “knowledge pill” augmenting the 

human  brain by its enhancement by the 4th decade of the 21st-century.503 

Hanson’s reflects, not on if consciousness  and human intelligence can be 

 
500 Hanson, David. Why We Need AI with Heart. Keynote address, Master & Robots Conference, 
Warsaw, October 8 – 9, 2019. 
501 Ibid. 
502 Ibid., Hanson, 2019. 
503 Negroponte, Nicholas. A 30-year history of the future. TED. Video File. 2014. Accessed March 
7, 2020. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/nicholas_negroponte_a_30_year_history_of_the_future?language=en 
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simulated in AI, but rather how “humanlike is that consciousness” and that it will 

be soon. Hanson and Nicolelis both attribute social intelligence as a core human 

property, Hanson envisions “the production of social machines with faces”504 as 

an inevitable part of human evolution eventually merging humans with machines, 

by “direct neural interface (…), genetic enhancement, and network interface with 

other individuals into supergroups that operate as single identities.”505  

The successful creation of AI machine organisms involves effective immersion 

for both the robots and the humans. The former need human interaction to observe 

and to enhance its knowledge capacity and the latter require realistic intelligent 

 

Screen Shot 88. Bringing robots to life. (Hanson, 2019). 

robots to efficiently utilize synthetic realities including augmented and virtual 

realities. An example of such a relationship are games, VR museums, or art 

galleries, as well as VR alleys, domes and theme parks. Hanson sees the growing 

trend in merging immersive synthetic reality with virtual reality (or more 

specifically cross reality, XR), which “consider[s] robotics as physically 

embodied computer animation, (…) brings the artificial world of movie animation 

to life.” 506 His Whole Organism Approach (Screen Shot 88) assumes that “the 

human individual may be scanned and digitized and [even] exist in the Web 

 
504 Ibid. Hanson, 2016, p. 126. 
505 Ibid. Hanson, 2016, p. 10. 
506 Ibid., Hanson, 2016, p. 85. 
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alone”507 and as many humans spend hours immersed in cyberspace between their 

smartphones, game and movie online platforms and online work, this author can 

imagine a growing demand for physically embodied virtual environments. This 

trend may not be fully hatched until “the physically embodied will not give way 

entirely to the virtual until we [humans] no longer have bodies or experience 

some similar technological transformation.”508 And since “we are visual creatures 

with over 70% of our brain dedicated to visuo-spatial processing”509 and 

 

Screen Shot 89. Hanson’s work – Philip K Dick android. (Hanson, 2019). 

 “neuroscience studies imply that human perception of the face tangles 

inseparable with sense of personhood, of “self” versus “other,””510 virtual reality 

plays a crucial role in the process of human-robot replications. A synthetic vision 

is in essence a virtual reality vision.  

We can get a sense of how robots will see the physical world through the lens of 

our smartphone or an augmented reality app, which serves as an enhancement of 

the viewer's vision by supplying humans with extra digital information otherwise 

not available to a naked eye. “Marshall McLuhan reminds us, our technological 

prostheses and ‘extensions’ are typically paired with a form of 

autoamputation,”511 which sounds surprisingly similar to Nicolelis’s prediction 

 
507 Ibid., Hanson, 2016, p. 10. 
508 Ibid., Hanson, 2016, p. 85. 
509 Ibid., Hanson, 2016, p. 16. 
510 Ibid., Hanson, 2016, p. 16. 
511 Cleland, Kathy. Seeing Like a Robot: Augmented Reality Vision. New Imaging: 
Transdisciplinary strategies for art beyond the new media. Edited by Su Baker & Paul Thomas. 
Published by Transdisciplinary Imaging Conference. 2010. 
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that the fear of AI overtaking human intelligence maybe be achieved not by the 

AI becoming “smarter” but rather humans dumbing down their potentials by 

“delegating our intellectual and social tasks to digital systems may just curtail or 

simply eliminate a variety of unique human behaviors, transforming our brains 

into mere biological digital systems.”512 And yet Hanson believes that machines  

may become not only more intelligent but more compassionate than humans - 

“more human than human” is the motto of the replicants’ builder, the Tyrell 

Corporation from the Blade Runner movie, based on Philip K. Dick’s novel Do 

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep. In a tribute to his idol, Hanson created Identity 

Emulation a robotic intelligent portrait of the science-fiction author in recognition 

of Dick’s writings about compassion and robots. Hanson reasons that the art 

world is becoming more abundant in the “virtual world of our own invention” and 

that when this process of human replication into indistinguishable machines is 

completed “our art literally becomes us.”513 

  

 
512 Ibid. Think Tank, p. 299. 
513 Ibid., Hanson, 2019, p. 145. 
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Epilogue 

“I saw the encounter between human and machine  

as the central drama of our time,”  

Myron Krueger, 1991514 

2048 – END OF INTERACTIVITY. A PREDICTION.  

What is the future role of interactivity concerning human-machine autonomy, the 

decision-making process and more precisely the manipulation, power, and control 

issues arising from the omnipotent functionality of AI in managing our life in 

micro and macro settings? My attempt to answer the initial question, I posed at 

the beginning of this section, about AI robbing humans of a self-intentional 

 

Screen Shot 90.(Left) Robot orchestra. David Henson 2019. (Right) Living Machine. David Hanson. 2019. 

choice of interactivity must stay unanswered at the time of this writing. The field 

of robotics and AI is possibly approaching the epoch of living algorithms or 

Living Machines.515 Hanson believes that it may even happen before the year 

2040 so within one human generation the theory of interactivity may be enriched 

with new authors, their work and the new recipient in that matter. For now, 

humans and robots do not share the most fundamental human behavior, which 

gives them a sense of meaning – mortality:  

 
514 Krueger, Myron W. What Should You Wear to An Artificial Reality. Artificail Reality 
Corporation. Box 786, Vernon, CT. 1991. Accessed February 10, 2020. 
https://www.are.na/block/3991605 
515 Ibid., Hanson 2019. 
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AI is limited by the machines’ unawareness of mortality in contrast  

to humans who are continually aware of their mortality. 

Is the sense of mortality directly related to intentionality? Dutch philosopher of 

technology, Peter-Paul Verbeek, building on Don Ihde’s earlier analysis, draws a 

picture of “cyborg intentionality” as an intertwined composite of human and 

machine interactions and shared intentionality. His examination of 

technologically mediated intentionality includes a model of composite 

intentionality when the human and the technological artifacts’ intentionalities  

merge and the line between the human and the machine begins to be blurry.516 His 

“concepts of cyborg intentionality and agency also carry us further towards Ihde’s 

idea of alterity relations where technology is seen as an independent actor with its 

own autonomous motivations, modes of perception and understanding.”517 But 

this may not happen until the inception of the digital-analog computer, which is 

needed to attempt a true human brain simulation.  

Based on Nicolelis’s theory of struggle between Neanderthals vs. Homo Sapiens 

(which also coincides with Harari’s views), humans’ white matter, which serves 

as connectivity tissue for the 86 billions of neurons, was optimal for 

synchronizing individual brains and create human societies and thus surpass the 

Neanderthals civilization.  Despite the fact that Neanderthals had bigger brains 

and many more neural connections. So, at the core of our uniqueness is the human 

ability to collaborate and interact with each other and not necessarily a supposedly 

autonomous act of interaction initiated by one’s self. Both, from the Singularity 

and the neurobiologically based manifesto of Miguel Nicolelis, free will’s 

uniquely induced interactivity is in question. The Singularity camp wants it to 

replicate and the organic-computer camp sees it as a predetermined, intuition 

based activity of “interbrain synchronization, involving millions or even billions 

of individual brains across the confines of time and space.”518 In both cases the 

interactivity does not seem to be our individual unique impulse ... anymore.  

 
516 Verbeek, Peter-Paul. Cyborg Intentionality: Rethinking the Phenomenology of Human–
Technology Relations. Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences 7, no. 3 (2008), pp. 387-95. 
517 Ibid. Cleland. 
518 Ibid. Nicolelis, The True Creator of Everything, p. 304. 
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Summary 

As these words are written (2020), Virtual Reality hype in consumer electronics is 

waning away even though the technology is steadily developing towards the 

ultimate VR kit. In a mid-teen of the 21st century, the zealots of virtual reality 

technology were proclaiming the ten-fold increase in the economic impact of VR 

by 2020s yet by 2018, these predictions were cut by 70%. Although, “the core of 

the VR experience is the interactivity” (Lanier, 2017), one of the reasons behind 

the slow adoption of VR has always been an inadequate quality of the VR 

“screen,” which diminishes the immersion experience and has not been able to 

deliver a realistic visual look. This study looks into that “core VR experience” – 

the interactive relationship between the creator and the recipient of the author’s 

work in a Digital Reality setting of interactive art. The dissertation begins with an 

analysis of the Author, the Work, and the Recipient triangle, which has been a 

heated topic of discourse between the intellectual luminaries of the 20th-century, 

from Umberto Eco to Michel Foucault. This historical perspective is only a 

prelude to the following chapter’s most recent interlocutors engages in 

contemplation about the participatory relationship in art. Additionally, the 

introduction is also challenging the many definitions of interactivity and Virtual 

Reality alike and calls to attention the question of the interactive nature of humans 

from the philosophical and sociological point of view. The first chapter reflects 

upon the current conversation about the role of interactivity in the relationship 

between the artist and the audience with the main focus on the works that are 

technologically mediated. The author reflects on the experience of interactivity 

and the many elements involved in both the artistic process of sharing the artwork 

and the audience’s reception of the artwork in which the “participants are the 

viewers and the users in the interaction with this artwork and among themselves” 

(Rogala, 1997). The first chapter closes with a perspective on Rogala multimedia 

works, which incorporate his poetry where he is reaching to his poetry to trigger 

the inverse transformation of his new photographs, and at the same time being 

more in control of the finished transformed image. It seems to be the Rogala’s 

answer to the postmodern world of ubiquitous AI. Chapter II examines patterns in 

interactive art, film, video, and games and it deals with the cyber universe where 

interactive artistic practices take place. The author also surveys the tools used in 
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the creation, distribution, exhibition, and reception of interactive works. Selected 

Virtual Reality platforms are scrutinized and the author’s attention is turned to 

individual and collective experiences of reciprocity in these platforms. In the third 

and the last chapter, the author showcases the virtual reality projects across all VR 

platforms, including the first VR cinema in Amsterdam, the exploding Virtual 

Production in Hollywood as well as DEL+ALT+CTRL a new interactive opera in 

8 movements by Mirosław Rogala. The ever-changing, dynamic and multi-

dimensional relationship between the artist and the user(s) in a technologically 

mediated space proves to be even more complex when it collides with artificial 

intelligence even though it is still facing the same dilemmas in the debate about 

the degree to which society or technology determines the way the artist, the work 

and the recipient interact. Deep learning machines possess the ability to track our 

tacit knowledge and instinctual reactions and diminish the spontaneity of 

interactivity we enjoy today so much. So the author posts the last remaining 

question: will AI take interactivity away from us, leaving us as mere observers 

again? The chapter is closing with a prediction about the future role of 

interactivity concerning human-machine autonomy, decision-making process and 

more precisely the manipulation, the power, and control issues arising from the 

omnipotent functionality of AI in managing our life in micro and macro settings. 

Streszczenie 

Kiedy piszę te słowa (2020), technologia Wirtualnej Rzeczywistości (VR) bezustannie się 

rozwija i można być pewnym, że zestaw do jej odbioru prędzej czy później upowszechni 

się wśród nabywców komercyjnej elektroniki; samej technologii nie towarzyszy już jednak 

taki szum medialno-reklamowy, jak onegdaj. Kiedy dwudziesty pierwszy wiek wchodził 

w swe lata gimnazjalne, najgorliwsi prorocy Wirtualnej Rzeczywistości wieszczyli, że do 

roku 2020 jej wpływ na gospodarkę wzrośnie dziesięciokrotnie: prognozy te już w roku 

2018 przyszło okroić o siedemdziesiąt procent. Chociaż „sednem doświadczenia VR jest 

interaktywność (Lanier, 2017)” technologia ta przyjmowała się wolno, ponieważ jakość 

oferowanego „ekranu” wciąż była na tyle niska, że zaburzało to realizm przekazywanego 

obrazu i psuło wrażenie pełnego zanurzenia w wirtualnym świecie.  

Niniejsza dysertacja to analiza „podstawowego doświadczenia VR” — interaktywnej 

relacji pomiędzy twórcą a odbiorcą jego dzieła, które jest rodzajem interaktywnej sztuki 
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osadzonej w cyfrowej rzeczywistości. Studium zagadnienia rozpoczyna się od próby 

przyjrzenia się trójkątowi Autor — Dzieło — Odbiorca, który był tematem burzliwego 

dyskursu między luminarzami XX wieku, od Umberto Eco do Michela Foucaulta; ta 

historyczna perspektywa jest wszakże tylko preludium do kolejnego rozdziału, gdzie 

znacznie współcześniejsi nam rozmówcy zastanawiają się nad relacją bezpośredniego 

uczestnictwa w sztuce. Rozdział wstępny zawiera także krytyczny przegląd wielu definicji 

interaktywności oraz rzeczywistości wirtualnej i bada kwestię interaktywnej natury 

człowieka z filozoficznego i socjologicznego punktu widzenia.  

Rozdział pierwszy poświęcony jest aktualnej dyskusji na temat roli interaktywności w 

relacjach między artystą a odbiorcą, przy czym główny nacisk pada tutaj na dzieła 

zapośredniczane technologicznie. Autor zastanawia się nad doświadczeniem 

interaktywności i wieloma elementami, które składają się zarówno na artystyczny proces 

dzielenia się dziełem sztuki, jak i na odbiór przez publiczność dzieła, kiedy to 

„uczestnikami są widzowie i użytkownicy w interakcji z tym dziełem i między sobą 

(Rogala, 1997)”. Rozdział zamykają rozważania na temat multimedialnych dzieł 

Mirosława Rogali, w których artysta sięga do własnej poezji, aby wywołać odwrotną 

transformację swoich nowych fotografii, a jednocześnie w większym stopniu kontrolować 

gotowy, przekształcony już obraz. Wydaje się, że jest to odpowiedź Rogali na 

postmodernistyczny świat wszechobecnej SI.  

Rozdział drugi analizuje wzorce obecne w sztuce interaktywnej, filmie, wideo i grach oraz 

zajmuje się cyberświatem, uniwersum w którym zachodzą interaktywne praktyki 

artystyczne. Autor bada również narzędzia wykorzystywane do tworzenia, dystrybucji, 

wystawiania i odbioru dzieł interaktywnych. Analiza obejmuje wybrane platformy 

Wirtualnej Rzeczywistości, a uwagę autora przykuwają zwłaszcza indywidualne i 

zbiorowe doświadczenia wzajemności za pośrednictwem tych platform.  

W trzecim i ostatnim rozdziale autor przedstawia wybrane projekty z zakresu wirtualnej 

rzeczywistości na wszystkich platformach VR, w tym pierwsze kino VR w Amsterdamie, 

przeżywającą rozkwit Produkcję Wirtualną w Hollywood oraz DEL+ALT+CTRL, nową 

interaktywną operę w 8 częściach autorstwa Mirosława Rogali.  

Ciągle zmieniające się, dynamiczne i wielowymiarowe relacje między artystą a 

użytkownikiem (użytkownikami) w przestrzeni zapośredniczonej technologicznie okazują 

się jeszcze bardziej złożone, gdy zderzają się ze sztuczną inteligencją, mimo że wciąż stoją 
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przed nimi te same dylematy w debacie na temat stopnia, w jakim społeczeństwo lub 

technologia determinują sposób interakcji artysty, dzieła i odbiorcy. Samouczące się 

maszyny oparte na głębokich sieciach neuronowych posiadają zdolność do śledzenia 

naszej biernej wiedzy i instynktownych reakcji. Potrafią zmniejszyć spontaniczność 

interaktywności, którą dzisiaj cieszymy się w znacznym stopniu. Autor stawia więc 

ostatnie pytanie: czy sztuczna inteligencja odbierze nam interaktywność, sprowadzając nas 

znów do roli obserwatorów? Rozdział zamyka próba przewidzenia, jaka będzie przyszła 

rola interaktywności jeśli chodzi o autonomię na styku człowieka i maszyny i jaką formę 

przybierze proces podejmowania decyzji — innymi słowy, jakie problemy z manipulacją, 

władzą i kontrolą wynikną z wszechmocnej funkcjonalności SI, która będzie zarządzać 

naszym życiem na makro i mikro poziomie.  
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Appendix I 

The Virtual Production Process of The Lion King (fxguide)  

1. The voice actors recorded dialogue individually, with the exception of some 

scenes. For example, scenes between Billy Eichner as Timon and Seth Rogen as 

Pumbaa. These actors not only recorded some of their dialogue together but the  

 
     

 
1Keegan-Michael Key (Kamari) and Eric André (Azizi) in BlackBox. 

Director filmed them in a ‘BlackBox theatre’ set environment where they could 

act and walk around in an empty space (with no computer use at all). As with all 

the animation, this done to get good voice performances and was not recorded for 
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motion capture. It was filmed for reference and later editorial discussion. “We’d 

basically take a Seth and Billy or some of the other actors and throw them in the 

middle of a giant rectangle surrounded by cameras and then they would act out a 

scene. They would have room to move around like actors and do their lines,” 

recalled Grossmann. “Jon would then direct those performances and say, ‘Okay, 

that’s great, we love that’. These clips would be the reference clips that we would 

send to the animation team and that audio could be cut into editorial.”  

 
2The Crew did not need to wear VR headgear, although they often did. 

2. James Chinlund and his team lead by Vlad Bina and Tad Davis, designed and 

build the scenes and reviewed them in VR in Unity using the VPS. The crew on 

the sound stage in LA would often use these scenes to scout in the VPS. When 

‘locations’ were approved, they would be handed o to the MPC Virtual Art 

Department (VAD).  

3. The Director, DoP, VFX Supervisor and a special team worked on the custom 

sound studio in LA, designed by technical lead Lap Luu. This sound stage was 

designed to allow them to ‘film’ in VR. The ‘stage’ had traditional film gear, 

including tripods, dollies, geared heads, focus pulling remotes, cranes, and even 

drones, but the actual ‘cameras’ were all inside Unity. These devices were either 

physically encoded or optically tracked by 3d printed mechatronics designed by 

hardware supervisor Jason Crosby. The actual stage was not that large, but even 
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with the modest stage size of only about 70ft by 40ft, the team filmed most of The 

Lion King in just about 1/3 of the total space. The process proved so effective that 

the team did not need vast spaces. The final system was primarily the Magnopus 

VPS developed further from the D23 test and constantly refined and added to as 

the production needed. Ben Grossmann designed and oversaw the software and 

hardware development for the VPS under Rob Legato’s supervision, as well as 

overall operations.  

 
3Animation was in Autodesk Maya 

4. The animation team at MPC would animate a scene and provide that animation 

to the LA sound stage. These assets both environmental and character 

were logged into the virtual stage management system. MPC maintained a 

database so all the assets were version numbered and every piece of data 

related back exactly with the correct version of the asset, take, scene and 

edit. This automated process was vital as assets would round trip to and 

from the stage, and any changes needed to be automatically logged and 

recorded. The MPC team needed to have a 100% confidence that any 

onset timings or changes were seamlessly recorded and feedback into the 

next animation iteration. Headed by sets supervisor Audrey Ferrera, the 

MPC team in LA would import animation from Andy Jones’ animation 

team and adjust and optimize layouts for the game engine. MPC Virtual 
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Production Supervisor, Girish Balakrishnan would oversee the workflow 

and convert the scenes into a format ready to move to the stage and 

confirm that asset tracking for MPC’s asset system was functioning.  

5. When assets or animation was ready and approved by the MPC team, they 

would move to the MPC ‘Dungeon Master’ in the machine room of the 

LA sound stage. The MPC bridge between their work and the VPS on the 

sound stage was nicknamed the ‘Dungeon Master’ by Jon Favreau. The 

Director left two six-sided DD dice on the table one day, next to the 

computer and called the station the Dungeon Master – as this computer 

decided the ‘map’ that all the team would ‘play on today’. Virtual 

Production Lead John Brennan and Virtual Production Producer AJ. 

Sciutto, would get a scene hand-o from Balakrishnan. Once would confirm 

it was ready to shoot the team would push the data to the computers on the 

stage, and confirm that everything was ready to shoot. From that point 

forward the shoot day could begin.  

6. The creative team would then lm that animation sequence with VR cameras in 

the VPS. Key to this process was that multiple people could join the same VR 

session and see each other. The various pieces of traditional camera equipment 

were geared and wired into this master set up. For example, a dolly pushed in the 

real world would move the virtual camera matching it exactly. The VR world 

facilitated a skydome and cinema style lights. For example, if the team was 

filming up on Pride Rock and someone ‘added’ a Redhead (500W Tungsten 

light), then a virtual light (looking like a redhead) would appear and a virtual C-

stand would extend down to the ground (no matter how far that was). The director 

could walk over (in VR) to the master camera and ‘tear’ of a copy of the VR 

video monitor from the top of the virtual camera. He could then walk to any spot 

he liked and build his own video village. This could be ‘miles’ away from the 

action, but of course, in the sound stage, he was physically just a few feet away 

from the main crew. Faris Hermiz from the actual Art Department (not the virtual 

art department) would often be in VR during the shots as a “set decorator” 
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preserving continuity and making sure that the set was used as James Chinlund 

had designed it.  

 
4The view from the Editorial section back to the main stage 

7. The First AD Dave Venghaus would orchestrate the shooting day’s work. Caleb 

Deschanel and Rob Legato were assisted by Michael Legato, Key Grip 

Kim Heath, various grips and crane operators. In VR they were helped by 

the Magnopus VPS Operations team of John Brennan, Fernando Rabelo, 

Mark Allen, and often engineers Guillermo Quesada, Michelle Shyr and 

Vivek Reddy. Once a scene was shot, it could be immediately reviewed in 

the editorial machines at the back of the stage. Every aspect of each take 

was recorded, as individual channels references with the day and time of 

the take, take number and the relevant asset register of character and 

environment version numbers. 

8. All the recording was done in the VPS on stage. When the first AD would say 

“cut” the VPS machines would collect their local recordings of all the 

changes and animations, and send them back to the MPC database PC so 

they could confirm they captured everything. If MPC wasn’t on the stage, 

(eg. during some reshoots or pickups, or recamera-ing after principal 

photography), the VPS had all the same functions built-in and could send 

the same packages back to MPC. Either way, complete shots were always 
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returned to MPC.  

9. For the animators at MPC, the first thing they could choose to do is ‘enter’ into 

their copy of the virtual set in VR and have a look at what was shot and 

how the team approached the scene. This step is theoretically unnecessary, 

but as most animators would agree, it is really advantageous to just have a 

look around on set as an omnipresent observer and get a feel for how the 

creative team was approaching each scene. It was also free to do both in 

terms of setup and data wrangling.  

10. When the animation, lighting and fur sims were finalized, the LA creative 

team got one last chance to check the lensing of any shot. Again this step 

may seem redundant, but it allowed for the occurrence that with the 

various animal’s fur or secondary motion, such as a tail swipe – a slightly 

different blocking or framing might improve the shot.  

11. Once whole scenes were done the team could also preview in VR what 

any scene might look like in Stereo. Normally it is impossible to visually 

replicate an IMAX experience, as any monitor will always be closer and 

way smaller than an IMAX screen, in relation to the fixed distance 

between someone’s actual eyes. But with VR system, the team could 

simulate watching the material in a virtual VR IMAX theatre and satisfy 

themselves the stereo convergence was correct. (Many of this team had 

previously worked on the Oscar-winning natively stereo film Hugo by 

director Martin Scorsese).  

12. MPC rendered the final imagery in RenderMan. For non-stereo reviews, 

there were two review theatres built at the LA sound stage so the shots 

could be reviewed in a standard Dailies environment.  
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